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CHAP'l''ER I. 
INTRODUCTION. 
THE NEED FOR THE STUDY. 
The Board of Aid, Capetown, is a statutory body created 
by Provincial Ordinance in 1919 to relieve the destitution of 
the aged, the chronic sick, and those who were otherwise 
incapable of supporting themselves. While the activities of 
the Board remained unitypical; in the sense that incapacita~ 
tion was the sole criterion of destitution used, the task was 
relatively simple. (Naturally it is not suggested that the 
problems associated with such natural dependency do riot 
merit serious consideration.) When the world-wide depres-
,sion first ma-de itself felt in South Africa in 1929, it was 
inevitable that the functions of the Board, by virtue of the 
Board's unique statutory position, should be so widened as 
to include and make provision for all types of destitution. 
This change was brought about lby Provincial Ordinance in 
1930, when an already difficult task became complicated by 
other problems aJl(l wider issues. So, for instance, tlw 
Board hacl to deal with many cases of mal-adjustment arising 
out of commercial, industrial, and other forms of unemploy-
ment. With "this widening of function there arose, more 
urgently than ever before in the- history of the Board, the 
need for scientific and periodic investigation into the main 
directions of its activities. It is consequently surprising that 
in the course of its activities since 1930, and until this study 
had sufficiently progressed, the Board was unable to furnish 
information about the extent to which any particular type of 
~lependency prevailed amongst its chief recipients. 1 The 
-;;ame unfortunate tendenc-y persists amongst mo·st other 
' The terms "chief recipient " or " chief dependent" are used to 
?esignate the person in whose name the application is registered. This 
1s the man or woman if the case is sing){), the father of the family in 
all cases where he is a.live and living with his family, or the mother 
~n the case of all families where th'O!re is no father in the home (e.g., 
111 cases of rlivorce. desPrtion, etc.). 
1 
2 Pou;rty and Dependency h1. Capetown 
• See in connection with the work of the Board of Aid the investiga-
tion of E. Perold: "Die Duur, Hoeveelheid en ~aardheid van Liefda-
digheid verskaf deur die Onderstandsraad aan n monstergroep van 
teenswoordige Applikante tot die begin v~n 1933 " (u1,1published ~~.A. 
thesis circulated in mimeograph form m an Enghsh . translatiOn, 
financed by the Board of Aid, with the title "The puratton, Amount 
and Nature of the Relief given by the Board of Aid, up to th~, e~d 
of 1932, to a Sample Group of Applicants"); an~ L. V,erw?e~~: Die 
Alleenlopende Moeder as 'n Ontvanger van Liefdadighetd. . These 
investigations were carried out to supplement the present enqmry. 
Po·verty and Dependency in Cazjetown 
of their ,J~pendency. No attempt will be maO.e to put· for-
ward details o£ t:reatment. This is a subsequent duty 
devolving on the Board itself. 
A SHORT SUMMARY OF THE CONTENTS. 
The financial circumstances of the recipients o£ relief· and 
their spatial distribution over Capetown are first dealt with. 
Following this chiefly descriptive portion of the study an 
analysis is niade of certain factors and conditions in order to 
discover their causal connection with dependency. This 
analytical portion of the study is concerned with seven 
groups of data, viz., the places of origin and previous resi- ""· 
deuce; such personal factors as age, sex and race; family 
conditions (including marital status, size of family or house-
hold, etc.); housing and environment; health conditions;· 
educational and occupational qualificatiom; of the ·dependents 
and their children; and the influence of unemployment. 
DATE OF THE RESEARCH. 
The enquiry refers only to cases ·which ·were actually 
receiving assistance from the Board of Aid at the time of 
the investigation. 
1'he data were obtained from three sources: (a) case 
papers ·Of the Board, (b) a special card index system,· and 
(c) a short survey. 
The Board keeps in its possession all information it has 
received concerning each appllcant in a separate file. This 
file is usually referred to as the case paper of the client. 
More than 2,000 such case papers were used. 
The card index system was especially introduced for the 
purpose of the research, as there was no adequate system of 
recording the essential facts of each case according to a 
uniform schedule, when it was first decided to undertake the 
work. This was, however, recognised as indispensable for 
the purpose of summarising, classifying, and ta!bulating the 
principal details of the cases. Seven hundred European and 
2,469 non-European cases were examined, a separate yellow 
card being used for each of them. The yellow cards were all 
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The Board keeps in its possession all information it has 
received concerning each appllcant in a separate file. This 
file is usually referred to as the case paper of the client. 
More than 2,000 such case papers were used. 
The card index system was especially introduced for the 
purpose of the research, as there was no adequate system of 
recording the essential facts of each case according to a 
uniform schedule, when it was first decided to undertake the 
work. This was, however, recognised as indispensable for 
the purpose of summarising, classifying, and ta!bulating the 
principal details of the cases. Seven hundred European and 
2,469 non-European cases were examined, a separate yellow 
card being used for each of them. The yellow cards were all 
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4 
filled in by the investigators of the Board of Aid uuring the 
course of their daily visits. Most .of the families and persons 
visited were well known to the visitors. T'he cases concerned 
were all visited between the 3rd January and the 30th June, 
1933. A copy of the index card is given as Appendix L 
'l'his card index 'system will be referred to throughout the 
study as the yellow car-ds. 
In addition, a special survey was undertaken during the 
first week in May, 1933, with the assistance of the students 
of the· Department of Sociology, University of Stellenbosch. 
The survey lasted from the 1st to 7th May. T'wo hundred 
and ninety-five European aiHl 872 non-European dependent 
families and individuals were visited with the object of 
obtaining data not or-dinarily derivable from the case papers 
of the Board. A copy -of the form used in this connection is 
given as Appendix II. Owing to various limitations-such 
as the number of field workers, financial resources, etc.-
the survey was confined to the areas adjacent to the centre 
of the city, namely from Sea Point to Observatory. Twenty 
.students assisted voluntarily, in addition to the five Yisitors 
on the regular staff of the Board. For various reasons not 
:all the information eontained in the Form S 1 has been used 
for this study. To some extent the cases covered by the case 
papers, the. card in:~ex system, and the survey were identical. 
For these cases it simply meant that information was gath-
ered by one method where it ha-d to a large extent not been 
made availalble by other means. Other 'eases, however, were 
coveted by two of these methods of approach, and still othe1·s 
by one method of approach only. Altogether information \ras 
available fmm slightly over 3,aOO totally separate eases. 
The card index s;p•tem containe1l information on nearly all 
of these. 
These a,aOO cases received assistance from the Board of 
Aid during obe ·or more periods of varying length between 
the ard of January and the 30th of June, 19aa. If all the 
persons concern eel in these cases (i.e. man, woman and child) 
are regarded as dependents sharing in the Board's charity, 
then the total number of persons concerned, both European 
I 
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and non-European, ,;as just over 15,000, i.e. approximately 
5·7'% of the entire European and non-European population 
in Capetown. 1 
THE RELIABILITY AND STATISTICAL TREATMENT OF rr:HE 
DATA. 
Two questions could be asked, namely (i) is the· informa~ 
iion concerning the cases likely to be trustworthy? and 
(ii) to what extent does the information gathered refer to a 
sufficiently large portion of the group of dependents to allow 
valid deductions for the whole group? 
Tjhe first question requires an indication of the care with 
which the information was gathered, the methods and pos-
sibility of checking information, and the conscientiousness 
.of the visitors. The data on the yellow cards and in the case 
papers were filled in by the regular visiting staff -of the Boarrl 
of Aid. There were only :five such visitors, so that they 
<;ould easily be supervised and their work checked. Most of 
the cases were well known to these visitors, and,- as they 
were paid employees, it was necessary for them to satisfy 
the writer as supervisor. No instances arose in which their 
care and conscientiousness in filling- iu the cards had to be 
. , " ' 
<tuestwnen. . 
'I'here was ample opportunity of making certain direct 
observations over and over again on various visits. 'l'his was 
true, for example, with regard to the size of the family, and 
applie~; also to some extent to the marital status in so far as 
the actual living together and not the legal position was con-
cerned. In most cases it was also possible to ascertain the 
race with a hig-h degree of certainty. In connection with 
items such as oncupation and illness, . continual checking 
through other sources was essential; e.g. references from 
former employers, medical certificates, and telephonic com-
munications with those issuing such testimonials or certifi-
cates were used. Communications with other charities were 
frequently used as a further control. Especially in tbe case 
of dependents who had lbeen assisted by the Board for a long 
1 Should one desire tp find out the exact percentage \'vhich all depen-
(}ents form of the population of Capetown, then a co-ordinated survey 
of all the city's chariti-es would be necessary. 
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period, fairly accurate information had been gradually 
acquired by the process of continual investigation and 
ehecking. Cross checking between cards and case papers 
could be carried out in regar·d to certain items. The. visitors' 
duties frequently brought them in touch with neighbours 
and relatives, thus providing additional opportunity for 
checking information. 
In connection with other items, such as age and the extent 
of education of the children, there were fewer attempts at 
intentional checkmg. Exporience indicated that prevarica-
tion rarely took place with such items. 
On the whole, therefore, as far as the information on the 
yellow cards is eoncerned, a high degree of reliance can be 
placed on the type of material mentioned above as cheeked, 
while the few items mentioned as unchecked can be regarded 
as having a fairly high degree of reliability. 
All the material contained in the survey forms was 
obtained by means of interviews which the investigator~ had 
with the recipients during the course of the survey, when 
the forms were filled in. It was manifestly imposs{ble to 
control the rel.iability of the data, and the statements 
received as answers were presumed to lbe correct, except 
where there was reason to doubt their authenticity. In such 
instances the material was discarded. 
The investigators here were the previously mentioned five 
visitors and a number of students who, keenly interested in 
the problems of poverty and the ~ethods of social work, 
voluntarily offered their services. No doubt about their care 
and conscientiousness can be entertained. They knew of the 
measures to be taken to obtain reliable testimony, nnd had 
had previous experience of case visiting. The chances of 
incorrect information due to investigators were therefore 
considerably minimised, especially as some of the informa-
tion filled in in the forms was already present in the case 
papers and could be checked. Discrepancies were rarely 
found. Since the visitors werethus reliable, the chief source 
of unreliability of the survey information would be the fact 
that the recipients themselves might intentionally or unin-
tenti~nally have made wrong statements. Only straight£or-
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ward and simple questions on concrete conditions and facts 
"'ere, however; put, and therefore the data eo:Uected should 
1be near enough to the· truth to be worth studying. 
The second question was whether the sample used in this 
investigation was sufficiently large. There can be no doubt 
about the cases co.vered by the yellow cards, since one is 
scarcely dealing with a sample, both in the case of Euro-
peans and non-Europe~ns. Over 95 % of a~l the dependents 
receiving assistance at that time- were included. 'This ce~~ 
tainly allows of generalisations in regard to a1l the depen-
dents on the Board of Aid. Naturally it would he another 
matter if one intended to draw conclusions about all depen-
dents in Capetown. In that case it would he necessary to 
know what percentage these Board of Aiel cases formed of all 
the rtepenclents in th8 city. Owing to the importance of the 
Board as a charitable organisation it is more than likely th::~t 
these cases would form a very high percentage of all the 
dependents in Capetown. Since societies operate indepen-
dently of one another thP degree of overlapping is not 
known, and no certain calculation of the actual number of 
.~eparate c~ses of dependency can be made. 'l'her«:>fore the 
conclusions are IJlade only with regard to the Board's depen-
dents, of whom the sample studied is highly representative. 
At the same time such conclusions will most probably be of 
value in understanding the position of dependents in Cape-
town generally. 
As far as the survey group is concerned the num!ber of 
cases is much smaller than in connection with the yellow 
cards. Even here, however, the sample forms 42% of all the 
European cases dependent on the Board of Aid at the time 
and 35 % of the non-European cases. Even s~ch samples ar~ 
fairly representative. Naturally the sample was a ·random 
selection of current cases. 
Sometimes, however, owing to incompleteness or other 
limitations in connection with certain · items, varying 
numbers of cases had t0 he eliminated during the man1pula-
tion of the cards and forms. This is indicated wherever the 
size of the sample was thus diminish~d. 
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The Standard Deviations were used to indicate the possible 
errors of the distributions in the tables, but this was done 
only for samples smaller than the group covered by the 
·67 sigma 
yellow cards. The Probable Error (P.K =· VN ) was 
used to indicate the probable errors of averages. The 
Standard Deviations are approximate only, in the sense that 
they have been derived from a table. 1 
1 Taken from Hogg: "Incidence of '''ork Shortage," pp. 115-116. 
CHAPTER IT. 
THE FINANCIAL CIRCUMSTANCES OF 
DEPENDENTS. 
The economic circumstanceEi of dependents usually receive 
the closest scrutiny from the investigating staffs of charit-
able organisations, since it is mainly upon a knowledge of 
the financial position of the individual cases that organisa-
tions decide to grant or withhold relief. No effort, however, 
is usually made to review in general the economic circum-
Htances associated with the state of pauperism in which 
dependents almost continually find themselYes. In this way 
an important duty is overlooked, since it is only on the !basis 
of a general and accurate know ledge that a policy can be 
developed with the object :of changing constructively the 
financial circmnstances of dependents. ]'or example, if one 
kn~ws from what sources the ricipients usually receive their 
income it would be possible to consider whether these source:,~ 
should not be developed. '.l"he discovery may be made that 
(;ertain types of unskilled work are paid so- poorly that even 
full-time labourers of that type are iri need of additional 
support. The organisation would then be doing its duty if 
it brought this fact to the notice of the public, and agitated 
for a reasonable wage policy in connection with the par-
ti"cular form of unskilled labour. 
'l'he value of accurate knowledge of the economic circum-
stances of the dependents is, iw,Yever, not only confined to 
developing a constructive policy of' a more or less general 
nature. It is a mai.ler of com111on knowledge that charitable 
organisations are sometimes constrained to assist persons 
who are not entirely clestituie in the sense that they have 
absolutely no· mconie. But where this· rloes happen, it is 
obviously of importance to know to what extent, and why 
organisations find themselves forced to help those who have 
some source o£ income. . 
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(i) Income from Employment and other non-charitable
Sources. (a) Sources of Income. The percentage distribution
of European and non-European cases according to the sources
of all kinds of income was first calculated (see Ta ble No, 1.).
THE SOURCES AND AMOUNT OF INCOME OF DEPENDENTS.
'1'he data which were collected in connection with the
sources and amount of income of dependents can be divided
into two groups, according to whether the income was
derive.d (i) from employment and other non-charitable
sources, or -(ii) from charitable sources. These groups of
data can first he dealt with separately, and then discussed in
conjunction.
With the object of attempting to find an answer to this.
and similar problems several facts were studied. For-
example, the sources and amounts of non-daritable an{l
charitable income were investigated. Charitable assistance
is here regarded as a form of income as far as the dependents
are concerned. Furthermore, in connection with the study
of the sources of income the question was raised of the dupli-
cation of assistance. A comparison was also made of the
ultimate financial position of those who have no income,
except what they receive from the Board of Aid, with that
of those who are perhaps in the more fortunate position of
enjoying an income from several sources, charitable and non-
charitable. Besides considering the income, an investigation
was made of the expenditure of dependents. In this connec-
tion the various items of expenditure are .discussed with a
view to ascertaining how the money which the dependent
spends each week is allocated. Not only were the most
important items of expenditure in the budgets of the depen-
dents studied, but also the percentage of money spent on
them. Furthermore, an investigation was made of the debts
of those dependent on charity. Such debts were, however,
not considered as something apart, but in connection with
the relation between income and expenditure.
The data on the above points were collected [by means of
the special survey conducted in the first week in May, 1933.
TABLE NO. I. THE PEHCENTAGE DISTHIBUTION 01"
THE IJEPENDENTS ACCOHDING TO THE SOURCES 0)"
INCOME."
11
Europeans non-Europeans
With only charitaple incom? . 64.4 :l: 2.7 59.9 :l: 1.6''Vith sources of non-charItable in.
comc:
2.3 29.7 :l: 1.7(i) Employment and no ?ther so,:!rce 21.4 :l:(ii) Other sources (boardmg, lodgmg,
11.4 :l: 1.8 5.2 :l: .8pensions, but not employment)(iii) Employment supplemented by
2.8 :l: 1.0 5.2 :l: .8income from boarders andlodgers
100.0 100.0
IJl)verty and Dependency in CalJetown
'The sample consisted of 295 European and 872 non-European
.cases, the sampling ratios being approximately 42 % and
<'35% 1 respectively.
Of the number of European and non-]~uropean cases with
sources of non-charitable income, approximately three-fifths
of the former's and nearly one-quarter of the latter's main
source of non-charitable income was from employment, i.e.
h Ilarger percentage of such non-Europeans than Europeans
were {lependents in employment.
A little less than one-third of the Europeans with non-
charitable incomes and about one-eighth of such non-Euro-
peans had no source of non-charitable income except that
derived from the provision of boarding and lodging, and from
non-charitable pensions.
1 The sampling ratio was calculated on the number of cases k!10Wll
to be dependent on the Board, ~ccordi!1g to the yello~v card mde.x
system. This is true of all samplmg; ratIOS throughout thIS study. It IS
true that this svst€m may have mIssed a very small number of cases
dependent on tIle Board at the time, but the actual number covered
by the system was certainly more. than ~.5% of the a?tu~l group
assisted at the time. The samplIng ratIOS, therefore, mdlCate not
exactly but very IH"arly exactly the proportion the samp}.e fo~ms of ~he
total number of cases' dependent. This is true of all sam.plmg. ratIOS.
It is quite likely that the averages ~nd percentages obtamed m such
samples are fairly close approxImatIOns of what the ?orrect figures
would be for the 'whole group. Provided pr<!per precautl0!1s are taken
a sample of even 1 in' 20 maybe representatI.ve. In most Instances the
sample used in this study are larger than 1 111 20.
2 In all cases of ta.bles giving (, p~rce~ltage .distr!bution" the con-
:inual repetition of the percentage SIgn IS aVOIded 111 the table.
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1 For the Europeans there were 105 such cases and for the non-
Europeans 348, i.e. 35.6 % and 4.0.1% of the samples respectively.
80me of the cases, namely, a little more than one-twelfth
uf the Europeans and about one-eighth of the non-Europeans,
supplemented their income, from employment by taking in
boarders and/or lodgers, but were still dependent.
The dependents who were in possession of some non-
charitable income derived from the sources indicated above
formed, however, the smaller group. 'l''he European depen-
dents with only charitable income constituted nearly two-
thirds of the whole European group, and the non-Europeans
about three-fifths of their group.
'l'hese results, based as they are on a bidy representative
sample, can be taken as a fair indication 'Of the characteris-
tics in this respect of the whole group of dependents dealt
with. Jlfost of the dependents, Eu;ropean as well as non-
European, have no sources ;f non-charitable income, whileth,e
.greater p01.tion of those who have some income are engaged in
{/. type of employment which does not sufficiently JJ1'ovide for
t!lei'l' needs. '
(b) The Amount of 1wn-clwritable Income. In Tables Nos.
II. and III. the percentage distribution 'Of single and family
cases are given according to the amount of non-charitable
income or lack of it. It is interesting to note that, of those
without any income whatsoever, about four-fifths 'Of the
European and approximately five-sixths of the non-European
cases consist of families. The same proportions, between
family and single cases are found to obtain in both racial
groups in connection with those in receipt of non-charitable
income. These are, in fact, the proportions in which the
single and the family cases were present in the whole group
of .dependents (see p. 67). While no special significance may
acc'Ordingly be attached to these proportions in connection
with the possession or not of non-charitable income, they
ms,y be accepted as an indication that the sample used here
is representative of the whole group.
The average amount of weekly income from all non-charit-
alble sources was calculated for those Europeans and n'on-
Europeans' with such incQme. At the time of the enquiry
TABLE NO. II. THE PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF
EUROPEAN CASES ACCORDING TO THE AMOUNT OF
NON-CHARITAULE INCOME.
the average amoUlit of weekly income for these European
dependents was 21.5 shillings, and for the non-Europeans it
was 12.4 shillings. l''hese averages seem fairly high for
dependents on charity, especially in the case of the Euro-
peans. A further analysis of the position is therefore
necessary.
According to T'able No. II. none of the single dependents-
with a non-charitable income are in receipt of an income over
£1/101-, though the greater portion of this small group
13
Amount of Weekly Ineome Single Cases Family Cases
Nil 12.2 ::t: 3.3 52'2 ::t: 5.0
Under 10/- 5.8 ::t: 2.4
From 10/-but under £1 .7 ::t: .7 12.2 ::t: 3.3
From £1 but under £1 10 :~.1 ::t: 1.7 6.4 ::t: 2.4
From £1 10 but under £2 4.4 ::t: 2.2
From £2 but under £210 1.0 ::t: 1.0
From £210 but under £3 .7 ::t: .7
From £3 but under £3 10 .• 1.0 ::t: 1.0
From £310 but WIder£4 , .3 ::t: .3£4 and over
Total .... .... .... 16.0 ::t: 3.6 84.0 ::t: 3.6
. .
Average ';VeeklyIncome 21.5 ::t: .92 shillings.
Amount of Weekly Ineome Single Cases Family Cases
Nil 9.6 ::t: 1.7 50.3 ::t: 2.9
Under 10/- 2.1 ::t: .8 18.6 ::t: 2'2
From 10/-but under £1 1.2 ::t: .6 10.7 ::t: 1.8
From £1 but under £1 10 .2 ::t: .2 4.6 ::t: 1.3
From £1 10 but under £2 .1 ::I:: .1 1.7 ::t: .8
From £2 but under £2 10 .2 ::t: .2
From £2 10'but under £3 .2 ::t: .2
From £3 but under £310 .3 ::t: .3
From £3 10 but under £4
£4 and over .2 ::t: .2
Total 13.2 ::t: 1.9 86.8 ::t: 2.1
Averagc Weekly Income 12.4 ::t: •37 shillings.
Pore'l'ty and Dependenty in Capetown
TABLE NO. III. THE PERCENTAGE DISTRIHUTION OF
NON-EUROPEAN CASES ACCORlHNG TO THE AMOUNT
OJ" NON-CHARITAHU~ INCOME.
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c
receives between £1 and £1/10/ -. Though the incomes dealt
with here are actually only those obtained during the week
Qf the investigation- they indicate that the potentiality for
earning such incomes was present in these cases. Even
though fluctuations of income may be the reason for granting
assis~ance to these cases, the question, must be raised
whether there is not something wrong when single cases,
forming 3 % of all the cases, and having the potentiality of
earning at least £4 per month, as shown by actual achieve-
ment, receive relie£. There is something similar noticeable
in connection with the single no~-European cases, but not in
a sufficiently pronounced degree to warrant further attention.
Most of the cases with an inc~me of their own however
are families. The average stze of the family for 'European~
is 5.2 and for non-Europeans 5,6 (see p. 69). Here it is
o~bvious that the average weekly income, and 'more especi-
ally incomes below the average, are by no. means adequate.
Where an organisation does not exert itself to explore
avenues of employment to enable the recipients to provide
fully for themsehea, but seeks only to suibsidise inadequate
income~ by" a relief grant, the result would be" to encourage
the acceptance of any form of employment.
'l'he position, however, is apparently not quite as it should
be, even in the case of families. Approximately 7t % of the
whole European group have an i;lcome above £6 per month.
Of these dependents about 3 % ,of the whole group earned
above £8 per month, while. It % of the. whole group earned
more than £12 per month .. This certainly does seem to be
1:1 queer position for dependents to be in, even if allowances
are !Hade for the various kinds of family difficulties and the
differences in the size of families, which would favour a relief
gra~t, and even if the likelihood is taken into consideration
that in Inost of these cases the incomes would fluctuate to
such an e~tent that these totals, based on a particular week,
present an exaggerated picture. At the very least these
figures seem to indicate that families -consisting of very
nearly 7t % of the whole group receive relief grants at times
when they present dear evidence that they should be able to
support themselves. These appear to be cases where the right
type of social service instead of relief would best meet the
need. The non-European family cases show similar tenden-
cies, e.g. aibout 7 % of the whole group were receiving more
t~an £4 ,per month, and this included approximately 2t %
of the whole group witli more than £6 per month and this
~gain included nearly it % of the' whole group' with an
lllcome over £10 per month. T'he same precautions, how-
ever, must be taken in discussing these cases as were neces-
sary in regard to the European group.
rrhe analysis of the non-charitable income leads to the con-
clusion that in both. the European and 1UJn-El1rop~an grou.ps
sJnall but not negligible percentages of sing~e cases can, and
al]pa1'ently do at times, earn a'll income which makes it doubtful
w~'et~erthey need ever become dependent if dealt loith correctly.
'~1-nnlar~y,although it is accepted that the non-charitable weekZy
lnco~e 1S 1:n.nwst of the other cases too low f01' an ade'qll.aie
subslstenc,e of families, the desirability of assisting thmnju#
by means of relief gra.nts instea.d of rehabilitative se1'vice must
also be strongly doubted owing to the ind1:cations thery give of a
tendency towards self-support. .
(ii) The Sources and Amount of charitable Income. The
entire group of which a survey was ma.de, consisting of 295
European and 872" non-European cases, were, during the
period of the survey, in receipt of assistance from at least one
body, namely, the Board of Aid. Only 247 European a~d
757 non-European forms could be used for studying the
details of the charitable income, owing to incomplete inform-
ation of the remainder.1 .
The extent of duplication of charitable relief may be
. gauged to 'a certain extent from Table No. IV., which sho\vs
the' percentage of cases in this 'latter sample receiving help
from one or more than one source during the week in May,
1933. .'
Approxi;nately four-fifths of the ]~uropean arid non-Euro-
l?ean groups were'dependent only on the Board of Aid. "~bout
'one-sixth of each of the racia( groUPS.,vere .drawin~, "relief
1 The sampling ratios are 35 % for Europeans and 31 % . for non-
Europeans.
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TABLE NO. IV. THE PERCENTAGE OF DEPENDENTS
RECEIVING ASSISTANCE FROM ONE OR MORE
CHARITABLE SOURCES. '
Source of charitable assistance Europeans non-Europeans------
.FromBoard of Aid only 82.6 --'- 2.5 83.4 :I:: 1.4-'-
From Board of Aid and one other
charitable source2 16.2 :I:: 2.5 15.9 :I:: 1.4
From Board of Aid and two other
charitable sources! 1.2 :I:: .7 .7 :I:: .3------
100.0 100.0
from two .sources, one of which. was the Board of Aid, while
only a negligiible proportion was being assisted from three
different sources. It seems ll:kely 2 that by far the greater pro-
po'rtion of dependents, approximately 8'0 % of both racial
groups, received assistance froll~' one cha1'itable body only. At
the same time it was definitely found that there was some
measure of duplication of assistance. 'l"he extent of the dupli-
cation may possibly b'e greater, though the information
'indicates that assistances from more than one charitable
organisation occurred in less than one-fifth of the cases, and
even then was restricted mainly to two bodies.
It must not be thought, however, that duplication of
assistance is necessarily unhealthy .. Many societies, including
the Board of Aid, are able to give only the smallest grants,
and sometimes invite the co-operation of other institutions,
and even relatives and families, especially in instances of
large families. In order to judge whether 'there is undue
duplication such factors as the weekly income from charit-
able and non-charitable sources, size of family, regularity of
the duplication period of relief, etc., etc., would have to be
taken into account before a considered opinion can be
,expressed as to the effect of duplication on the dependency
of the recipient.
1 This includes a very small number of cases also assisted by rela-
tives.
. 2 This information was gathered from the applicants themselves, and
could not be controlled very well. Consequently any deductions made
here have the disadvantage of relying on the statements of the appli-
cants, whose trustworthiness in this particular respect is open to
doubt.'
It is interesting, however, to analyse .the total average
charitable income of the dependents in such a way as to
indicate the influence of duplication of assistance. (See
Table No. V.)
TABLE NO. V. THE AVERAGE WEEKLY AMOUNTS 0.'
CHARITABLE ASSISTANCE.!
Europ,eans non-Europeans
Total average income from all
sources. " "
8.3 :I:: .22 7.0 :I:: .09
From one source 6.4 :I:: .13 5.4 :I:: .01
Two sources 16.8 :I:: '.62.11 ..9 ;:!: ..3.
Confining the observations purely to the sample,' the
averages given certainly indicate that where duplication 'has
taken place there is a big difference between the average
weekly amounts of charitable income derived from .two and
three sources as cOlllpared with that obtaine.d from one
source only. For example, in the case :of both the Europeans
and non-Jl1t.ropcans the average weekly assistance froni. two
sourccs is, in each g1'(jup, 1/W7'e than twiee as large as that
derived from one so'urce. (In fact, this is also true and even
to a greater extent of the very few cases whose charitable
inco~ne from three or more sources was. kno,vl1. Owing to the
unreliability of an uverage based on an insufficient number
of cases these averages, how~ver, are not presented in, the
table, and do not merit further cOIlsideration.)
The process of duplication may lead t03.Il actual increase
of income, and may serve as an inducement to solicit charity
from various' sources. 'rhis would lead not only to serious
dependency in the material sense, but also to the loss of self.
respect and self-sufficiency. It would, in the light of this
preliminary investigation, be interesting and important to
study fully the extent of duplication in the city, but this
would imply careful and full control over all information, as
",'ell as co-operation from all possible contriibuting bodies.
Such anundertakillg would enable a statistical calculation
1 The amounts are given in terms of shillings.
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the question of size of grants to admit a discussion of that
at this stage.'
In this connection it is also interesting to note that on the
average the, financial position of those Europeans who are in
~'eceipt of assistance but where there is also employment,
etc., is better than that of the' ordinary unskilled worker,
whose average earnings, working full time on relief work's,
are 25/ - per week. Usually the earnings of unskitlled persons
engaged on relief works vacillate between 20/ - and 25/ -, in
which caSe the position of the person who is doing this type
of work and not receiving anything from charity is very
much worse than that of the dependent who also has other
sources of income besides that which he gets from charitable
institutions. The, non-E:uropean who getsaibout 5/- per day
on relief ~orks (and sometimes 3/6) is exposed to the same
position more or less. E.ven when the rate is 5/ - per day the
income vacillates from 20/ - to 25/ - per week, which is not
very much above the average amount' which the, non-Euro-
pean dependent gets when he obtains, a small J}on-charitable
income by undertaking odd jobs. T'o judge whether the
relief worker is really at a disadvantage or 'not, much more
would have to be known about the regularity of the non-
charitable incomes of dependents. The position as reflected
here may be due to the fact that the charitable assistance
was perchance augmented only during the time of the survey
by a fatnily incom~ which was not regu1larly obtained. Then
the self-supporting worker with a small but regular income
from employment would be in a re!atively favourable posi-
tion, although his earnings may not exceed by very much
the average income derived by another even from two charit-
able sources. 'fhis comparison indicates, however, the rela-
tionship between the f'verage charitable income under fav-
1 The argp.ment could be adduced that if an average income of 21{6
is regarded as sufficiently inadequate to justify charitable assistance
'then, since the grants derived from tw(} sources amount to less than
the income considered insufficient, the. amounts given by way of relief
must be much more inadequate. .Cf. however; Perold: op. cit. p...54
et seq. for' a discussion of the adequacy of grants, where further:
factors (such as family conditions) are rightly taken, into considera-
tion. Naturally in a discussion such as the above only the average
position is taken into consideration, and circumstances. differ from
family to family.
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:to be made of the effect of duplication of assistance on the
extent, type, :lild dm;ation of pauperism.
If the facts in T'ables No. IV. and No. V. are taken .in
conjunction they mean that just four-fifths of the Europeans
and. non-Europeans in the sample were given grants by the
Board of Aid for an average.weekly amount of about 6/6 and
5/6 respectively.' A little less than one-fifth of the t.wo racial
groups received on the average a charitable income of 16/9
and 12/ - respectively per week from two sources.
(iii) A Comparison of Income,s froml charitable and non-
charitable S,ou,rces..There is, however, a further feature of
the income position to which attention ought to be drawn.
The averages for the combined weekly charitable and non-
charitable income per case wei'e found to 29'8/ - for Euro-
peans and 19.4/ - for non-Europeans. These averages ar,e con-
siderably above those based on incomes frorn pU1',ely charitable
. l/,ssistance even when the incomes were obtained from two SOU7'ces
(i.e. approximately 16/9 for Europeans and 12/ - for non-
Europeans) . •
This suggests that on an average the amount of charitable
a.ssistance, even when it is derived from two sources, will
not to any great extent be an inducement for dependents to
n.eglect the task of providing their own income, even though
the latter may be insufficierit. In fact, the average charitable
iill~ome of some dependents from two sources is less than the
average weekly income of other dependents from purely non-
eharitable sources (c.£. Tables No. II., No. III., and No. V.),
namely 21/6 in the case of Europeans and about 12/6 in the
case of the non-Europeans. It might be argued that the
smallness and inadequacy of the relief grants can be
defended on the basis! that. they force depend entsto seek at
!least some source of non-charitable income. :Such a'defence
,may' or may not be valid, but the above is only a simple com-
parison of facts, and should not be taken as supporting or
opposing this view. ''1''00 many other issues are implicated III
1 Perald: op. cit. p. 46 f@otnotegives a slightly higher average.
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the question of size of grants to admit a discussion of that
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• 1 The range of rentals and the accommodation obtained for such
rents are not discussed' in an.y detail here, but see Higgins: "Housing
Survey: Interim Report ('Vards 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6), City of Capetown,"
p. 16 et seq.
The average~ are given for certain items only, as most of
the cases, European and non-European, spent very little or
nothing on the others.. Over 95 % ::1.:. 1.9 of the EuropeaJ;ls
and over 95 % ::1.: •• 8 of the non-Europeans spent nothing on
clothing, re'lying on charities in this respect. 'rhe same
applied to illness, more than 90 % of the Europeans and non-
Europeans eithe~ had no illness or, in the. event of ill-health
conditions, were treated by the Free Dispensaries and
Clinics. In regard to insurance 26 % ::I.: 3.7 of the Eiuropeans
and 43 % ::I.: 1.7 of the non-Europeans contributed or were
supposed to contribute, when able to do so,. weekly amounts
of about 2/6, mostly towards Burial Societies.
One of the major items 'Of expenditure was found to be
rent. Both Europeans and non-Europeans allocate- about the
same average proportion of expenditure to rent, viz. in the
vicinity of 50%. 9.2% ~t 2.4 Europeans mid 11.14% ::I.:
1.1 non-Eur:opeans in the same sample group were, how-
ever, living rent free at the time of the enquiry. If they are
not included In the calculation the average of actual rent
outlay becomes slightly higher, namely 53.5 % in the case
of the Europeans and 50.85 % in the case of the non-Euro-
peans. This indicates in one way how largely the rent looms
in the household budgets of dependents. .
The significance of rent in the dependents' budget can,
however, also Ibe shown by comparing it with the average
incomes. The average weekly rental is 13.1/ - ::I.: 1.1 for
Europeans and 10'1/ - ::I.: .53 for non-Europeans for all types
of dwelEngs.1 This represents in the case of Europeans in .
employment and getting relief about 44 % of the average
weekly charita:ble plus non-charitable income (see p. 18).
For the non-Europeans in employment and getting relief the
average rent was more than 50 % of the average weekly
charitable plus non-charitable income (see p. 18). For the
Europeans and non-Europeans who are dependent entirely
o:n.charity the above weekly rentals may be •compared with
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ourable circumstances I and the low wage-rate that some~
times obtains.
THE USUAl EXPENDITURE 'OF DEPENDENTS.
The analysis of the expenditure of dependents was based
:on 153 of the European and 709 of the non-European cases
of which a special survey was made. '1."hesampling ratios
are approximately 22 % and 29 % respectively. The various
items of expenditure were arranged under the headings of
rent, food, household,2 clothing, insllrance illness and other. , ,
expenditure. Since some forms did not show the food and
household expenditures' separately, the combined totals of
food and household expenditure were taken for those cases."
Frequency tables were constructed for Europeans and non-
Europeans separately, in order to show' the {listribution of
the cases according to the percentage of income expended
on the various items. The average percentages of expenditure
under the respective items were calculated from these fre-
quencies. (See Tlable No. VI.)
TABLE No. VI. THE PROPOHTION 01" EXPENDITURE
BY ))EPENDENTS ON VARIOUS NECESSITIES.
Items of Expenditure
Average percentage of weekly expenditure;
/
Europeans non-Europeans
Rent 53.5 :I: .71 50.85 :I: .31
Food 42.0 :I: .68 42.6 :I: .51
Household 7.8 :I: .28 8.4 :I: .17
Food and Household 45.0 52'55
Owing to limitations of space the- frequency tables them-
selves are not reproduced, though some of the more useful
details from them are given.
1 Naturally there are de:viations from the averag,,; position., namely,
where the dependents receIve much more from charItable income than
the average calculated. Such cases are howev-er few in number far
it was found that there is a clustering ~bol1t the 'arithmetic mean~.
2 Items of household expenCiiture include - electric light, soap,
paraffin, matches, candles.
• The information was given only in. the combined form by 55 Euro-
pean and 328 non-European cases, i.e. 36 % and 46 % respectively of
this particular sample group.
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their incomes, which vary on the average from 6/6 to 16/9
per week intbe case of Europeans, and from 5/6 to 12/- 1
in the case of non-Europeans. Tile principal feat1tr~ of the
expenditure of dependents i~, the1'efore, the large proport1'on
wl!ich is allocated to reid.
This deduction was made on the basis of averages. The-
frequency table shows, however, t.hat this average is not
deceptive. For instance, about 25 % of the Europeans and
about 3D % of the 'non-Europeans paid a rent of not more
than 40' % of their expenditure, while just over 50' % in the
case of each racial group anocated between 40'% and 60 %
of their expenditure to rent, and the remaining 22 % EurQ-
peans and just over 18 % non-]!J;uropeans allocated even more
than 60'% of their expenditure to rent. These latter fiO'ures
• b
even included about 4 % Europeans and approximately 2 %
non"Eiuropeans among whom the allocation' of expenditure
for this purpose was more than 75 %. '
The other major item of expenditure in the budgets of
dependents was found to Ibe food. Both Europeans and non-
Europeans allocate on the average about the same propor-
tion 0f expenditure to food, viz. 42 %. 'rhis means that a
somewhat smaller proportion is allocated to food than to rent.
On the whole, however, the averages for rent and food
approximate so closely that the comparisons made in' connec-
tion with income can equally wen be repeated here to indi-
cate how 'large a proportion of the incomes of the depen'-
dents is necessary for this item,
Naturally there was a fairly large variation in the extent
tn which food figured in the budgets of various cases,
Approximately 25 % of both racial groups allocated less than
30'% of theirtntal expenditure to food, over 50' % allocated
between 30 % and 50'% of their expenditure in the same
way, while approximately 16 % apportioned betweeri50 %
and 75 % 'to food, and about 4 % of both racial groups allo-
cated over 75 % to this item.
"1 It is not contended that rent or food; or both, should be covered'
qy the charitable income, but the'latter is simply taken: as a means of
iridicating how largely rent must loom in the 'budget of the dependent
family. " ,"
The expenditure incurred in connection with purely house-
hold requirements was below 10 % for each racial, group.
'rhe item, "food plus household" expenditure; whether
added together in the case of those portions of the sample
from which information was gathered in a more detailed way
or whether collected as one item from other portions of the
sample, amounted to just below 50'% in the case of the
European~, and to approximately 50' % in the case of the
non-Europeans. tn fact, if the variations in connection with
both "rent" and "food plus household" expenditure are
disregarded, and only the average position is taken into con-
sideration, then these two items make up the whole expen-
diture in more or ~essequal proportions. The slight excess
of rent over "food plus household," or even the equality of
these two itenls is somewhat unexpected, as one would expect
" food plus household requirements" to form the major item
of expenditure in the budget of a poor family, e.g. in pro-
portion to, rent at least as 60'% is to 40 %.
An important problem, which cannot further be dealt with
here, is whether or not the expenditure of dependents is
correctly distriibuted by them over various items. It is sig-
nificant, however, that the expenditure of dependents is
devoted for the most part entirely to such items as food, rent,
and household requirements, no provision indeed being pos-
sible for such social needs as recreation, newspapers, addi-
tiona] traini~lg', etc. Even the ordinary expenditure items that
normally occur in connection with, clothes and inness 'for
families on a higher economic lever do 'not, except in a few
isolated cases, occur as items of expenditure among the
dependents, since they cannot be provided for on the avail-
able income. Some Eiuropeans and non-Europeans make pro-
vision by means of insurance, but this is all in the direction
of avoiding pauper burials, of which the dependent appears
to have an abnormal dread.
THE DEBTS OF DEPENDENTS.
Of the whole special survey group about 50 % of the Euro-
pean and about 55 % of the non-E:uropean cases were involved
in de-bt. It is interesting to note that a fairly large prop or-
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1 In spite of the exiswnce of ,Free Dispensaries.
• In spite of being able to obtain pauper burials~
of occurrence. There were, in fact, 24 % instances of debt
of this kind. Among the non-Europeans, however, hire pur-
chase debts only occurred in 13.4 % of the instances, thus
equalling in frequency of occurrence other classes of debt
among~t non-Europeans, such as ~ood and insurance. The
type of debt which occurs most frequently under the hire
purchase system is that incurred in connection with furni-
ture, the frequency being' much higher for Europeans than
for non-Europeans. Other debts contracted under hire pur-
chase apparently do not occur very often.
The number of instances of debt as- the result of the pur-
chase of food appears among Europeans less frequently than
in connection with the purchase of furniture. There are
scarcely half as many instances of the former as of the, latter
type. The non-Europeans, on the other hand, incurred debt
lor food almost as often as they did for all types of hire
purchase.
The occurrence of debt in connection with insurance is an
item which, among. the non-Europeans, ranks equal in imp or-
,tance with food and hire purchase. As far as the rate of
occurrence is concerned, among the Europeans debts for
insurance occur almost as often as for food. The insurance
debts mostly represented arrear premiums owed to burial
societies, and usually refer to s~all amounts.
Under the category" all other debts" was included a
variety of items not occurring very often, e.g. medical fees,l
funeral expenses,2 llight, school fees, etc. Such debts occur
as frequently among the Europeam as those for food and
insurance, but not to the same degree among non-Europeans.
. The Amount of the Debts. T'he frequency ,of occurrence of
the various types of debts means very little, however, unless
it is taken in conjunction with the amounts. T'able No. VIII.
shows the actual ,amounts of debt incurred by the depen-
dents under the various items.
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tion of the dependents hav'e not accumulated debt of any
.kind. The average debt per case was £10/18/ - for EiIr;-
peans and £4/18/ - for non-Europeans. The deviations from
this mean are not discussed, but will Ibe analysed in connec-
tion with the average debts under each of the various items.
The Nature and Frequency of Debts. The first question is
what are the various items in connection with which depen-
dents owe money. The various items appear in 'T'able No. VII.
It should be noted that a case may have been counted more
than once, according to the number of separate items under
which debt w~s incurred by the, same case, e.g .. one owing
on food as well as rent was connted twice.
TABLE NO. VII. TIlE PERCENTAGE nlEQUENCY Ole
VARIOUS KINDS OF DEBT AMONG EUROPEAN AND
NON-EUROPEAN DEPENDENTS.
Percentage among
Nature of Debt Europeans non-Europeans
(i) Rent, 50.6 :J: 3.2 55.1 :J: 1.8
(ii) Hire Purchase
(a) Furniture 18.9 :J: 2.5 8.5 :J: 1:0
(b) Sewing Machines 1.2 :J: .7 .6 :f .3
(c) Clothing 3.5 :J: 1.1 3.8 :J: .7
(d) Photographs .4 :J: .4 .1 :J: .1
(e) Watches .1 :J: .1(f) Stove .2 :J: .2
(iii)
(g) Gramaphone .1 :J: .1
Food . . . 8.6 :J: 1.8 13.0 :J: 1.2
(iv) Insurance .. 7.9 :J: 1.8 13.4 :J: 1.2
(v) All other debts 8.8 :J: 1.8 4.6 :J: .7
99.9 99.5 i
. There were 253 and 891 instances of ,debt under separate
items among the Europeans and non- Europeans resp~cti vely .
In T'able No. VII. the distribution of these instances of debt
relative to the various items is given in terms of percentages.
The type of debt which occurred most among both Euro-
peans and non-Eluropeans was rent, which fanned about half
of the total number of instances of debt. Among the Euro-
peans hire purchase delbts are second in order of freq'uency
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what are the various items in connection with which depen-
dents owe money. The various items appear in 'T'able No. VII.
It should be noted that a case may have been counted more
than once, according to the number of separate items under
which debt w~s incurred by the, same case, e.g .. one owing
on food as well as rent was connted twice.
TABLE NO. VII. TIlE PERCENTAGE nlEQUENCY Ole
VARIOUS KINDS OF DEBT AMONG EUROPEAN AND
NON-EUROPEAN DEPENDENTS.
Percentage among
Nature of Debt Europeans non-Europeans
(i) Rent, 50.6 :J: 3.2 55.1 :J: 1.8
(ii) Hire Purchase
(a) Furniture 18.9 :J: 2.5 8.5 :J: 1:0
(b) Sewing Machines 1.2 :J: .7 .6 :f .3
(c) Clothing 3.5 :J: 1.1 3.8 :J: .7
(d) Photographs .4 :J: .4 .1 :J: .1
(e) Watches .1 :J: .1(f) Stove .2 :J: .2
(iii)
(g) Gramaphone .1 :J: .1
Food . . . 8.6 :J: 1.8 13.0 :J: 1.2
(iv) Insurance .. 7.9 :J: 1.8 13.4 :J: 1.2
(v) All other debts 8.8 :J: 1.8 4.6 :J: .7
99.9 99.5 i
. There were 253 and 891 instances of ,debt under separate
items among the Europeans and non- Europeans resp~cti vely .
In T'able No. VII. the distribution of these instances of debt
relative to the various items is given in terms of percentages.
The type of debt which occurred most among both Euro-
peans and non-Eluropeans was rent, which fanned about half
of the total number of instances of debt. Among the Euro-
peans hire purchase delbts are second in order of freq'uency
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Rent. Of, the. total amounts of the various kinds of delbt
rent clearly ranks the highest. 'Phis is especiaUy true of non~
Europeans, the total rent debt being bY' far the largest
,amount incurred Iby this racia!l'groupas a whole. The sig-
nificance o~ this type of debt, however, cannot be judged
merely from the totals, but rather from (i) the number of
cases indebted for rent, and (ii) the average amount of rent
debt per case. In the sample there were 128 out ~f 295 or
43 % :t. 2'.S of .the Eiuropeans, and 491 out of 872 ' or 56 0/•. "/0
:t 1.8 of the non-Europeans, owing money in this connection.
On an average the Europeans owed £6/17/2 per case, and'
the non-Europeans £3/14/2 per case. These facts show that
the incidence of 11entdebts is somewhat higlwr among the non-
Europeall~~, but that the average debt per case is much. larger
among the Europeans, although for both 1'acial groups the
average amounts per case are not in themselves large. Since the
average weekly rental is 'approximately 13/ - and 10/- for
E,urppeans and non-Europeans respectively (see p. 21), it iR
possible to ascertain the approximate number of weeks in
arrears for the two races by dividing the average rent debt
by the average weekly rent payable. When this is done it
is found that the Europeans are in arrear approximately 10.6
weeks per case, and the non-Europeans 7.41 weeks per case.
The chi.ef difference between the Europeans and the non-
Europeans, that the formers' rent deht is higher, may per-
haps Ibe accounted for hy the higher average rental of the
European group.
Hire PUlrchase. Debts incurred through the ,facilities
offered by the hire. purchase system constituted the next
highest total amounts for both racial groups. Here again the
significance of this type of debt' depends on the number of
cases having such debts and the average amount of debt per
ease. 'I'hem were 61 out of 2095Europeans or 2.0% :t 2-3,
and 121 out of 872 or 13 % :t 1.2 of the non-E-uropeans,
owing money on hire purchase. The actual average a~ounts
owing per case were £10/6/9 for Emopeans and £3/1/7 for
non-Europeans. A slightly larger 'proportion of. the Euro-
peans, than the non-Europeans owed money in this connec-
tion, but they owed on the average more than three tinies as
much per case. These average amounts per case are not very
[arge, especially as far as the non-Europeans are concerned.
Apparently the hire purchase system does. not affect the
actual dependents as much as is sometimes thought. It may,
however, increase to a greater extent the difficulties of
another classl of poor not investigated here, namely, those
just above the -dependency line. Nevertheless, it cannot be
demed that the Aire purchase debts do affect the position of
the dependents to a certain extent, especially tlw Europeans>
When the above averages are compared with those owing in
connection with rent, it is seen that the Europeans owe on
the average much more for hire purchase items than for rent,
i.e. £10/6/9 as compared with £6/17/2 for rent .. At the same
time there were twice as many Europeans owing for rent as
for debts incurred through hire purchase. The position is
different in the, case of the non-Europeans, ,of. whom those
owing for hire purchase formed only one-quarter of ,the
number owing for rent" the average amount for th~ former
item being lower than that for rent. ' Of course, if there is a
,tendency, as there appears to he on the part of the. Euro-
peans, to [buy furniture on the hire purchase, items bought
in this- way are usually expensive.
Food. The total amounts owing on food are comparatively
small. . The' number of cases o:wing in this respect. were:
Europeans 22 out 'of 295m 7.5 %:t 1'5, and' non:..E-uropeans
116 out of 872 or 13'.3 %.:!: 1-2. The average amounts owing
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TABLE NO. VIII. THE- AMOUNTS OF VARIOUS KINDS
OF DEBT INCURRED BY DEPENDENTS •.
Amount
Nature of Debt
Europeans non-Europeans
Rent . £877 12 6 £1820 1S' 0
Hire Purchase £630 9 6 £372 9 0
Food £76 19 0 £82 19 0
Insurance £8 13 6 £18 2 0
All other debts £38 19 0 £59 2 0
Total £1632 13 6 £2353 10 0
I
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were £3/10/ - per case for Europeans and 14/4 per case for
non-Europeans. The average for the Europeans exceeds pon-
siderably that for the non-Europeans. The proportion of
European cases owing for food, however, is very small. On
the other hand the proportion of non-Europeans owing is
much larger, but'the average amounts per case are very
small. It is quite clear that both racial groups of dependents
owe fairly little for food, presumably because (i) the credit
allowed by shopkeepers is small, and (ii) food is the first
item for which charity makes provision.
Insurance,. There were 19 Europeans out of 295, or 6.4 %
:to 1.4, and 122 non-Europeans out of 872, or 13.9 % :!: 1.4,
owing various amounts. The average ,debts were: Europeans
9/2 per case and non-Europeans 2/11 per case. The average
amounts here are small ahd negligible, and therefore the
number of cases in debt does not merit much consideration.
T'hese debts usually meant 1-4 months. of arrear premiums
Tor burial societies. It seems that the non-European is more
-careful about keeping his payments up to date.
All other debts. There were very fe,,, cases of other (lebts,
so that the averages would be meaningless as far as any
indication of a tendency is concerned.
Generally speaking, the average debt per case in each of
these categories is not exceptiona'lly l;tigh, yet the smallness
of the income of dependents makes even a small debt rela-
tively important. The importance of the debt lies in the fact
that it can only be reduced very slowly, thus remaining a
burden for months and e,ven years.
When both the amounts and the proportion of cases. in
which such debts occur are taken into consideration, this
investigation shows that thc major item of debt is rent. The
{lnly other item of any consequence is debt incurred through
the facilities of ~he hire purchase system. There are evidently
Tactors in the lives of Capetown dependents whIch make it
difficult for them to incur other debts. In so far as the debt
position is less favourable in the cal'leof the Europeans,
and this is true only to a limited extent, the higher standard
of living that is generally expected of Eiuropeans, even if
-they are paupers, would presumably ibe the cause .. I
I
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DISTRIBUTION MAP 
OF POVERTY IN CAPE TOWN 
~ Only Europeans in small numbers. 
~~~ Practically only non-Europeans present in small-numbers. 
~ Practically only non-EuroJ)cans present in fair numbers. 
Practically only non-Europeans present in large numbers. 
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numbers. 
Europeans and non-Europeans in equal proportions, both present in large 
numbers. 
More Europeans than non·Europeans, the Europeans being present in small 
numbers. 
E=:E:J More non-Europeans than Europeans. The. whole dependent group being present in small numbeJs. + 
~3i~~ More non-Europeans tha:1 Europeans, the whole dependent group being 
present in fair numbers. 
Ji!lllll More non-Europeans than Europeans, the whole dependent group being 
present in large number>. 
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CHAPTER III.
THE DISTRIBUTION OF DEPENDENCY IN
CAPETOWN.
1"0 the casual observer to whom the city is well known,
there are certain areas through which he frequently passes
and with which hH associates poverty and squalor and filth.
One of the tasks in a general study of this nature would be
to supplycoucrete and definite information about the parts
of the city where dependents on charity live. It is not suffi-
cient to have a general impression that this or that aTea pre-
dominates as extremely poor, but it is necessary, by the
systematic collection of'data, to ascertain more precisely and
accurately the parts of the city where paupers reside, and
the so~t of urban environiuent in which they are constrained
to live. Such a s.tudy should also indicate certain conditions,
e.g. whether and to what extent Europeans and Coloured live
in the same poorer class areas.
Knowledge of this kind should be in the possession of.
charitable organisations. For example, if the Board of Aid
should want to establish a new branch office or a creche, or
if an organisation had plans for developing a settlement
,house, it would naturally be wise to select a situation in the
locality in which it is most needed. Sometimes, of course,
more detailed information than that of the general distribu-
tion of dependents is necessary, e.g. in the case of a creche it
would be essential to knmv the distribution of a particular
type of dependent, nalllel~r, of Euiopean or Coloured working
women with small children. At present, however, situations
are 'usually selected in Capetown -on the basis of general alid
'vague impressions as to pauper localities. Sometilues other
but scarcely relevant reasons form the basis of the selection.
The. data in this chapte'r were collected by means of the
yellow cards, and'refer to more than 95 % of the European
and non-European cases respectively.
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THE DISTRIBUTION OF DEPENDENCY IN CAPETOWN.
A fairly large scale map (2 n; 9 in. x 2 n. 5 in.) of the
Oity of Gapetawn and immediate suburbs was used. The
Europeans were indicated on the map by means of crosses,
and the non-Europeans by means of dots. Only the main and
more importan~ streets were shown, the names being omitted
as it was thought that the insertion of these might disturb
. the graphic effect, which depended principally on the degrees
.of -clustering. The municipal wards were indicated by heavy
black lines. The insertion of the main streets and wards was
meant to' assist the recognition of the exact position of the
variaus areas, but quite by chance happened to' serve another
purpose. It was found more useful for graphic presentation
ta replace this original map 1 lby a much smaller spot map
(see Map NO'. 1). The areas on this spot map are nat official
ones, but were determined solely by.the type of distribution
of dependents actually found an the original map, It is in
this cannection that ward boundaries and main streets were
found useful in outlining distribution areas
..JThe kinds of areas shown are (i) those where there are
practically only ]~uropean paupers in small numbers (there
were no areas in which only European dependents were found
in large numb~rsor even to a fair extent); (ii) thase where
there are practically only non-European ,dependents: (a) in.
small numbers, (b) to a fair extent, ancl. (c) in large numbers;
(iii) those where Europeans and non-Europeans are about
equally represented, but are present (a) in small numhers,
\b) ta a fair extent, and (c) in large numbers; (iv) those
where there are more E,-nropeans than non-Europeans, the
numbers of both groups of dependents being, hawever, small
(in naarea where Europeans pnidominated over non-Euro"'
'peans was there a large or e"en a medium number' or depen-
dents); (v) those where the non-Europeans form the greater
pa~t of the mixed population, but where the whole dependent
group is present (a) in small'numlbers, (b) ta a fair extent,
and (0) in large numbers. The Mank portions of the map
'.The origiJ}al ~lap is in the. possession of the Departmen~ of
SOCIOlogy,Umversity of Stellenbosch.
indicate those parts of Oapetawn in which nane of the depen-
dents of the group investigated 'were found to live',
The main tendencies can be ascertained fro711the map, e.g.
the Sea Poini-Gree:q p'oint area contains very few cases;
Capetown Oentral (towards Signal Hill) shows a compl1ra-
tively heavy grouping; in District Six and the Woodstock-
Salt River area the clustering is at its heaviest, blit thins
out considerably tawards:M0wbray ,and Randebosch, while
if thickens in the south and south-easterlycanfines of Clare-
mont, Kenilworth and vVynberg. In reganl ta the 'Vynberg
area and beyond, it may tbe pointed out that many of the
cases had to' be omitted as no suitable map of a convenient
i:iize for reproductian could Ibe procured. T'he omitted areas
will be briefly discussed.1"he fact that these areas ar,enot
.included in the map is not a very serious defect of the graphic
presentation, since, as will be seen, the outlying areas did
not exhibit anyexceptio1l'al traits with regard to' either the
number or the constitution 0.£ the dependent population.
A convenient starting point for the detailed consideratian
oVthe tendencies would be the top :end of Sea Point; where
there are only a few instances of dependents, the majority of
whom are Ooloured. Sea Point, as a whole, is nat a Ooloured
area, and the few casesol this racial gr,oup resident there are
mostly in and around the vicinity of Tramway Road. Depen-
dent persons are clearly the exception in Sea Point as a
whole, .as the inhabitants are practically solely E,uropean,
and either wealthy or able to manage well on their own
resources~ The same applies ta Three Anchor Bay and Green
Point, where the few instances 'of pauperism can be passed
over without further comment. Like Sea Point, these areas
are practically entirely European. For the' most part Green
Point consists of playing-fields and parks. On a Sunday
afternoon these 'are crowded with Coloured persons', it is true,
but they mostly come fram the central part of Oapetown,
where there are no recreation facilities.
, .A somewlrat different picture, ,hawever, is presented on the
right and left hand sides' of Somerset Road (gaing towards
the Oity) .. In this vicinity, consisting principally af Loader,
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Jarvis, Dixon and De Smit streets on the right, and an area
ibounded by Buitengracht Street, the railway and Ebenezer
Road on the left, is a fairly dense papulation of Coloured
persons, with a sprinkling of Europeans. The buildings here,
by no means inviting as a whole, are frequently interspersed
with dilapidated and untidy structures, which convey the
impression tha~ they were originally business premises u~ed
for storage purposes, but are now to same extent occupied as
dwellings, in most of which live hordes of Coloured persons.
Proceeding along Somerset Road and Waterkant Street
into Bree Street and along the latter, one is in an area
bounded by Carisbrook Street, Signal Hill and Long Street
itself, where there is an even heavier clustering of depen-
dents, both European and Colou:r:ed, living in the same streets
and buildings. The upper parts of Church, Wale, Long-
market, S}lOrtmarket, Hout, Castle Streets, etc., are to be
found here. ''l'hese last-mentioned, which, in their Ilower
ends (i.e. towards Adderley Street) are important business
centres, tend to be of slum appearanee as they approacll
towards Signal Hill, e.g. off the very top end of Longmarket
Street, which extends to the foot .of Signal Hill, where there
are a numlber of streets (EUa, August, Frede,rik, etc.) which
are good examples of slum areas in this part of the city, most
of the dwellings being badly neglected and occupied by
Coloured persons. T'he whole area under discussion here
includes such well-known poverty areas as C'hiappini Street,
Rose Street and Buitengracht Street, as well as Bloem,
Pepper, Orphan, Jordaan and Bryant Streets, in which E,uro-
peans and Coloured Ilive together, even in the same buildings.
T'he areas (Rloof) further south (towards the mountain
side) are residential, and .occupied mostly by a relatively
prosperous European class. The same applies to the part
known as the Gardens and Oranjezicht. Practically no depen-
dency was found here.
In the angle forme.d by Hope and Roeland Streets are a
few dependent cases, mO'stly E,uropean. This vicinity right
up to' the mountain side, is definitely European, and includes
Devil's Peak and Vredenhoek Estates. In the Devil's Peak
Estate are, a few E:uropean dependents, but none was found
in th~ Vredenhoek Estate., which is in the process of being
built up.
Adderley Street and its surr.ounding environs in the central
part of Capetown consist almost entirely of business pre~
mises, the map showing, of course, no instances of pau-
perism here. This applies mostly for the vicinity from Lon~
Street (in which there are only a few pauper cases) apprOXI-
mately up to Buitenkant Street (near the Castle). .
. FrO'm Buitenkant Street up to about .Horstly, Arunde.l and
Reform Streets is a heavy clustering of Coloured dependents,
with hardly any dependent Europeans living there, .The resi-
dential part of this vicinity is mostly occupied by the
Coloured community, and includes the worst part of District
Six. Some of the worst instances of slum areas are to be
found here, e.g. in Ayre ,Street (off Tennant Street) .. The part
known as Winter Gardens is particularly O'vercrowded, filthy;
evil-smelling and ,dark. IIorstly Street (also off HanO'ver
Street) contains rows of untidy and dilapidated cottages,
Tennant Street (off Sir Lowry Road, near the market) con-
tains the well-known Mocke's Buildings, in which a very
:x:oughand dirty type resides. The street is a long Ibusiness
area and contains a cosmopolitan crowd, and usuapy groups
of men are seen standing about: Eaton Place (off De Vil-
liers Street, which is really a continuation of T'ennant Street)
consists of a row of houses which are usua'lly filthy and over-
crowded and so also Prospect Avenue (off Stone Street),
where a' type of Coloured person with a very disreputable
appearance resides. Perhaps one of the dirtiest, and most
undesirable streets in District Six is Albert Street (alsO' off
Stone Street). Taken at random, such places as Reform
Street, Muir Street, Gore Street, Oak Street, and almost any
other street in this vicinity represent areas in which the
'most appalling conditions prevaiL The lower portion of
Hanover Street, which is one of the principal business centres
of District Six, is very narrow; many of the buildings are
dirty and untidy of appearance, Horsburg Lane (off Hanover
Street) is alsO' a filthy .place, housing a socially deficient
Coloured element.
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impression.
Still further south, in the vicinity between Albert Road
and the rail-way line, are toO be found such well-known
poverty-stricken and congested areas as Foundry Road,
London Roa,d, and Junction Road. Here, only Europeans
were found.
The area between Albert Road, east of Salt River Road
and Main Road, has a fairly dense population. Here Euro-
pean and non-Eurapean dependents were found in more or
less equpl proportions. The clustering is quite heavy. The
nature ,of the environment is entirely different. from that
alreally ,described above. In this vicinity are no factories'; as
a rule, such as are found in practically each of the areas
already described, while the type of dwelling is mostly single-
storey. The surroundings are on the whole cleaner, and the
impression one gains is that this is a better residential
quarter. _The possibility suggests itself that these depen-
dents were persons who were earning good wages, but were
hard hit by the depression. Adjaining this area towards the
east,' i.e. between Scott Street and Collingwood Street, there
is apparently a relatively prosperous a'rea, with practically
no dependents. T'o the south of the upper portion of Vic-
toria Road and its continuation as Main Road, there is also
an adjoining prosperous residential area, where no depen-
dents were found.
From Collingwood and Milton Streets toOWrensch Road is
to be found a well populated area of Europeans" with a
sprinkling of Caloureds; Here were a fair numiber of Euro-
pean dependents, with;1 smaller number of non-European
dependents interspersed. '
From here to Kenilworth is an area which may be
described as, on, the whole, relatively prosperous, although
there is a continuous distribution of isolated cases of chiefly
Coloured dependents.
Kenilworth itself, which may be described as a fairly good
residential area, nevertheless contains an amazingly large
number of Coloured dependents spread over the whole area.
type-the hauses are neglected, dirty, and untidy in appear-
ance. Nelson Street at the lawer end makes a similarly ibad
•
It is in the approximate vicinity of Horstly and Stuckeris
Streets that the clustering of dependents becomes even
thicker, with a heavier interspersing of Europeans. The
population in this area as well as in the former adjacent one
hoOmDe Waal Drive in the south and Sir Lowry Road in the
north, is almost unbelleva1,Jly overcrowded. The houses in
thi~ area are, however, mostly single-storey. C'ra,vds of EuroO-
peanand Caloured children are to be seen playing in the
dirty, narr~w streets on terms of great familiarity- and friend-
ship. T'hese canditions are found to obtain approximately up
to Mountain Raad in the east. There are, however, certain
~xceptions; e.g. an area in the south from about Hey Street
to WoOrcesterStreet, which salely contains non-European
depeJ;ldents, and a similar area' further north, from a?out
Pine Roa!! to Victaria Walk. 'Stuckeris Street alsO' contains
~ome pftrticularly ibad instances of overcrawding, same of the
buildings requiring the attention oOf-the Health Department;
the municipal stables are situated at the lawer end. Eckard
Street (parallel withHanaver Str~et) at the l.ower end is dirty
andnegleeted, while some of the dwellings are inhabited by
a poor type. Aspeling Street, o~ which the upper portiah falls
in this 'area, is a relatively important one, in which is situated
3 missian, a Malay mosque, and the municipal clinic. There
m,any children are to be' seen running, wild, and in parts
there is room for considerable improvement.
Between Sir Lawry Road, Victoria Road and ,the sea front
ai'e a number of streets where there is alsO' a heavy clus-
tering of (lependents. The European recipients tend to pre-
-dominate in the neighbourhood of Salt River, but nearer the
city'the Coloured dependents are int'he majority; This repre-
sents an old part of the city which is as densely populated
as District Six, the buildings consisting mostly of, dauble-
:starey'structures, themajarity af which' house large numbers
of Eurapeans. Frequently Eurapean and Calaured are toObe
found dwelling in the same building. T:owards the -city end
'Of Sir Lawry Road are such 'YeN-known quarters as Rosen
Lane Dormehl Lane and Harmehl, Street, etc. Every place
in this vicinity is easily reached, and is definitely af the slum
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Onl~' in a small portion of Kenilworth, namely, between
Second Avenue and Third Avenue, were a few European
cases found.
In certain part of the northern and more crowded confines
of Wynberg are also many Coloured dependents, as 'well as
,between Prospect Hill Road and :Main Road. On both sides
of the railway, namely in the vicinity of Batts Road and Con-
stantia Road, are to be found a group of dependent Europeans
and Coloured persons in the same vicinity.
In the :Maitland and Brooklyn areas there are approxi-
mately just as many dependent European and Coloured cases.
. They 'are distributed just as denselv as in Wynbero' ,but not
Jleady so densely as in the W ooclstock-Sait Ri;~r areas.
The population here is not so dense in comparison with the
other areas, while the sanitarv a'nd health conditions o'ener-t] , 0
ally speaking, are more favoural;>le.
On the whole, it appears that the more densely populated
and overcrowded areas (e.g. District Six, Woodstock, and
Salt River) are also those in which the, clustering of depen-
dent units, European and Coloured, is the heaviest, the
ho.using and sanitary conditions the worst, and the inter-
mingling of European and Coloured within the same ~icinity'
and builc1ings the most frequent.
There were a number of outlying areas which could not be
included in the distribution chart (see Appendix No.3). In
most of these cases the number af dependents was not excep-::'
,tionally large, but everywhere the non-European dependents
. ~
far exceede.d the Europeans in the outlying areas. The largest
number of cases were in Belgravia, Lansdowne, Jamestown,
Kensington, Rylands, Plumstead, Heathfield, Athlone,
Retreat, Crawford, and further e,xtensions of Broaklyn. If
their full population is taken into consideration, the' clrls-
, ter~ng' may be comparee1 with that of the :Maitl~nd area 1Il
Map No. 1.
••
CHAPTER IV.
THE PLACE OF ORIGIN AND MIGRATION
OF DEPENDENTS.
It is sametimes said that there is an influx into Capetown
/of persanswho become dependent soon after their arrival,
and that so the heavy financial burdens af local charitable
organisations are increased. Such a statement, if correct,
would reflect a POSitiOll which ought to. he dealt with, since it
would be serious if a large number of the dependents 'who
applied for charitable assistance were persons who had
recently moved inta the city. Thaugh it is .gen~rally believed
by social workers in Capetown that the dependency situation
i~fin some way adversely affected by a drift tOo the city, chari-
ties have not hitherta supported their contentions by refer-
ence to the actual facts at the situatian.
An effort will be made to discuss certain dara which were
obtained in connection with the influx into Capetown. It was
found possible to collect data only on the following points:
(i) the place of origin and proportion of dependents of the
Board of Aid wha had migrated into Capetown; (ii) their
last places af residence and previaus abodes, and (iii) the
period of residence in Capetown.
It wauh1 alsa have been valuab'le tOo knaw, in estimating
the effects of the drift on the dependency situation, how S00l1
dependency resulted after migration into the city. This pro-
blem was not specifically investigated, but the data allow
certain indicrrtions tOo be made. ~.
The data used here were collected by means af the special
survey; £72 'European and 842 non-European forms cauld be
used. '1'he sampling ratios were 39 % in the case of Euro-
peans and abaut 34 % in the case of non-Europeans. These
sampling ratios naturally refer tOocases. In this portion 'Of
the study, however, it was found necessary to deal not with
cases as units but with individuals. The iliidividuals selected
w'ere Doth pa relifs 1ll family cases, and the individuals con-
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cerned in single cases. 'I.'he reason for this is obvious. Since
the family unit consists of members who may have been born
in different places, plotting birthplaces 'on the map must take
into consideration individuals and not cases as such. In
regard to the places of previous residence, only the places
between the birthplace and last a'bode were taken into con-
sideration in filling in the maps. Six maps were drawn, three
for Europeans and three for non-Europea~ls.
THE PLACES OF ORIGIN OF EUROPEAN DEPENDENTS.
The map was based (see Map No.2.) on 336 birthplaces
which are indicated; 95 birthplaces outside the Union,
including 39"in England, had naturally to he left out. .For
36 % :!: 2.5 of the individuals the birthplace was Capetown
itself, but the remainder were born in other parts of the
Union.
'I.'he map indicates that the vast .majority of birth-
places outside Capetown' are distributed fairly evenly over
the districts nearer CnpetowlI, such as Paarl, Stellenbosch,
Somerset 'Vest and Citledon. Next in importance as birth-
places of these Capetown dependents are such places as
Oudtshoorn, La,di.smith, Mossel Bay and Laings'burg. These
areas, particularly the first three, are well-known for tbe
generally poor economic conditions that have been prevalent
since the fall in ostrich featber vnlues . .Many prOluinent men
in these areas claim that the distr!cts are still suffering
severely in consequence of this.
Some of the larger cities in the Cape Province, like Port
Eliza beth and Kimberley, also provide a fair number of Cape-
town dependents, especially Port Eliza beth. Certain far-off
rur.al areas, such as Nama<]ualand, even have a certain Slg'-
nifica;lce for the dependency situntion in Capetown.
The Eastern Province, the Orallge ]i'ree State, and the
other provinces ,do not contribute larg'ely to the dependency-
in Capetown, altho~lgh a sprinkling 6f cases do come from
certain localities in these provinces, even from Johannes-
burg. '1'he lal;ger cities in these areas ,,:ould be drawing their
own quotas of dependents from the proximate parts which
they serve.
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PLACES OF ORIGIN OF NON-EUROPEANS.
The map (No.3) was based on 1,12.3 birthplaces. In 43
instances the dependents were born outside the Union; -85
individuals did not state the place of birth clearly enough for
localisation. 54 % :1:1.6 of the non-European dependents
were born in Capetown, and the remainder in other parts of
the country.
Districts and villages in the immediate vicinity of Cape.
town ranked highest in importance as places of birth. Such
towns and districts as Otidtshoorn, Ladismith, Mossel Bay,
.however, have certainly conhilbuted to Coloured dependency
iIi Capetown. The larger cities like Port Elizabeth, Kimber-
ley, Durban, East London and Johannesburg also figured
fairly often as places of origin. The Ea,stern Province, Natal,
:Free State' and the Transvaal, apart from towns such as
Durban and Johannesburg, show practically no birthplaces.
On the whole then is a marked similarity between the places
of origin of European and non-EU1'opean dependents in Cape-
town,. i.e: a large proportion were born in Capetown, and there
is a strong localisation of birthplac.os in towns' and districts
nearer to Capetown, but tlw numbers beconie less the further the
locality is removed from the city,' withtlw exception of certain
well-known poor districts. There is a noticeable difference
between the two racial groups in tlu3 concentration points, the
Europeans tending to com~ from towns and districts further
from.. Capetown than those whiCl~represent the places of origin
of non-Eu1'opeans. '
THE FORM OF. THE MIGRATION.
'I'he question arose as to 'whether the dependents not born
in Capetown had migrated to the city directly or by stages.
This could be answered (i) by comparing the birthplaces
with the last places of residence prior to arrival in Capetown,
and (ii) by investigating the number and distri'bution of
intermediate places ,of residence between the hirthplaces and
Capetown. " .
In Maps NO.4 and NO.5 the last places of residence "before
leaving for Capetown are" shown for' Europeans lWeI non-
Europeans separately .. The clustering indicates the distribu-
E
tion of dependents oyer such former places of residence. Both
maps demonstrate that the last places of residence vere yery
similar to the places of birth. They were mostly in the dis-
tricts nearer Capetown and in certain other further outlying
areas such as George, Oudtshoorn and :Mossel Bay, etc. The
main difference between Europeans and non-Europeans, as
"far as last places of residence are concerned, was that the
non-Europeans come from the imlliediate vicinity of Cape-
town to a relatively greater extent than the Europeans did.
This, however, was also true of the birthplaces. It will be
seen, therefore, that the localities of the last places of resi-
dence as well as their relative importance as such, agree in
all main respects with the situation revealed in connection
with birthplaces as shown in :Maps No. 2 ~nd NO.3.' .
The investigation of intermediaiJe places of residence, i.e,
beh\'een the birthplaces and Capetown, showed that gradual
migration through a'large'number of places of aibode did not
occur very often. ,Some dependents, howe,ver, lived in one or
two towns other than their birthplace before reaching Cape-
town. Even these cas,es were ;z'elatively few, namely 89 out
of the 216 European migrants, and 57 out of 517 'non-Euro-
peans. This also supports the suggestion that on tlw whole
tl!e Capetown dependents from outside areas were not confirmed
wa.ndC1'e1's. As far as places of residence are concerned this
was even truer of the non-European dependerits in Capetown.
'It is interesting to note that the places in which interme-
diate residence was taken up were not necessarily near Cape-
town, but were also spread over the whole country (see
Maps No. 6 and No.7). There is even an indication that
some moved to other cities, such as .Johannesburg, before
finally settling in Capet:own.
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THE PERIOD OF RESmENCE OF DEPENDENTS IN CAPETOWN.
All attempt was ma.de to find out the period of residence in
Capetown of those not born there. Even though this did not
indicate how soon after arrival the applicants became depen.,
dent, it would show how long certain dependents had been
in Capetown at the time of the investigation, :md therefore
a maximum period within which they had become dependent.
I
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•
'1''1e ,dependents who were not born in Capetown were clas-
sified according to what they stated to be their periods of
residence.
TABLE NO. IX. PERIOD IN YEARS OF UESIDENCE IN
CAPETOWN OF DEPENDENTS COMING FROM OTHER
PARTS OF THE UNION 01;' SOUTH AFRICA.
Period in Years of Residence Europeans non-Europeans
Less than 1 year 6% ::l: 1.7 4% ::l: .9
Between 1 and 5 years 21% .J- 2.8 11% :J:: 1.4.-L
Between 6 and 10 years 20% ::l: 2.8 19% ::l: 1.9
More than 10 years 53% :k 3.5 66% ::l: 2.2
I Total percent. 100% 100%
For both racial groups the majority of persons not born in
Capetown had been resident here for more than 10' years .
The majority was not large in the case of the Europeans, but
more than two-thirds of' the non-Europeans who came from
elsewhere had been resident for the longer period. It is
important to note that nearly 27 % of the Europeans who
came to qapetown from elsewhere had been living here for
less than five years' when they were found to be dependent
at the time of the enquiry. Their dependency might have
commenced some' time before the investigation. Even a large
portion of the 20 % who had been in Capetown between 6-10
years at the time of the enquiry when they were found to be
dependent might have Ibeen relying on ,charity for a long
time. It is clear that roughly 25 % of the Europeans and
about 15 % of the non-Europeans, coming £rom other parts
of the Union, became dependent ,,,,ithin a relatively short
time of their arrival. Since it is estimated that 64 % of the
E,uropeans and 46 % of the non-Europeans at present depen-
dent on the Board of A.id were Iborn outside Capetown, this
means that approximately 17% of the European dependents
muesti.gated, and about 7 % of the non-Eu7'opccms were chiefly
migrants who became dcp(}ndent with1:n ((, fairly slw7,t time after
al'rivnL In the face of these figures there appears to be spme
justIfication for the statement that Capetown charities fre-
quently have to: carry: burdens which could, perhaps, be
avoided by a policy of greater 'co-ordination with mland
places.
investigated will be given as clearly as possible, and may
be used for deductions of a more practical nature if this is
desired.
CHAPT'ER V.
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THE AGE, SEX, AND RACE OF DEPENDENTS.
Certain characteristics such as the age, sex, and race of
dependents can easily ibe ascertained without much doubt
about their authenticity. While such common facts may not
seem' to be very. important, the characterisation of the
members of a social group can hardly be looked upon
as complete if these factors are ignored. Consequently.
the first object of the present discussion is to, give a descrip-
tion of the dependents in terms pf these three common
attributes.
It does not foHow that because certain facts are easily
ascertainable and, therefore, appear to be superficial,
they have no important relationship to dependency. For
example, reliance on charity at an early age may tend to
pauperise to a greateT degree than dependency for the first
time in later life, or membership of the Coloured race may
be a predisposing, even if it is not an active, cause of depen-
dency. A second object, therefore, will be to investigate
whether there is any relation between the age, sex, and race
of dependents and the development of dependency.
FinaUy, anyone who is' interE;)sted in combating depen-
dency, either from the standpoint of social work or of g£'neral
social policy, may reasonably put the question whether dif-
ferellt types of dependents require distinetive treatment.
Since the att,ributes to be discussed here are somtimes use,d
as the hases of classification, a certain amount of interest
should be attached 'to an analysis of the group of
. dependents according to age, sex, and race. No attempt
'will be made here, however, to discuss'such distinctions from
the point of vie,w of their value for treatment, e.g. whether
,the greater dependency of one racial group should affect the
method of providing charity. At the same time the distribu-
tion of these characteristics among the dependent group
42
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THE AGES OF THE CHIEF DEPENDENTS.
The percentage distribution of the European and non-
European dependents according to their age was first calcu-
lated (see '1"able No. X.). The age groups were taken in
ranges of 10 years with the exception of dependents above
60, who were divided into two classes, namely those between
60 and 65, and those 65 years and over. The purpose of this
latter deviation from the 10-year periods was to distinguish
between old persons above 60 and 65 respectively, the latter
being the age at which the old age pension is obtainable.
TABLE NO. X. THE PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION ACCORDING
TO AGE OF THE VARIOUS CJ"ASSES OF DEPENDENTS.
I Age in Years
-- -- -- -- -- Percent-
20-29 30-39 40-49 50-59
Age not age
60-64 65- known but Total. over 60
-- -- --
Eur. Males 13.43 21.56 15.00 14,84 7.01 4.86 76.70
Eur. Females 1.29 4.58 4.29 6.28 3.42 3.43 23.29
-- -- -- -- --
14.72 26.14 19.29 21.12 10.43 8.29 99.99
-- --
Non-Eur.
Males 14.11 25.27 15.24 9.29 4.81 5.61 .40 74.73
Non-Eur. .
Females 2.58 4.99 5.57 3.87 3.55 4.31 24.87
-- -- -- -- --
16.69 30.26 20.81 13.16 8.36 9.92 .40 99.60
Table No. X. is based on all the dependents concerned in
the investig'ation as determined by the yellow card index
system .
Accor,ding to the age distributions in this table, it is clear
that a distinction can be made between early and late
dependency. If one chooses to define early dependency arbi~
trarily as dependency while the chief recipient is below 40
years, and late dependency as occurring above 50, then the
following distribution is found. Approximately 40.% of the
investigated will be given as clearly as possible, and may
be used for deductions of a more practical nature if this is
desired.
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THE AGES OF THE CHIEF DEPENDENTS.
The percentage distribution of the European and non-
European dependents according to their age was first calcu-
lated (see '1"able No. X.). The age groups were taken in
ranges of 10 years with the exception of dependents above
60, who were divided into two classes, namely those between
60 and 65, and those 65 years and over. The purpose of this
latter deviation from the 10-year periods was to distinguish
between old persons above 60 and 65 respectively, the latter
being the age at which the old age pension is obtainable.
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Females 2.58 4.99 5.57 3.87 3.55 4.31 24.87
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16.69 30.26 20.81 13.16 8.36 9.92 .40 99.60
Table No. X. is based on all the dependents concerned in
the investig'ation as determined by the yellow card index
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Accor,ding to the age distributions in this table, it is clear
that a distinction can be made between early and late
dependency. If one chooses to define early dependency arbi~
trarily as dependency while the chief recipient is below 40
years, and late dependency as occurring above 50, then the
following distribution is found. Approximately 40.% of the
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European and just below 5.0 % o£ the non-European depen-
dents are below 4.0 years o£ age, and albout 4.0 % o£ the Euro~
peans and just above 3.0 % o£ the non-Europeans are above
5.0 years o£ age. ''l''he intermediate age class contains in each
case about 2.0 % o£ the dependents. Specia'l attention can
consequently be given to these two classes, viz. the early
and late dependency group.
Be£ore discussing these gr0l1ps, however, it will be useful
to discover the relative meaning o£ these percentages when
they are compared with the distribution o£ the age groups
amongst the ordinary population o£ Capetown (see, T'able No.
XL).
'l'ABLE NO. XI. THE PERCENTAGE IJISTRIBUTION 01<'THE
AGE GUOUPS AMONGST THE OUIJINARY POPUJ_ATION OJ.'
CAPETOWN .
..-
non-Europeans' IAge Eltropeans'
20 - 29 32.62 38.51
I
I30 - 39 21.58 25.55 I
40 - 49 17.06 18.08 I
50 - 59 15.53 10.57
60 - 64 5.22 3.0
65 - 7.88 4.28
Total 99.89 99.99
From this it will be seen that, relative to the size, of the age
groups for the ordinary population, there is a continual increase
in the proportion of dep.endent.~. E.g., between the ages
4.0 to 49 and 5.0 to 59 the actual percentages of European
dependents are 19.29 and 21.12 o£ the dependency group.
'l'his slight difference assumes greater importance when it is
seen that there is a decrease in the percentages o£ people
found amongst the ordinary population in these two age
groups. So also the figure o£ 1.0.43 %0£ the group o£ depen-
dents for the age class 6.0-64, which does not loom so large
,when compared with the other percentages o£ the dependency
age classes (even i£ the fact is taken into consideration that
1 Figures for the Europeans taken from the 1931 Census and for
non-Europeans. from the .1921 Census, the non-Europeans not having
been included in the subsequent Census.
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this is a 5 instead of a 10 year class interval), seems to be
VeTYlarge indeed when the relative size of that agegl'oup in
the or.dinary population is taken into considerat~on. When
the percentage Qf dependents above 65 years .of age is com-
pared with the preceding age group there does not seem to
be much difference, but when .the relative size of the ordinary
population above 65 is taken into account it will be seen that
there is actually a decrease in the propo,rtion of dependency.
This decrease'can readily be understoo,d, since charitable
grants are often withheld from persons in receipt of old age
pensions. A. similar comparison can be made in the case of
the non-Europeans, where the main tendencies are found to
be more or less the same. There' is just this difference, that
even after the age of 65 there doe,snot seem to be the same
proportional decrease of dependents among the non-Euro-
peans as for the Europeans.
Perhaps it is a.swell to point at this stage to the exceptionally
..high degree of dependency wh1:che;cists amongst Europeans and
. non-E1tropeans between the ages 30-39, even if the relative size
of that group in the ordinary populatiou' is taken into con-
sideration. '1"hismay perhaps be 'exp~ainediby the fact that
at this age the children of the, family are usually small and
do not contribute, anything to the family income, and pre-
vent the mother from doing so. At an earlier age there are
often fewe,r children, while at a later age the children may
be absent or have become assets.
Late Dependency. According to the Table No. X. in
approximately 40 % of the European and 300 % of the non-
European cases the chief dependents were 50 years or over.
Of the,se roughly 200 % and 13% respectively were between
50 and 60 years,' and approximately 18% of both racial
groups were 60 years of age and over.
It is a well-known fact that .once a person has reachen. the
age of 50 and' becomes uneniploye-d the mere fact of age
'make,s it difficult to' procure employment. Naturally the age
counts still inore against those who are 60 years or older.
T'his means that under certain circumstances age can defi-
.nitely become'acausal £actor in the development ot poverty
and .dependency. For persans of yaunger years the prablem
,is ~at the same as far those whO' have reached or are
appraaching an age at which their ecanomic value as a wage-
earning unit is considerably depreciated. While it is diffi-
.cult, since canditians vary cansiderably from ane individual
'andanather, to' determine an age limit at which the human
unit becomes incapa~ble of sel£~maintenance by earning, it is
.passible, by the attitude af employers, to arrive at an approxi-
mate delimitation. It should be remembered that a man's
labour and ability are marketable cammodities. Employers
:.!r~eluctant to e~gageJoLthe first time unemployed .pers:Qll$
~ho are in th~ early fif~ies. :More difficult to' place in suitable
emplayment is the person who. is in the late fifties, while it
is well-nigh impossible to' procure even 'light work far any-
one 60 years {)f age and over. .
Early Dependency. At the same time' there is another
aspect of the problem of the age factar in its- relation to'
dependency. While under certain circumstances old. age may
be regarded as a sufficiently good reason for thedispensatian
of charitable assistance, there is the ather questi{)n of early
dependency.
According to Table No. X. in aibaut 40' % of the European
and nearly 50 % of the nan-E,uropean cases the chief depe~-
dents were belaw 40 years af age. In each case one-third of
this relatively young group were even below 30' years of age.
This means that quite a cons,iderab,le proportion of the chi~f
dependents of both racial graups were be:Iow 30~in fact,
about 15 % of all {lependents. Nearly twice as inany, how-
ever, fell in the age class 30-39, which may alsO' be laoked
upon as very young to be dependent.
!-his early depeQdency may ea~ily lead.to._habitu'aLpau-_
-p'eri~m.There is the risk that an early loss of self-reliance
may lead to a life af periodic and even pro'langed voluntary
subsistence an the funds of charitable organisations unless
'praphylactic methads are adopted. Applicants whO' seek relief
far the first time when they are nO' langeI' able to' compete: on
the open labaur market because af their age dO' so reluc-
tantly, and seldam cease to feel ashamed'aftheirpauperis'm.
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,On the ather hand it has been a frequent experience of social
workers to note the rapidity 'Of the change 'Of attitude oli the
part of young persons who have been in receipt of assistance
before they have firmly established habits of independence.
Whilethe risk of paupe1'isation attaches to almost any age,
an approximate limit could b,edetermincd by stating that after
50 years the risk bec(Yrnesless, since habits of industry will long
since 'have been established unless there has been undue depen-
dence, but that the danger tends to become proportionally
greater a11Wngthe youn.'ler age groups.
Age of firstDependen~y. T'able Na. X., however, shows
the ages, at the time 'Ofthe enquiry, of recipients who were
then :deperident, and who may have been in receipt of charity
either for only a short time 'Or for many years. The age at
which they first became dependent is s'ubmerged, but should
not be overlooked. Information in regard to the age of first
dependency was not available on the yellow cards. A random
sample 'Of 738 European and 972 non-European cases was
taken from the, thousands of "dead" files 1 'Of the Board of
Aid, and a frequency .table was constructed according to the
ages 'Of these recipients when they first Ibecame dependent on
the Boa~d (see Table Na. XII.).
Very few chief recipients themselves received assistance
before their twentieth year, though of course many may have
belonged to families who were given charity: far example,in
the name of the father or mother. Approximately 25 %, or
about one-quarter of the Eurapeans, and 22.94 %, or a llittle
more than one-fifth of the non-Europe'ans, in the first sample
first became dependent before they had attained their thir-
tieth year, i.e. they had found it necessary to appeal to
charity at an early age in their career. A little over 30 % of
the Europeans and almost 40 % 'Of the non-Europeans found
it necessary to become dependent between the ages of 30 and
44.,27,90' % of the Europeansan~ 23.24 % of the non-Euro-
peans became dependent between the ages of 44 and 59 years.
14.46 % Europeans and 15.22 % non-Eurapeans were given
1 The" dead" files refer to the case papers of cases no longer'
receiving charity from this o'rganisation.
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assistance for the first time after the attainment of their
sixtieth year.
TABLE NO. XII. THE PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTlON OF CHIEF
DEPENDENTS ACCORDING TO THE AGE IN YEARS WHEN
RELIEF WAS I;'IRST RECEIVED }'ROM THE BOARD OF AID.
Age in Years European non-European
15 - 19 1'63 i:: .4 .1.03 i:: .3
20 - 24 10.44 i:: 1.1 6.58 i:: .8
25 - 29 13.56 i:: 1.4 15.33 ..L 1.1-'-30 - 34 12.46 ..L 1:3 15.13 i::. 1.1-'-35 - 39 9.90 i:: 1.1 13"06 i:: 1.0
40 - 44 9.63 i::. 1.1 10.39 i:: .9
45 - 49 7.72 i:: .9 9.36 :f: .9
50 - 54 10.43 i:: 1.1 7.92 i:: .8
55 - 59 9.75 i:: 1.1 5,.96 i:: .7
60 + 14.46 i:: 1.4 15.22 i:: 1.1"
Percentage - Total 99.98 99.98
if the median ages are calculated for the distributions in
T'able XII., it is found that the median age. at which both
Europeans and non-Europeans become dependent is approxi-
mately 40 years! Since the' significance of the median lies
in the fact that it indicates the mid-point of a distribution, it
ill. evident that in the case of both racial groups 50 % became
dependent for the first time before they had reached their
fortieth year. .
It is noteworthy in regard to both racial groups that the
highest proportion for a single age, class of first dependency
was between 25 and 29 years, though the .extent of first
dependency at that age was somewhat higher for the non-
European group. From that point a gradual decrease can be
seen in the percentages o£ those becoming dependent during
the successive stages, but throughout the pe,rcentages .0£ the
non-Europeans remain higher than those of the Europeans.
This holds true until the ageo£50, when. the percentages
continue to decrease for the non-Europeans,' tbllt again
increase in the case of the Europeans. The wlwle tendency
which can be peneived is for. "E1u'Qpeans and 1wn-EuTopeans
1 The m~dian age was calculated by the method us.ed ~y "Thurston:
" The Fundamentals of Statistics," p. 79. All medians in this investi-
gation were calculated in this mariner. ..
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to become d,ependent at a fairly early age, but more so in the
(Jase of the non-Europeans. This tendency to became depen-
dent decreases with age far, bath racial graups until it
increases, again, in the case of Eiurapeans, after 50.
It is interesting to' campare this tendency with the finding
,an pages 50 and 51, that when comparing age graups there is
a cantinual increase in the prapartian of the Haard of Aid
dependents in the papu1latian of the city. When the twa
findings are taken together the anly canclusian to' be reached
is that once a llC'l'son has becoine dependenbhis dependency very
often pe'l'sists. This supparts the cantentian made in connec-
tian with early dependency, that pauperisatian is very aften
the result. '
Since the sample includes cases which became dependent
on charity during the depressian years, it is quite possible
that the percentages far the yaungerage graups are larger
than they would be in narmal times. rfhe percentage of those
whO' became dependent in their yaunger years is, hawever,
sufficiently large, in bath racial graups to' warrant special
attentian from .the paint of view af rehabilitative or preven-
tive treatment.
SEX AND DEPENDENCY.
Even withaut a careful analysis af the data availalble, it is
possible to' recagnise the fact that nO' impartant ,direct rela-
tionship between sex and dependency will be faund. <1"he
classificatian of the data an dependency in terms of chief
.recipients means that mast cases d dependency are regis-
tered in the name af the father ,af the family. In as much as
fam-iltes canstitute the majarity or dependency units, and
since usually the father is alive, the cases in which thf' chief
recipient is a waman will be the p-xceptian rather th3n the
rule. Such families are thase af the lane-m~ther type.1 Can-
L sequently it is nat sex, but ather sacial factars wh~ch are
chiefly respansible far the fact that bath in the case of Euro-
peans and nan-Eurapf'allS abaut three-quarters af the chief
recipients are given as' males and ,about one-quarter as
1 See L. Verwaerd:, " Die Alleenlopende Maeder as 'n Ontvanger van
Liefdadigheid.' ,
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females (see T'able No. X.). The causes of the dependency lie
within the whole fami'ly situation, and are not the result of
the masculinity of the father. The re,lation between marital
conditions and dependency will be dealt with later (see
Chapter VII.).
'I'here is, however, one respect in which a comparison
between the two sexes can be made. Are the females and
male dependents ,distrilbuted over the age groups in exactly
the same way? T'his questi'On can best be answered by com-
paring the percentages for the age, groups of male and female
dependents in Table X., while taking into consideration the
percentages which members of ~hese age and sex groups
form of the whole population of the city. For the purpose of
such comparison T'able No. XIII. was constructed.
TABLE NO. XIII. TIlE PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION AC-
CORDING TO AGE, SEX, AND RACE, OF TIlE DEPENDENCY
GROUP AND TIlE POPULATION OF CAPETOWN.
Europeans non-Europeans
Age Dependencyj Population Age Dependency Population
Groups Group in C.T. Groups Group in C.T.
Males
13.43 I 15.90 Males20 - 29 20 - 29 14.11 16.47
30 - 39 21.56 10.09 30 - 39 25.27 12.40
40 - 49 15.00 7.86 40 - 49 15.24 '9.28
50- 59 14.84 7.98 50 - 59 9.29 5.24
60 - 64 7.01 i 2.69 60 - 64 4.81 1'.40
65 + 4.86 I 3.52 65 + 5,61 1.92
76.70 I 48.04 74.33 46.71
Females
I
'Females
20 - 29 1.29 16.72 20 - 29 2.58 22.03
30 - 39 4.58 11.49 30 - 39 4.99 13.12
40 - 49 4.29 I 9.20 40 - 49 5.57 8.8350 - 59 6.28
I
7.55 50 - 59 3.87 5-24
60 - 64 3.42 2.55 60 - 64 ,3.55 H;3
65 + 3.43 4.36 65 + 4.31 2.34
23.29 I 51.87 24.87 53.19
In the case of the Europeans it is quite clear that for the
.•kO\ot -
age groups 30.-64 the percentages ••the males form of the
dependency group are nearly double the percentage, they
form of the city population. This is, of course, due to ,the
above-mentioned fact that the men figure as chief recipients
although it is they who represent the family as a whole. In
the case of the female dependents, on the other hand, the
percentage which the dependents form of the dependency
group is smaller than for the city population. This difference
is due to the'same reason given' for the relatively larger
extent in the case of the males.
The main point to be made liere, however, is that in the
case of the men throughout the age groups 30-64,the extent
of dependency relatively to the SIZe of these age groups in
the whole population remains approximately the same. In
the case of the women, however, while the percentages of
dependents in the age groups 30.-39 and 40-49 are approxi-
mately half the percentages of females in the same age
classes in the city population, the percentages approximate to
one another for the age class 50-59, and hecome the, same fot
the age class 60-64. .T'his means that relatively to the fre-
quencies of the age classes in the city population the' extent
e.f.lemale dependency within the depen,dent gr~pincrea8es
with age more particularly between 50 an,d 64. In this
~esp'ect the fema'les diff;;'-f;om,the males, where, as was seen
above, the relative position remains more or less constant
throughout the age classes 30-64. It will be seen from Table
No. XIII. that the same holds true of the non-European.
This fact, that amongst the female chief dependents (in
contrast with the males) there are relatively more belonging
to the higher age groups, can also Ibe deduced from a com-
parison of the average ages (see ,T'able No. XIV.).
TABLE NO. XIV. AVERAGE AGES 01" TIlE CIIIEF
RECIPIENTS.
Age in Years
\ , Europeans non- Europeans
Male chief dependents 43.2 :l: .3 41.4 :l: .2
Female chief dependents, 50.0 :l: .3 48.2 :l: .3
All dependents 44.2 :l: .3 43.1 :l: .3
, In both the...European and.non-European groups the female
c~~f dependents are, on the averag_e, older than the males.
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females (see T'able No. X.). The causes of the dependency lie
within the whole fami'ly situation, and are not the result of
the masculinity of the father. The re,lation between marital
conditions and dependency will be dealt with later (see
Chapter VII.).
'I'here is, however, one respect in which a comparison
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male dependents ,distrilbuted over the age groups in exactly
the same way? T'his questi'On can best be answered by com-
paring the percentages for the age, groups of male and female
dependents in Table X., while taking into consideration the
percentages which members of ~hese age and sex groups
form of the whole population of the city. For the purpose of
such comparison T'able No. XIII. was constructed.
TABLE NO. XIII. TIlE PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION AC-
CORDING TO AGE, SEX, AND RACE, OF TIlE DEPENDENCY
GROUP AND TIlE POPULATION OF CAPETOWN.
Europeans non-Europeans
Age Dependencyj Population Age Dependency Population
Groups Group in C.T. Groups Group in C.T.
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40 - 49 15.00 7.86 40 - 49 15.24 '9.28
50- 59 14.84 7.98 50 - 59 9.29 5.24
60 - 64 7.01 i 2.69 60 - 64 4.81 1'.40
65 + 4.86 I 3.52 65 + 5,61 1.92
76.70 I 48.04 74.33 46.71
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23.29 I 51.87 24.87 53.19
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is due to the'same reason given' for the relatively larger
extent in the case of the males.
The main point to be made liere, however, is that in the
case of the men throughout the age groups 30-64,the extent
of dependency relatively to the SIZe of these age groups in
the whole population remains approximately the same. In
the case of the women, however, while the percentages of
dependents in the age groups 30.-39 and 40-49 are approxi-
mately half the percentages of females in the same age
classes in the city population, the percentages approximate to
one another for the age class 50-59, and hecome the, same fot
the age class 60-64. .T'his means that relatively to the fre-
quencies of the age classes in the city population the' extent
e.f.lemale dependency within the depen,dent gr~pincrea8es
with age more particularly between 50 an,d 64. In this
~esp'ect the fema'les diff;;'-f;om,the males, where, as was seen
above, the relative position remains more or less constant
throughout the age classes 30-64. It will be seen from Table
No. XIII. that the same holds true of the non-European.
This fact, that amongst the female chief dependents (in
contrast with the males) there are relatively more belonging
to the higher age groups, can also Ibe deduced from a com-
parison of the average ages (see ,T'able No. XIV.).
TABLE NO. XIV. AVERAGE AGES 01" TIlE CIIIEF
RECIPIENTS.
Age in Years
\ , Europeans non- Europeans
Male chief dependents 43.2 :l: .3 41.4 :l: .2
Female chief dependents, 50.0 :l: .3 48.2 :l: .3
All dependents 44.2 :l: .3 43.1 :l: .3
, In both the...European and.non-European groups the female
c~~f dependents are, on the averag_e, older than the males.
In fact, when one compares the percentage which the male
chief recipients of 60 years and over forms 'Of the male
dependent group with the percentage the female chief
recipients of 60 years and over form of the female depen-
dency group, it is, seen that for both Europeans and non-
Europeans a larger proportion of the female chief dependents
bel'Ong to this higher age group (seeT'abtle N'O. XV.).
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TABLE NO. XV. THE PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF THE
MALE AND l"EMALE DEPENDENTS ACCORDING TO THE
VARIOUS AGE GROUPS.
Age Groups Total
Under 50 50 - 59 60 -
Europeans
Males 65 19 16 100
Females 44 27 29 100
non -Europeans
Males 74 12 14 100
Females 52 .16 32 100 ,
Similarly in the ease of both Europeans and non-Europeans
the females between 50 and 59 years f.orm a Ibigger propor-
tion of the female chief recipient group than the males of
the same age form of the male chief recipient group. The
opposite, however, is true of both racial groups for the
recipients below 50.
lt seems, therefore, that the only noteworthy difference a~
far as the dependency of :rr..ales and ~emales is concerned i9
to be found in the fact that there is a relatively 'ltronger
tendency for women to become dependent after the age of 50.
'The chances are, of course, greater that the women will be
widowed, divorced, separated or deserted at that age, and
'will consequently figure as the chief recipients instead of the
,'husband. 'The position is, therefore, that it is n'Ot the sex of
males and females which is the causal factor of their ,depen-
dency, but the family relationships and conditions which lead
to dependency among males and females of the lower as well
as the higher age, groups. lt is true, that men and w'Omen •
become more and more unemployable_after',the,_age'_of 50.
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:
i While this may be true'r of women .than men, it cannot !be
proved here, though this wouid not demonstrate a causal
relationship between se,x and dependency, but between age
and dependency.
It is not intended to argue here that with other material sex
will not be found as a possible' cause 'Of dependency. It is
n.ot possible, how~ver, to analyse the causal importance of
sex in the case of these family cases of dependency, where
the, indication of the sex 'Of the chief recipient has chiefly a
formal va'lue. A comparison .of cases of single dependents
ntight have more value in discovering whether sex in such
cases is related t.o the extent of dependency. The number of
such cases, howev'er, is too small to allow far-reaching con-
clusions, and ibesides there is a prejudice- in favour .of
assisting families a~d only aged single dependents, which
would make such data unreliable.
RACE AND DEPENDENCY.
One questi'On that must be raised is' whether race is a
causal factor of dependency. Naturally this problem can only
be investigated here with regard to Europeans and non-Euro-
peans (i.e, practicaJlly solely G!'1peColoured 'and Malays). It
is possible in this connection to make use .of available mate-
rial, since the Board of Aid deals with both racial groups.
If the ratio of the European to the non-European recipients
of relief from this organisati'On is determined, it is possible
that this will serve as an indication .of the proportion of
European to non-European dependents in the city. It was
found that the total number of Europeans sharing in the
Board's charity was 22 % of all, the recipients, as compared
with 78 % non-Europeans. These percentages are true of the
number .of cases, but remain exactly the same if the actual
number of dependents (Le. man, woman and. child) sharing
in the benefits ,dispensed .are taken into consideration. The
ratio of European to non-E,uropean dependents of the Board
~, thel:efore:,js]oughly_l.:A. -Siilce"tne'Board ~ofAid is
one ,of the largest organisations in Capetown dealing with
dependency irrespective' of race, and since very few ibodies
deal with Europeans or non-Ei.uopeans .only, the chances are
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that this proportioQn is true of all d~pendents in the city.
This would seem to mean that very many more. dependents
are non-European,. i.e. roughly four-fifths of all th~ cases,
or of all the dependents sharing the benefits of charI~Y. On
the other hand if the :Europeans were to form a much
smaller' proportioQn of the population of the city th~n the
non-Europeans, then the apparently, larger proportIOn. of
non-European dependents would not be so. significant. In
actual fact, however, the European populatIOn of the C.a.pe~
town muriicipal area forms 52 % of the whole.populat~on,.
and the non-Europeans the oQther 48 %. Consequently 2t 2S
quite clear that, even when the relative .size~ of the F!uropean
and non-European population of the C2ty 2S taken 2r:to con-
sideration, the dependency amongst non-Europeans 2S fou:nd
to be about four times thed of the Europeans. ~he proportIon
of the Europeans sharing in tlie Board's c~arI~y was found
to be 2.3 % of the entire European populatIOn III Capeto,,:n,
the figure for the non-European~ being 8.7 % of the entne
iion~Eu:wpean population of _the city." .
These figures naturally do not suggest that there are ramal
or biological attributes which result in greater dependency
~mong the non-Europeans. This may be so, but oQnthe other
hand the greater exte!1t of dependency ~mongst the Coloured
and Malays may also possibl~ be aSCrIbed largely to the
social conditions 1!-nder which these racial groupS grow up
and live. -Very little doubt .need be entertained that the
extent of dependency is very much higher amongst. these
non-Europeans than the Europeans-whatever. the. CHCU~-
-st~nces which are responsible for this fact mayibe.' I.e .. tradI-
tional or contemporary, social ,or educational, bIologIcal or
economIC. . . _ _ _
l,Vide Ma or's Minute: City of Capeto~n, 1933. Report of" the
M""O.H Be t'S: '1' p 15 The figures for the Europeans are based on• C lon 1 ., • . E' -- th 1921 Censusth~:193;1 Census; and those for non" u!opeans. on e .
There was. no. Census of non-Europeans III 1931...
\
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CHAPT'E'R VI.
THE RECIPIENT AND MARRIAGE.
An aspect of marital life that seems to be causally con-
nected with poverty is the age at which dependents first
marry. rrhere is the possibility that the as~pt!on of mari,
tal resp,onsibility early.in life may afford, some explanation
~f th,e sommencement of a family's dependency. An investi.
gation of the existence of tendencies in connection with the
age of marriage is accordingly necessary. There is also the
possihility that .diff~ren'Ce in. ,the relative ages of married
coup~~ .!D;ay be of importa:gce-perhaps indirectly-in the
development of poverty and dependency. Such age differ-
ences will, therefore, be investigated. E,ven the frequency
of marriage amongst the poorer classe:s may be related to
dependency, and-'will. have to be taken intoQ consideration. r"'
Finally, in a city like Capetown, the poorer Europeans and
Coloured are constrained to live together in close proximity
in the same streets and even houses. Intermarriage take's
pl~ce, and it is also necessary to consid~ whether this fact
has any influence oOnthe development. 'of dependency.
THE AG.E OF FIRST MARRIAGE OF MALE DEPENDENTS.
Marriage dates 001' periods were contained in the forms S 1.
Where the duration of marriage was given, the ages of first
marriage were deri-:ed by subtracting tIle necessary number
of years from the ages of the' recipients at the time of the
filling in of the forms. A large num bel' of forms containe(l
no information, Ibecause the persons interviewed could not
state the date or .period of marriage. All doubtful answers
were discarded. As! the male dependent is the person who
hecomes the ~readwinner of the family after marriage, and
is therefore responsible for supporting the family and so
preventing dependency, it is his age at marriage which is
important. Consequently the. age of the. female spouse was
for the 'present" purpose disregarded. Only the ages of males
-~-~.
5.~
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'J.'hese percentages are Qf little significance when taken
alone, but should Ibe compared with the percentages of mar-
riage Qccurring for various age classes amongst the non~
dependent population. Since such figures were not obtain-
able for a purely non-dependent portion Qf the popu:IatiQn the
percentages were calculated for the ordinary population,
which would naturally contain a preponderance of nQn~
dependents. It was nQt" possible to obtain the ages at first
marriage Qf the whole -European and non-EurQpean popula-
tion, but" the numbers of hachelors marrying at various ages:
during a specified year (1932) 'were obtainable. I This should
give an indication of the normal distribution according to
age at date of first marriage.
1 Offisiele .1aarbo.ek van die Unie van Suidafrika, No. 15, p. 929,
Table i.
• The fact that marriage fairly often takes place early amongst the
dependents as amongst the ordinary Huropean population can be seen
by loeating ~he quartiles of the distributions. For the Huropeans the
first quartile was found to be 22.95. This means that 25 % of the
Hurop-ean male dependents married before they became 23 years old,
i,e. either befo.re or when they had barely attained their legal majority.
The median is 2B'45, showing that '50 % of the male dependents had
married before they became 26t years old; the third quartile was found
to be 30,96, which shows that 75 % of the Huropean male dependents
had married before they became 31 years old.
In the case 01 the Europeans there is no indication that early
first marriages took place more often amongst the dependents
than is normal. It was fQund that amongst the ordinary
population group 1.5 '% of the Europeans married before
their twentieth year, 36'9 % between 20-24, and 40 %
'between 215 and 29. In the case of the EurQpeans Qne can
'(JUly say that amongst the poorer classes there is, economi-
cally speaking, more necessity for postponing marriage, !but
that this does not take place.2 Consequently the fact that tIle
percentages of early marriages amongst the dependents are
more or less tlle same as amongst the ordina1'Y population ean
only be looked upon as of some causal significance in the sense
that tllJe_econo1(!icaUy .. necessary postponement does not take
plfJm._
_:.:._------~
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Table ii.
• The quartiles of the distribution for the non-European d,ependent
group were Q 1 22,08; Median 25.51; Q 3 29.59. These can be inteJ;-
preted in the same way as has been done for the European group of
dependents (see footnote 1, p. 57), . "
THE RELATION BETWEEN MARRIAGE AND DEPENDENCY.
An investigation was also made as to whether any of the
male recipients became dependent on charity about the same
time. that they assumed marital responsibility. A mndom
sample of 138 European and 317 non-European CRses was
taken, the samplin'g ratios being approximately 20 % R~ld
13 % respectively, A correlation chart was constructed, the
t~o variants heing' the age of first dependency and t:f\e f\'ge
of first marriage. U sing the Bravais-Pearson formule for r,
The position, however, is different in the case .of the nOll-
Europeans. Here the same type of data for comparison was
available as for the EuropeRns.1 There is just the a,dditional
difficulty that the ordinary non-European population .of the
Union is not constituted in the same manner as the non-. .
European dependent group. The former contains more
natives and the latter mare Coloured persons. However, it
was found that whereas 9% of the non-Eur.opean dependents
married before their twentieth year, this was only true of
1 % of the ordinary npn-European population group. 80 also
37 % of the non-European dependents married between 20-24
years of age, as contrasted with 28 % of the ordinary non-
European population group. For the age groups' above 25
years the percentages of the dependents remain consistently
lower than those .of the ordinary pojmlRtion group, If these
comparisons' are justifiable when the above-mentioned diffi-
culties are taken into consideratian, then the only deduction
'that can be made is that there was dtCfinitely a greater tendency
for the dependents on the Board of Aid to marry earlier (i.e.
chiefly below 25) than is usually the case amongst non-Eu:ro-
peans.2 This tendency may have some significance for the
fact that even relative to the size of the respective portions
of the population there is much more dependency amongst
the non-Eur,opeans than Europeans (see p. 54).
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TABLE NO. XVI. 'l'HE PERCENTAGE DIS'
EUUOPEAN MARUIED DEPE • rUIBUTION OI?
, , •NDENTS ACCOUDING TO THE
RELATIVE AGES OF THE MAR HIED COUPLES.
peans. '1'~eI'e are certain differences, but undoubtedly the'
tel~dency IS f?r the same general types of age relationship to
eXIst among the dependents as amona th d' 1
t
. ' ' "', e or mary popu a-
, IOn.
Wife is Ages of Husbands
older --
30-39 40-49' 50-59 60-64 65+by years: 20-29 TOTALS
1 ------.92 1.15 .46 .232 - - 2.76 :I: .7- 1.61 .23 .233 - - 2.07 :!: .7
I
.46 .92 .46 .234 - - 2'07 :I: .7- \',925 - - - - .92 :I: .5.69 .46 .23 .466 .46 - - 1.84 :!: .6- -7 - - - .46 :!: .5''6,9 - .23 .238 - - 1.15 :I: .5- - .239 - - - .23 :!: .2~ .23 .46 .23
10-2f) - - .92 :I: .5.23 .23 .46 - .23 - 1.15 :I: .5-- -- -- --
,TOTALS 3.45 5.52 2.76 1.38 .46 13.57- :I:1.7,:1:1'0 :1:1.2 :I: .9 :I: .5 ..L .4-L
I
I
;
I
I
> .
I
, 2"7714 .38/' .9212 .07"/1,.;51 .23111 .52 :I:1.6 'II:1:,'9:1: l'O::t, .5:1: '7:1: .5:1: .2
Wife is, . Ages of Husbands
younger. -- -- -- -- -- TOTALS. by years, --20-29 30-39 40-49 50-59 60-64 65+
-- -- -- --1 2.77 1.86 1.61 1.15 .692 - 8.08 :!: 1.42.53 4.38 2.53 .69 - - 10.13 :!:3 2.07 2.31 2.07 .46 .23 1.54 2.53 .23 7.37 :!: 1.32.53 .69 .69 - - 6.44 :!: 1.2, 5 .69 3.46 1.15
6 .46 - - 5.76 :!: 1.2.46 1.86 2.31 1.38 .237 .23 .92 - 6.24 :!: 1.2
8
1.61 1.38 .46 - 4. 60 :!: 1.1.23 1.38 1.38 1.15 .469 - 4.60 :!: 1.1- .92 .46 .46 .2310-20 .23 2.30 :I: .7- 2.77, 4.61 7.61 1.86 2.53 19'38 :I:1.9
TOTALS 11.51 22.39 18'42 15.43 4.16 2.99 74.90:I:1:6 :I:2.1 :I:1.9 :I:1.8 :I:1.0 :I:0.9
:!: 2.2
/,
',' Wife is .
of equal.
ag,e
" Census R.eport, 1926.
dent group may prove useful, and indicate a possible s,ource
of unadjusted family relationships which contribute indi-
rectly to dependency.
In order to obtain the necessary information In regard to
the age relation of married dependents, the European and
non-European married couples were separately classified into'
three main groups, viz.: chief male dependents (according
to certain age groups) who were married, at the time of the
enquiry, to women younger, older, or of equal age (see
Tables No. XVI. and No. XVII). For the Europeans 434
couples (or about 62 % of the total number of European
cases) were selected for this purpose, and for the non-Euro-
peans 1,570 couples (or about 64 % of the total number of
non-E,uropean cases).
'rhe main results were as follows:
(a) Out of the European cases examined-'
74.90 % consistedo£ husbands older than their
WIves.
13.57 % consisted of husbands younger than their
WIves.
11.52 % consisted of couples of more 01: less equal
age.
(b) Out of the non-European cases examined-,
77.76 % consisted 01 husbands older than their
wives:
'13,51 % consisted of husbands younger'than their
WIves.
8.53 % consisted of couples of more or less equal
age.
To find out whether these figures reflect a normal or an C
abnormal condition, the position amongst. the normai Popu-
!lation must be taken into consideration. According to the
latest figures availa:ble, in 81 % of the E,uropean families the ,.
husbands were older than their wives, "in 12.4 % they were
younger, and in 6.6 % the couples were of more or less equal'
age.l Similar statistics coul~ not be obtained for, non:"Euro-
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Wife is
of equal
. age
Wife is I Ages of Husbands . TOTALSyounger 20-29 30-39 40-49 50-59 60-64 6~+ '.by years -- -- .31 9.73 :I:: .84.14 3'31 1.34 .38 .251 11.96 :I:: .95.03 2.16 .51 .25 ..132 3.88 .06 9.09 ::l::.82.29 4.01 1.47 .95 .313 .13 7.28 ::l::.71.73 3.06 1:66 .70 -4 5.98 :I:: .62.67 1.34 .19 .25 .195 1.34 .45 .13 - 4.66 ::l::.56 .45 2.29 1.34 .25 4.32 :I:: .52.16 1.03 .38 .197 .31 .06 .06 2.72 :I:: .4.06 1.15 .82 .578 .25 .13 3.69 ::l::.51.34 1.27 .519 '19 2.67 2.10 18.33 ::l::1.110-20 - 2.35 5.48 5:73
-- -- -- 77.76 ::l::1'.114.39 27.37 17.91 10.37 4'36 3.36TOTAL8 :I::.9 :1::1.1 :1::1"1 :f' '.8 :I::.5 :I::'.5
. Wife is . Ages of Husbanfif -- TOTALS-- --. older -- ----
.by years 20-29 30-39 40-49 50-59 60-64 (l5+-- -- -- .5.64 .51 .38 .06 4.27 ::l::1 1.15 1.53 2.49 ::l::.51.03 .57 .13 .06 -2 .70 2.08 ::l::.3.25 .13 .06 -3 .82 .82 1.13 ::l::.3.06 .06 - ~4 .25 .76 .06' .75 ::l::.2.19 .19 - -5 .31 .64 ::l::.2.06 - -6 .13 .45 - .82 -L .2.06 - ...L'7 .19 .57 - - .32 ::l::'3.06 - -8 .13 .13 - .38 ::l::.4.13 .06 - -9 .13 .06 .69 ::l::.2'31 .06 .19 - -'10-20 .13
-- -- -- -- .91.90 1.20 .56 .12 13.57 ::l::3.94 5.85TOTAL .5 :I:: .6 1:1::.3 1:1::.3 1:1::.2 1:1::.3:I::
1
2'10 13'6311'60 \ '571 .251 '38\ 8.53:1:: .7 '[1
:I::.3 :I::.5 :I::.4 :I::.2 :I::.3 :I::.3
. \.. .
Further' analysis of the extent .of dIfferences_l~ age can"
however be made. So, f.or instance, of the 13.5, Yo of Eur~-
, . h' h the husbands are younger than theIrpean cases In w IC. . .3 91 0/
. h' . older by more than five years In.' /0WIves, t e WIvesale . 0 .5 of the
1.0 Amongst the n.on-Europeans 2.85 Yo :t . ,
:t. than five years older than their husbands.women are more .' . .
Only in 1.15 % .of the Europeans and .69 % of the llon-Euro-
pean~ were th8 wives ollder by ten years or more. Even if
it were accepted that the stability of the family is endan-
gered when the wife is .older by five or more years than the
husband, then these percentages are surely too low to allow
one to find in them a possibly significant, even though
indirect, causal factor .of dependency.
Of these cases where the huslband is dder than the wife,
37 .12 % :t 2.4 of the Europeans and 33.72 % :t 1.1 of the
non-Europeans were older by more than five years. These
included 19;38 % and 18.33 % respectively who were older
by ten years and more. The percentages of these age dif-
ferences, especially in the last nientioned, a,re sufficiently
high to warrant the suspicion that here, perhaps, is a source
of family dissension. In the absence of investigations which
clearly prove that age differences beyond certain llimits are
significant fl10mthe point of view of unadjusted family rela"
tionships, it would not; be justifiable to. go further than indi-
eating this possibility.
As far as' the dependents were concerned, it was found that
the average age of the European husbands married to older
women was 37.10. :t .9, whereas' the average age of the
European husbands married to younger women wail 43.1 :t
'0.3. For the non-Europeans the averages were 36'4 :t .23
and 4o..{ :t .23 respectively. This means that on an average
it is the younger dependent who is married to a woman older
than himself. There is the possibility that these men may
have married widows with a family of their own, so that the
joint family may be large, or the women may be more sus-
ceptible to illness and consequently unab'le to assist in sup-
porting the family. This supposition may explain to some
extent. why these relatively young married men ibecome
dependent. . .
THE FREQUENCY OF MARRIAGE.
.The question may be raised as to whether there are depen-
dents, not necessarily chief re~ipients, who have been mar-
rie~ more th.l:iiibnce.A s~mple was tak~;s~ows: 200
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women was 37.10. :t .9, whereas' the average age of the
European husbands married to younger women wail 43.1 :t
'0.3. For the non-Europeans the averages were 36'4 :t .23
and 4o..{ :t .23 respectively. This means that on an average
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than himself. There is the possibility that these men may
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ceptible to illness and consequently unab'le to assist in sup-
porting the family. This supposition may explain to some
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dependent. . .
THE FREQUENCY OF MARRIAGE.
.The question may be raised as to whether there are depen-
dents, not necessarily chief re~ipients, who have been mar-
rie~ more th.l:iiibnce.A s~mple was tak~;s~ows: 200
European males or about one-third of the total number of
married and ex-married males, 241 European females or
about one-quarter of the total number 'of married and
ex-married females ; 592 non-European males or one-third of
the total number of married and excmarried non-European
males, 743 non-European females or one-third of the married
and ex-married females.
The results show that a little.-2ie~85.% of the European
and non-European males and females had~e~arried .only
smce, between 11 % and 14 % of both racial groups had been
n,larried_twice, _while a neglig:ible _proportign_had_married
.moreJ!1a!!. t'}'ice. It is clear, therefore, that a succession of
marriages, with the' consequent responsibilities, such as
caring for families by the second or third marriage as well
as' by the preceding' one(s), supporting the divorced spouse,
etc., was not of great importance in causing dependency
amongst this group of dependents.
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number of nllx~d marriages is small compared with the
j
number of poor;European families. ,It seems that the greater
tendency on the part of the Coloured to become dependent
.(see p. 54) ex\ends to Bu.ch." luixed " marriages ina remark-
a:le degree. I erhaps thIS IS because they take place amongst
t e poo~~st of the poor-at least as far as the Europeans are
eoncerned.
/
INTERMARRIAGE BETWEEN EUROPEAN AND COLOURED.
European and non-European dependents often live in the
same vicinity, and sometimes even in the same buildings and
rooms (see Chapter IlL). It is frequently asserted that one
of the effects of such proximity is intermarriage of Europeans
and Coloured.' It was accordingly considered necessary tt?
ascertain the extent to which" mixed" flimilies were found
" ~
among the dependents.
The full 700' European and 2,469 non-European cases were
examined, and it was found that, out, of the total number of
European and non,\..European cases (3,169), .44 % were Euro-
_pean.....womenmarried to or cohabiting .with Gol~u;~d~males,
and 4.86 % .were European ,males who were married_ to. or
-cohabiting- with Ooloured WOmel;l. Altogether 5.3 .% of all
the cases of dependents were instances of mixed marriage .or
cohabitation. 'This percentage represents 170 separate cases.
These cases were usually classified as Coloured. The number
seems small, but assumes a definite sig'nificance" when .it is
compared with the- total number of' European cases,-' which
18 approximately only four tiDies larger" althoug'h th~-total
.-
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CHAPT'ER VII.
THE MARITAL STATUS AND FAMILIAL
CONDITIONS OF DEPENDENTS.
Many of. the charities in Capetown render assistance t()
lone persons as well as families. It would Ibe useful to know
whether more families than lone persons are dependent. If
it happens that many more families than lone persons are
receiving assistance from charity, then it is quite possible
that there may be certain factors operating amongst families
which would make for greater dependency among them. On
the other hand there is the possibility th~t, altho~gh <:harity"
is rendered to lone persons, these are assIsted chIefly If they
are old and ill, while there is a general ten:dency to refuse
assistance to the able-bodied, unemployed single person, and
to give preference to indigent families. In ,actual fact there
may be as much poverty amongst lone persons as families
without this fact being revealed by an analysis of the types
of dependents receiving relief from a particular organisation.
Nevertheless it is desirable to determine the extent to which
these two types appear amongst the Board of Aid's depen-
dents, irrespective of what the Board's policy may be.
Presumably the existence of. any prejudice in favour of
assisting families means that the, presence of small children
and the size of family are accepted as factors which make
for dependency. Consequently the extent to which these
conditions actually exist among the dependent families
should be investigated.
Apart, however, from the size of family and the number
of small children, there are sometimes t'o be found other
familial conditions leading to dependency, e.g. where the
male hBad is dead or aibsent" and does not render support or
is unable to 00 so. Dependency arising from such familial
conditions as widowhood, divorce, desertion, etc., will con-
stitute a further task of enquiry.
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'DEP'ENDENT FAMILIES.
According to the .distribution of the dependents relatively
to their marital status and familial condition, about 85 %
of the European and approximaiely 89 % of the non-Euro-
pean, cases. are dependent families of various types - (see
Table No. XVIIl.).
'fABLE NO. XVIII. CLASSIFICATION 0.' DEPENDENTS AC-
COIlDING TO MAIlITAJ_ STATUS ANn J~AMILIAL CONJ)ITION.
.
Europeans
Farn.ilies Lone Persons
No. -
of Husband Husband Lone Lone Males Females
Per- and and wife Mother Father ------ --- ---
sons wife with with with Under Over Under Over
only children children children 50 yrs. 50 yrs. 50 yrs. 50 yrs.
--- --- --- ---
2-3 7.99% 11'15% 7'57% .28%
4-6 - 33.14% 6.00% '28% 2'71% 3.58% .87% 7.13%
7+ " - 17.57% 1.72% -
--- --- --- ---
Totals 7.99% 61.86% 15.29% .56% 2.71% 3.58% .87% 7.13%
------ ---
85'70% 14.29%
--
non-Europeans
2-3
--- --- ---
5'06% 7.66% 6.50% 1'50%
4-6 - 35.67% 7.90% .76% 1'36% 1.93% 1'61% 5.81%
7+ - 20.38% 2.82% '32%
Totals
--- --- --- ---
5'06% 63.71% 17.22% 2'58% 1'36% 1.93% 1'61% 5.81%
--- --- --- ---
88'57% 10'71%
'l'hese figures indicate that among bot.h Europeans and
non-Europeans there are many mOore families tllan lone
persons receiving assistance frOomthe charity cOoncerned (see
Graph No. 2). T'hefamiliesincluded a small percenta<J'e of cases
'. . 0
?onslshng of hi.lshand and wife without children, or with
,~hom none ,~e1'e living. Most of these wer~ old couples.
The type whwh predominated consisted of the unbroken
family of husiband and ""jte with children. By far the vast
majority. of the latter type consisted of fai~ly large families.
,One~third of them in the case of the non-Europeans and
. .'
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uearly oue-thi'r,d in the case of the Europeans consisted of
7 or more persons, the average size of family being 5.5
persons for Europeans and 5'8 for non-Europeans. Two
types of incomplete families were als,9" present, namely a
fairly large g'l'Olipof lone mothers wjth children, the average
size of whose families was 4 for Europeans and 4.64 for
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non-Europeans, and a yery small group of lone fathers with
children,' whose. families wem on the average smaller,
namely 3.8 amongst Europeans and 3.8 amongst non-Euro-
peans (see Graph No.3 for a comparison of the sizes of the
various types of famIly cases). With the exception of those
_composed of husband' and wife without children, the various
types of family cases consisted of a fairly large number of
persons, the average size for all types being approximately
5.2 for Europeans and 5,6 for non-Europeans. As far as the
Europeans are concerned this average may be compared
with the average sizes of families of different economic levels
as given by'Dr. E. G. Malherbe.1 The average sizes of the
family in the Union of South Africa was 7.1 for the "very
poor," 6'1 for the "poor," 4.8 for those of "average
means," and 4.6 for the" well-to-do." 'I.''heaverage size of
these European dependent families was, therefore, larger
than those of families of average means or well-to-do.'
The presence of a large family can under certain circum-
sta'nces mean the commencement of dependency on the funds
of a charitable organisation. Even if the head of the family
is in, full-time employment, a large family will find it diffi-
cult to manage on a small income. In the case of illness,
unemployment, or the old age of the chief breadwinner, the
size of the family ,,'ould tend to accentuate the degree of
clependency. The averages given by Dr. Malherbe seem also
to indicate a general process that the degree of poverty
lincreases with the size of family, Tlw lar.r;e S1:zeof the familyas a _p.ossible contributing cause of dependency is therefDre
Ipresent in a fairly lw'ge pJ'opOJ,tion of the family eases.
Now, a large family is in itself not necessarily a cause of
dependency, even if the breadwinner is unemployed or
earning only a small income, since the children may be able
to assist in the upkeep of the home if they are old enough tOo
dOoso. On the other hand, if they are young they may not
only be dependent on their parents Ibut may prevent the
mother from working. It is accordingly necessary to take
into consideration not only the average size of the family,
) See "Education and the Poor 'Yhite," p', 221.
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Gbut also t~!1$es Q:lthe~children. Of the European and non-
I£uropean children belonging to the dependent families 57 %
of the former land 68 % of the latter were, 10 years of' age
or under. These figures include 35 % and 46 % respec-
tively of the children who were below 7 years, and often
/still needed their mothers' care. 24' % and 21 % respectively
. were between the ages of 11 and 16, and hence mostly not
capable of supplementing the family income. Only 19 %
and 11 % resp.ectively were 17 years and older, and thus
possibleassets.:Most of the children of the dependent fami-
lies were thu','3of an age which would mean that they are
still an economic burden.
I ( The conclusion reached, therefore, is that, beside.s tILe S2ze
'2.•/of t/~e family, the ages of the child1'en probably contributed
{towards the dependency of the group studied.
:B~'romthe point of view of familial conditions which are
contributory causes towards dependency, those cases in
which the father, ,the chief breadwinner, of the family is
absent needs sp.ecial.attention. The lone mother may be
widowed, divorced; deserted, or separated woman who, with-
out the support of her husband, has the responsibility of pro-
viding for a family. 8he- is in an awkward position [because
of her peculiar helplessness. If she has no source of income
other than her own earnings she soon finds herself in
economic difficulties, unless she is able to obtain a good
position, She must aIso, usua'lly without any support, care
fDr the management of the home, see to the education of the
children, and at the same time provide' the .income from
which she and herfamilymusf live.U sually also; if she is
able to obtain work, the wage she earns is barely sufficient
for maintaining one person, and still less a family. It is seen
l. ,thus that, 1Jnde1' tlwse Ci1'C1Unsta.nc~'s,the conju.qal cond1:tion of
tile lone 1nothe1' becomes largely responsible for dependency.
T'his type of family forms about three-twentieths of the
dependent cases of both racial groups dependent on the Board
()f Aid. Presumably the proportion this type forms of these
dependent cases is not a correct indication of its extent
amongst tIle dependents of the city as a whoie, since a
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separate arganisatian, the Child Life Pratectian Saciety,
exists specifically far dealing with this type. In all praba-
bility the lane mnther families farm a larger prapartian of
the dependents dealt with by the variaus arganisatians in the
city, and constitute a very real prablem which needs serinus
consideratian.'
THE LONE RECIPIENT.
T'he1'e is a type af d.ependent wha has na family tOosuppart.
'l'his is the lane recipient. 'I.'he graup includes, in addition
tOosingle persans, thase wha were married ,but wha lived
alane at the time af the enquiry. The, lane recipients, as has
already been indicated, farm quite a small partion af the
dependent graup (see 'Graph Na. 2). In the case af lbath
racial graups the female lane dependents exceed in number
the males; this is particularly striking in the case '00£ the nan-
Eurapeans (see 'I.'able No. XVII!.). 'This may be the reilult
of unintentianal bias in rendeTing assistance, thaugh it may
alsn be that single males are less liable tOo unemp'lnyment or
insufficient incame. It is warthy af nate that, while amangst
bath racial graups the prapartians of male lane recipients
belaw and aver 50 are mare 001' less equal, this is nat sa in
the case af the females. Mast af the female lane dependents
belang tOothe alder graup af 50 years and aver. 2 Generally
speaking, single persans who became dependents are aId, 001'
suffer' fram illness 001' snme ather disability . 'Their depen-
dency is rarely due merely t'a unemplayment.
1 800 L. Verwoerd: "Die AHeenlopende MoedeI' as 'n Ontvanger van
Liefdadigheid," which deals with this problem.'
2 50 'vears has been determined as the age at which economio unem-
ployability due to age often commences (see p. 45).
CHAPTER VIII.
DEPENDENTS AND THEIR HOUSEHOLDS.
The lane dependent 001' the dependent family is usually
regarde'd as ane ecanamic unit, living in its awn ranms 001'
house, paying its awn rent, and buying its awn faod. This,
haw ever, is nat always the case. Sametimes a lane depen-
dent lives with anather persan 001' family, wha may 001' may
ll~t be related, sharing prapartianately in the jaint expendi-
ture af the family. Such a persan is not 'n member af the
family in the narrawer sense af the term, Ibut is undaubtedly
a mem.ber af a hausehald which is functianing as one
ecanamIC unit. Similarly twa or three related 001' unrelated
families sametimes .ca-aperate and functian as a single house-
hald. 'I.'hey cantribute tOowards the rent eat tao-ether and
have a jaint hOl~sel~aldbudget. A hausel~ald is c~nseql:ently
here taken tOosrgmfy any graup af persans livino- tao-ether
d h . 0 0an' s arlllg expenses. '
A gratlp af this nature is never dealt with as a relief-
~eceiying unit. It is the head af the family 001' a lane persan
III whase name the case is registered. In sa far as the lane
persanar family farms part af a hausehald in the wider
sense, any assistance given tOo the case will, hawever, be
shared by ~he whale hausehald. The charity was intended
far the famIly or persan wha applied far assistance sa that
its distributian amangst a larger number ,af persans'I1Iust be
regarded as unsatisfactary, since sharing in this manner
means that the recipient is deprived tOosame extent of even
the meagre benefits pravided. 'Apart fram this material lass
tIlere is the deteriarating influence an the indirect and
unknawn participants. The presence af dependents in a hause-
hald may, therefare, be instrumental in pauperising persans
unknawn tOo the relief-giving ,arganisatian. These cansidera-
tia~s necessitate. a study of the variaus types af hausehalds af
whIch the dependents farm part.
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,',
CHAPTER VIII.
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Und0u,btedly. it makes very little difference when a lone
person bves WIth a dependent family If th I .. . . . . e one person 18
a p~rent recelvlllg pension, or an unmarried individual
~arnlll.g a wa~e, then the dependency position may be eased.'
E,ve~ If the slll~~e person shares the charity of the dependent
famIly the pOSItIon does not differ very much from that of
other and, perhaps, larger' depeilc1ent families. A single
~lO~seholds more complex. It is quite clear, ,therefore, that
mtnnate economic relationships with othe,r units 9.0 not
extensively. complicate the treatment of depellde:l.lts. The
truth. of thIS statement can be further demonstrate,] bI . f h U Y an
ana YSIS0 t ~ ~ew househo1ld8 which are more c,oll1plex than
the type cons18tlllg of one, family.
TABLE NO. XIX. A PERCENTAGE DISTIUBUTION OF THE
VARIOUS TYPES OF HOUSEHOLDS OF DEPI"NDENTS~ ~ ~ .
Typ.es of Households Percentages of
Europeans non-Europeans
Dependent family without children 7.99 :!: 1.5 6'00 :!: .8Dependent family with children. .
Dependent fami.lyand a related family
66.39 :!: 2.7 65.12 :!: 1.8
Dependent famIly and a lone relative
1.00 :!: .6 1.36 :!: .4
Dependent family, lone relative and a
2.70 :!: 1.0 3.80 :!: .7
related family . .. .'. . - .80 :!: .4Dependent family, loue non-relative
and non-related family . . : .30 :!: .3 .24 :!: .2Depen~ent family, and a lone, non-
relative . . . . .30 :!: .3 .06Depen.dent family and a n~n-r~lated :!: .1
family. . . . . . .30 :!: .3 1.80 :!:Dependent family, lone non-relative' .5
and a lone relative . ' -Dependent family, relat~d fa'mily' and .24 :!: .2
non-related family . . ' : - .12 :!: .1Lone dependent, and a related family
Lone dependent, loue relative and a
6.40 :!: 1'4 8.24 :!: 1'0
related family '. . .'. - .12 :!: .1Lone dependent, lone non-relative and
an unrelated family ., - .32 :!: .3Lone dependent and an unrelated
family. . 1'70 :!: .8 2.92 :!: .6
87.08 :!: 2'1 91.14 :!: 1.1
Non-household cases 12.92 ::!:: 1.9 8.86 ::!:: 1.0
Total percentage 100'00 100.00
1 It is useful to speak of the family or individual participating in
the household as a contracting unit. A contracting unit is an adult
individual or a family which shares or should share' by ('A)ntributing
directly or indirectly. to the general upkeep or expense of the house-
hold. E.g'., if two' families, each comprising five individuals, arrange,
to live together as one household, then there are two contracting units,
but the size of thE' household is 10.
TYPES OF HOUSEHOLDS OF WHICH DEPENDENTS FORM
PART.
The information in this chapter is based on data contained
in the r~levant portion of the Form S 1. The sample con-
tains 295 .European and 872 non-European' cases altogether,
the sampling ratios being approximately 42 % aild 35 %
respectively for Europeans and non-Europeans ..
Households may vary from the simple unit comprising a
/'married couple with or without childl:en to the slightly more
complex one composed o.ftwo unmarried persons (of the same
or different sexes) living together and sharing expenses, to
the still more complex one consisting of a ~£amily and single
persons, alxl to the most complex type comprisinG'l/-several
families and single individuals ..
It is, however, not only the number and kind of con-
tracting units 1 which produce complexity in the household,
but also the degree of relationship. A household. can be
looked upon as more complex when the contracting units are
unrelated than when they are related, and as more complex
when they belong to different racial groups than when they
belong to the same racial group. Such households are called
" oomplex " hecause it is not ~o easy for them' to retain their
entity, and because the difficuiltAiesto be faced are greater,
e.g. when one of the contracting units is .depending on
charity. .
It can now be shown to what extent the dependents entered
into household relationship with other. units (see, 'rable No.
XIX.). About 90 % of the cases in each racial group must
be regarded as households. ':1."1isperceiltage, however, con-
tains 74. 38 % European and 71 .12 % non-European house-
holds' of the simplest' type (i.e. families with or without
children). Only in the remainder, i.e. approximately 13 %
of the European and 20 % of the non-European cases, are the
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TABLE NO. XX. THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN
CONTRACTING UNITS IN HOUSEHOLDS,
HOUSEHOLDS CONSISTING OF CONTRACTING UNITS FROM
BOTH RACIAL GROUPS.
Proximity of habitation within the same areas, streets,
and sometimes buildings, of "Europeans and non-Europeans
may result in theil" coalescing into single households, and
perhaps ultimately in intermarriage. "In only .41-o/O-01_the
total numlber of European and non-European cases was there
any intermingling in the sen.ce of coalescence into house-
holds. It is, indeed, a consistent policy of charities to dis-
lcourage intermixture of any kind. Control over the situation
by removing the European or non-E,uropean element under
the pHnalty of refu~al of assistance can be exercised in the
case of household combinations, which may account to some
THE DEPENDENCY OF MORE THAN ONE UNIT OF A
. HOUSEHOLD.
An attempt was made to ascertain whether, and to what
extent, more than one contracting unit of a household
obtained relief from the same relief-giving agency. This
occurred very seldom. In 2 % ::J: .8 of, the Europeans both
units of a two-unit househald received separate relief at
more or less the same time. Among the non-Europeans two
units of three-unit households received assistance in 1.4 %
::J: .4 cases, while in '3 % all three got relief more or less
sinlultaneously .• It is evidently not tIle policy of the Board,
of Aid to give assistance-mhe .same-time to more tilan one
i.iiiit ofa.hsmsehold.;-The i;lvestigation did not show whether
th;-units not dependent -on the Board of Ai~l werH receiving
relief frOiI~oth~r sources or not. "
person, relative or not, shared in a dependent's charity in
3 % of the European and 3.86 % of the non-European cases~
In fact, the only types where the complexity of the house-
hold may either be detrimental to the satisfactory usage of
the charity provided, or oppose preventive or reconstruc-
hve social effort, are those in which a dependent family lives
together with one or more other families, related or unrelated
(sometimes with lone, persons included), and those in which
a lone recipient lives together with a related or unrelated
,family, or with more than one single person. The assistance
!from charity may then not be very beneficial to the ~epe~-
dents themselves owing to the number of persons sharlllg m
;the benefits.
On the other hand, the chances are that it is more often
the dependent family,or person (sometimes an aged relative)
who benefits Iby 'the association. The non-dependent family,
or person, supports the dependent unit, in as much as the
latter's charitab'le gralits are insufficient. At any rate, if no
allowance is made for this possibility, then the total number
of dependent cases i~cluded in households, potentially detri-
mental to the recipient's interests is only 9.7 % ::J: 1.7 among
the Europeans and 16 % ::J: 1.3 among the. non-Europeans.
All things being considered, the only conclusion to be
arriVed at is that members/I.ip of households in the broader sense
is o~ no impo~tance. from the point of view 'of the deP.en.dD7WY
of th.e group 1.nvest~gated. " . .
It is interesting to note that of the 13 % Em:opean and
the 20 % non-European cases which have comhined with
other units into hO'1seholds, the greater number, i.e. 8'1%
and 11.6 % respectively, are 10lle cases. This is quite Iiahuul
since lone recipients are often older persons for whom it is
more economical :md convenient to he associated with a
family, while a dependent family is usually too much of a:
burden to other families.
A further point of interest is that the households in which
the contracting units are relatives occur mlich more often
than those in which the units an~ unrelated. This' tendency
is true of both racial groups, though it'is slightly less marked
• among the non-Europeans (see T'ahle No. xx:).
'Households in which all the con-
tracting units are relatives of
each other. .
Households in which none of the
contracting units are relatives .
"Mixed" households, i.e. consisting
of related and non-related ,ele-
ments
Europeans non-Europeans
10'10% :l: 1.7 14'32%:l: 1.3
2'60%:l: .8 5.34%:l: .9
- '36%
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extent for the low figure. The same measures are, of course,
not applicable in instances of intermarriage where the .cases
become dependent after completion of the marriage. contract.
REASONS FOR COMBINING INTO HOUS,EHOLDS,
Provision was made in the survey form S 1 to obtain
information on the factors involved in the formation of more-
than-omi-unit households. It so happens, however, that in
most instances either no answers were returned for the rele-
vant portions, or else there was reason to doubt the accuracy
or intent of the reason. given. From the relatively small
number of cases in which information was given certain
reasons for living together could be ascertained. The chief
, factor was evidently the dependency, partially or wholly, of
the'one contracting unit on the other. ,sometimes the depen-
dent unit was an aged parent, parent,s, other close relatives,
or even an acquaintance, while some,times it was a relative,
related family, or a friend, who having originally been
housed because of ejection, continued to remain as part' of
the household after the time of stress had passed. Another
t reason often given by both Europeans and non-Europeans,
especially by three-unit households, w~th_aCliving' together'
reduced_the-cost of living.
The primary fact emerging from this study is that coal-
escen.ce into households was not cau~ally related to t~ develop-
ment of dependency. The matemal was not sUltable for
investigating the possi1bility that combinations into house-
holds may prevent deperrdencyon charity.
OHAPTER IX.
THE HOUSING CONDITIONS OF
DEPENDENTS.
The generaI character of the environment of the poorer
classes has already !beendescribed (see Chapter IlL). There
remains the further task of considering the more immediate
surroundings of the recipients, namely, the sort of buildings
which they inhabit, the general appearance -and sanitary
conditions of their dwellings, the size of the horne, and the
kind of accommodation which it affords or lacks. In this
way some insight may be obtained into the effeet.s of poverty
and. pauperism on the dependent as far as the physical aspect
of his home-life is concerned-his comfort or discomfort and,
the conveniences or inconveniences that fall to, his lot or
station in life. Naturally there are many problems in con-
nection with the housing of the destitute poor which cannot'
be discussed here.
The main data were 'obtained from the Survey Form S 1,
and pertain to some 295 Eiuropean and 872 non-European
cases, residing, in' the ar~a Sea Point to Observatory. For
various reasons not all the information in the, forms couId be
used. The standard deviations are indicated only where the
data were ;obtained by actual observation and not merely
Ibasedon judgment, since the latter is necessarily much less
reliable, and an appearance of statistical accuracy would
only prove misleading.
THE CENERAL NATURE OF THE BUI,LDINGS. IN WHICH
DEPENDE~TS LIVE.
The Type of BuiJdi'ngin which the, Dwelling is situated.
The dependents were classified accor,ding to the general
nature of the building in whicli their dwellings were situated
(see Talble No. XXL). None of the chief recipients in the
sample were living at the same adilress.
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THE CENERAL NATURE OF THE BUI,LDINGS. IN WHICH
DEPENDE~TS LIVE.
The Type of BuiJdi'ngin which the, Dwelling is situated.
The dependents were classified accor,ding to the general
nature of the building in whicli their dwellings were situated
(see Talble No. XXL). None of the chief recipients in the
sample were living at the same adilress.
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'fABLE NO. XXI. THE VARIOUS TYPES OF BUll_DING IN
WHICH DEPENDENTS LIVI~)).
Type of Building Europeans .non- Europeans
Detached houses 10.85% ::l: 1.7 9.16% ::l: 1.0
Semi-detached houses 30.86% ::l: 2.6 28.67% ::l: 1.6
Flats 4'07% ::l: 1.2 5'30% ::L: .8
Large and tenement buildings'used
exclusively as dwellings! . 18'64% ::l: 2.2 22.90% ::l: 1.5
Buildings not exclusively used as
dwellings but also containing:
shop 7.80% ::l: 1.5 3.97% ::l: .7
garage '34% ::l: .3 .24% ::l: .2
office '12% ::l: .1
or cafe' 1.35% ::l: .6 '12% :i= .i
Uncertain' 26'09% 29.52%
100 100
~1:ost of the European and lion-European recipients live'
in semi-detached houses' and large buildings exclusively used
for habitation. A fair proportion of the ]~nropeans occupy
.dwellings which are not exclusively used for habitation,
though there are proportionally fewer non-Europeans in this
type. In both instances it is usually a building containing a
.cafe, garage, or shop which bas the upper storey, back part,
,or another undesirable portion let for dwelling' purposes.
The proportion of both racial groups living in detached
houses is relatively small, though not only these but also the
families hving in semi-detached houses and flats" can be
looked upon as suitab1y housed from the point of view merely
of the type of building. Such cases constitute just over 40 %
of both racial groups, and the chances that the remainder are
not being suitably housed from this point of view)are strong.
1 Mostly large buildings in which rooms \vere let for dwelling pur-
poses, but not of the "flat" type. .
2 Described in the forms in a way which left doubt as to where they
should be classified.
3 The percentage of cases whose dwellings were returned as being in
flats was 4.07 % for Europeans and 5.30 % for non-Europeans, but it
is doubtful whether the dwellings ha've been correctly described as
flats, especially as far as the non-Europeans are concerned, although
it is certain that among the better type of European applicants there
are cases living in flats. In Illost other case,s such dwellings are more
likely to be a series of rooms not isolated as an entity, as is the case
with real "flats."
\
(More important factors, -of course, are the degree of over-
,crowding, the -outside and inside conditions of the building
and home, the samtary arrangements, etc., which will be
dealt \vith in due course.) At this stage it need only be
pointed out that although, generally speaking, a detached or
semi-deta'ched house will provide a more suitable home than
rooms in a tenement, this will not Ibe the case if the former
is dirty, insanitary, and overcrowded, while the latter are
well-cared £01:, sanitary, and roomy. In actual fact no impor-
tance at all can be attached to living in ,detached or semi-
detached houses, or fiats, since only in very few instances
did dependent cases live alone in such buildings. For the
most part the privacy and other benefits which such types
of building should provide )were lacking.
The Number of Families and Pe,rsonsin the Building. (
Sometimes overcrowding does not exist within the home
itself, "but withiii~ the:.immediate surroundings. This also is
harmful. An effort was ma,de, by questioning the depen-
dents, to estimate the number of families and persons dwel-
ling in the same Ibuilding as the recipient. The results
-obtained in this re'spect must be understood as being merely
an estimate, based on the statements of the persons inter-
viewed.
T'he vast majority of the EUl'opoan, and non-Euro-
pean dependents stated that there were not more than five
families, in the ,same building as themselves, but only a
negligible proportion of the recipients lived in buildings
exclusively occupied by themselves. About one-tenth of both
racial groups estimated that there were six or more families
living in the same building. Among the non-Europeans
there were two cases who judged the number of families
living in the same building to be between 31 and 35; one
ease stated between ~6 and 30, and three cases returned the
answer 21 to 25 families. There are, of course, _c.8..J:tainwell-
l}:nO}Lnshun-'Q.uildings ,in Capetown which house a consider,:,
able number, especially Coloured persons and families, e.g.
W~lr;SquaTe-(since -demolislled),-King's B~lildings, Macke's
Buildings, De Beers Buildings,. etc. The hig.hest estimate
tor the European group was 16-20 families.
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After the same procedure an attempt was made to obtain
estimates in regard to the number of persons, irrespective of
families, living ill the same building as the recipient (the
person questioned).
A marked proportion of Eruropeans (about 56 %), but not
so many non-Europeans (about 45 %), occupied dwellings
which were situated in buildings estimated to contain not
more than 10 persons. About 33 % European and approxi-
mately 43 % non-European recipients judged that there were
between 11 and 20 persons in theirlbuilding. '1'here were not
many Europeans (about 10 %) and non-E;uropeans (about
12 %) living. in buildings with a larger number of persons.
l'he highest estimate among Europeans was 81-85 persons,
and for non-E:uropeans146-150 i~dividuals.
These figures on the number of families or persons living
in the s:une huilding mean very little if not taken in conjunc-
tion with the actual size of the building. Such a comparison
unfortunately could not be made in any ac'cura~e manner.
Most of the buildings which were estimated to contain up
to 10 person~ were those which contained up to five families.
They were moreaI' less of the type of de,tached or semi-
detached house usually seen in the slum 'areas, which,
,although originnlly built to house comfortably one family, is
.now occupied by several. Frequently the houses of single
Ifamilies of bygone times were dou!ble-storey, but now the
jfloors are occupied by separate families and :lone persons.
I'rhese very often contain up to a .dozen families-sometimes
one family per room. Such buildings would sometimes con-
tain 6-10 families, and even from about 10 to 20 ramilie,~. In
the larg'er type or building one finds the larger groups com-
posed or more ramilies and individuals. '1'he degree or over':'
crowding would here depend on the exact size or the bui'lding.
A large number or ramilies or persons could be housed quite
comfortably in a very large and spacious building. It was,
however, usual to find one family per roo~, so that it often
happened that anything rrom 15 ramilies upwards were
housed in the same large building under the most uncomfort-
able conditions.
On the whole, observation leads to the statement that what-
'ever the position within the ramily dwelling may be, there is
usually too much overcrowding in the Ibuildings-small or
large-in which the dependents have their homes. At the
same time it must be confessed that tne above figures are of
little value in proving the truth of this statmimt.
The Ceineral Condition of the Buildings. The investigators
were. asked to report on the general condition of the buildings
in which dwelled the recipients who were visited. l'he term
" genel;al conditions" was rurther defined, i.e. in the sense
that the building was comparatively well-cared ror, or neg-
lected, :r;tamely, plaster .falling off, windows broken, wall-
paper torn, etc.
I' A higher proportion of the European dependents (76'37 %)
appeare.d to be living in the better-eared-for buildings than
~)f the case or the non-Europeans (55.24 %). This is, per-
haps, tb be e~pected, since the EUl'opeans pay on the average
:a higher weekly rent than the non-Europeans, and would,
therefore, be l*ely to be living in a slightly !better building,
situated perhaps in a slightly better locality. About 24 % of
the E,uropeans and approximat~y 45 % or the non-Europeans '
were living in buildings which were considered by the
~r;to be negle~te~' -~~d in neeel or -~epair:.-These fre-
quently occurred in some of the worst quarters or Capetown
Central (towards Signal Hill), e.g. in Hudson Street, Loader
Street, certain portions of Somerset Road, Upper Wale Street
<especially rrom Buitengracht Street), and in Shortmarket
Street (rrom ]3ree Street, where it runs across Rose Street
and' Chiappini Street). Similarly, dilapidated and neglected
buildings are to be found in the direction of the Salt River-
Woodstock area, viz., in upper Hanover Street, Caledon
Street, 'l'ennant Street, Stuckeris Street, Sheppard Street,
Ilower Ghape'l ,Street, etc. Some of the dwellings very very
\ poor and dirty, and badly nee-ded the attention of 'the 'City
IHealth Department.' .
/
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THE DWELLINGS OF THE DEPENDENTS.
While paupers are frequently constrained to live' in
buildings and in environments which they themselves may
find distasteful, it is felt that there is, nevertheless, an
aspect of theiJe environment which they are able to control
to some extent by ordinary care and cleanliness. 'rhis is the
internal appe~rance of their homes and dwellings, and very
often the immediate surroundings, e.g. the backyard. An
attempt was made Iby the visitors to' obsei've systematically
the care and cleanliness exercised by the dependents in their
homes. 'The impression and judgment of, the persons who
visited the homes of the recipients are naturally given hem
with a certain amount of reserve.
The Ceneral Condi,tion of the Floors and'.Furniture. The
general impression gained by ,the visitors was that among
'both European and non-European dependents the floors and
:furniture appeared 'to be regularly cared for and clean. In
the homes of about 80 io of the former and of about 68 % of
the latter racial group the floors and furnitur~ were judged
to be 'of a cleanliness and 'presentable' appearance which did
not give the impression of being the exception rather than
the rule. In these homes or dwellings the furniture was
generaUy reported to be well-cared for, viz., in about 65 %
of the European and approximately 48 % of the non-Euro-
pean cases. In other homes of this type the furniture, while
clean, was scrat.ched and in need of' repair, prob~.bly as th~
result of frequent removals from one dwelling -to another.
In a small proportion of -bot.h groups. (3 -4 %) the opinion
was that, though the fLoors and furniture were clean at th~
time of the visit, they were ,not_Q~uau.y_so. These cases had
pro!bably attempted to clean the dwelling shqrtly before th,e
visit, without, however, succeeding in. hiding those sign's
which indicated .the unusualness of the tidy appearance.
A[though recipients were not aware of the impe~ding visit,
it is possible, since investigators of charitable organisations
as a rule comment un favourably upon untidy and dirty
homes, that there was a special clean-up: among the usually
lax. dependents, who' were expecting an ordinary routine
visit from the 'permanent visitjng staff, of the Board of Aid,
as the result of a re-application for further relief. Whether
this reaction was due to fear of loss of a grant, or to a
measure (however slight) of self-respect is, of course, diffi-
cult t~ say.
In a little over 12 % and 25 % respectively of the Euro-
peans and non-Europeans, the }JQuses were' found dirty, a
state which appeared t.o be a usual condition of t.he dwelling.
In this type of home food or paper or both were frequently:.
found lying about, and the impression was gained. that no
efforts were made to. make the place presentable. Here the
furniture was observed to be definit.ely dirty and neglected.
The applicants belonging to this group are, presumably those
whose poverty and d!}pendency has been, of such long dura-
tion that it has had a disadvantageous effect on their industry
and self-respect, and their care ahd pride of the home. How-
ever, the majority of the dependents flvidently have not
degenerated to this extent-which is encouraging from the
point of view of reconstructive social work.
In the majority of cases. (over 90. %) of Europeans and
non-Europeans the furniture was a mixture of pine, oak,
. teak, and sometimes boxes. '1'here were aibout 30'% non-
Europe~n and approximately 17 % European dependents
~ whose dwellings contained, in ad,dition' tOothe usual furni-
ture, boxes as articles of, furniture. Furniture made of th.e
.more expensive kinds of wood (e.g. satin wa.lnut, mahogany)
occurred very se'ldom, viz., in about 2 % of the European and
less than 1 % of the non-European cases. In some instances
(appl;:oxima.tely 5 % Europeans and 6 % non-Europeans) only
hoxes were used as furniture. This seems tOoindicate that a
,total lack of any possessions rarely occurred even amongst
the .dependents. 'l"hey would have at least this material
background when rehabilitative effort. is CQommenced. At the
same time one may not be toQooptimistic, since the furniture
is often not their Qownhut still unpaid for on the instalment
system.
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THE CONDITION OF THE BACKYARD.
Approximately 14 % of the Emopeans and about 10 % of
the non-Europeans were reported to have no backyards
attached to the dwelling~ Most of the dwelling~ of this type
would be situated in !large buildings, some of which, perhaps
not originally built for dwelling purposes, have no Iback-
yards, though there may occasionally be an Dpen space in
front. 'T'ypical examples are the recently demolished Wens
Square in Canterbury Street, and a building in Albert Road:
Salt River, which can be seen from the trains in passing,
and readily be distinguished by the rows of washing usual'ly"
suspended from the front balconies.
'1'he majority of the European cases have backyards, how~
ever, and in four-fifths of them the investigators considered.
conditions to be more or less satisfactorily clean, the-.
remainder being definitely dirty. It should be mentioned'
that very often the Ibackyards are common to several families
and households, when their care and cleanliness are regarded
as .being the business and responsibility of no one. In such
instances dirty water, bad ,odours, and many flies can be
noticed. As far as could be ascertained there are usually no
caretakers attached even to the larger buildings whose yards
were described as definitely dirty beca'use of. an abundance of
flies, dirty ~vater, etc.
The w.ate,r Supply in the DweUing. Usually water is laid
on in the clwellings of Europeans (93 %) but in 21.83 % of
the non~European dwellings the water had to be fetched from
some other part of the building, e.g., in the [backyard or at
the end of a passage. This is a state of affairs which is not
conducive to cleanliness in homes where .extreme poverty and
ignorance of l~yg'ienic conditions have already combined to
'produce a general laxity about personal cleanliness and the
care of the dwelli ng. Naturally the fact that water IS laid
on in thedwelli-ng does 'not mean too much, since sometiuuis
it is only a single tap-perhaps in the kitchen---:.which every
member of the family must 'use' lor 'all purp6s'es:" ThIS is
t.roublesolne,and leads fo insufficient .. use of the' waHire
supply. Other difficultiesin conneCtion with' the lIse ofwMer
are often 111et with in these houses.
JThe N~mber of Bed- and Living-rooms. Approximately
,61 % of the European and 71 % of the non-European cases
Jived in on:e-room dwellings. The proportions of lone depe~-
d~nts included in the survey were .15.9 % Europeans and
13.1 % non-Europeans. Assuming that each ot these lone'
persons Dccupied a one-room dwelling, then it is evident that
not less, but most likely more, than 45 % of the European
and 57 % or more of the non-European cases were families
who lived in one-room dwellings. '1'his is certainly an unfav-
ourable position. Similarly families in two-room dwellinO's'" ,i.e., 14 % Europeans and 19 % non-E:uropeans, must be
looked upon as bidly housed. Just as may be true of the Ilone
persons, the conditions are better for the remaining 25 % of
the European dependents and 11 % of the non-Europeans
who have homes containing three or more bed- and living-
rooms. 1"he value of the larger dwelling is, however, some-
times diminished Iby the fact that the family occupying it is
very large.
The number of cases with separate living-rooms was small.
About 4 % of the-Europeans and 1 % of the non-Europeans
ill;cluded in the above totals had separate sitting-rooms which
were used exclusively for this purpose; 22 % of the former
,and 5 % of the latter had separate dining-rooms, probably
also used as sitting-rooms. 13 % of .the total number of
'European and 6 % of the non-European cases in the sample
:were lone persons who did not form part of .any household,
arid therefore cO~lldnot reasonably be expected to participate
in such extra accommodation. '1'his means that, for the
l'llmainder of cases (61 % E.uropean and 88 % non-E,uropean)
:there was no adequate provision possible for social life within
,the home; e.g., where sons,' daughters and parents could
have visitors. Here there was neither dininO'- nor sittinO'-
'" '"room, and any friendly intercourse had to take place either
outside the' home or probably in the sleeping quarters, which
;were at the'same time .din,ing-toOliland often kitchen.
! . The Sleeping Accommodation. An attempt to determine
the extent of overcrowding of bedrooms simply .from the
~point of view 0:£ the numb~r of persons is necessarily fairly
arbitrary. It was decided to count as satisfactory all cases
H
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THE CONDITION OF THE BACKYARD.
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of nne person per ibedroom independent afsize, all cases of
twO' persons per bedroQm (chiefly married cQuples), and all
cases of three persons per bedroom (chiefly married couples
with one child or baby). In the case oOfthe Europeans 63 %
of the rOQmswere so oOccupie,d,and among the non-Europeans
the same was true of 40 % of the rOQms (see T!able No.
XXIL).
TABLE NO. XXII. TIlE PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION Ole
TIlE BEDROOMS ACCORDING TO TIlE NUMBER OF PERSONS
SLEEPING IN EACII BEDROOM.!
Number of Percentage of Bedrooms
Persons in
elU:hBedroom Europeans non-Europeans
1 20 9
2 23 " 15
3 20 16
4 16 16
5 10. 16
6 5 13
7 3 8
8 2 3
9 1 2
10 - 1
11 - 1
100 100
'l'he accQmmodation in the remainder of the roams is looked
upon as unsatisfactory where fnur or more persons sleep in
the same rQom. Provided theronm is large enough and well
ventilated, foul' persons could not beregar,ded as too many,
but in most instances where there were foul' or inore
persons the rooms were on the small side, and usuatly
gave the impression of congestion. In 21 % of the bedro~ms
used by Europeans there were five or more 'persons sleepmg,
-and in a limited number of cases even as many as seven to
nihe persons. There were consideraJbly more instances (44 %)
of rooms accommodating five 001' more non-European persons
-including 13 % with as many as seven to' nine persons,
and even a small number where as many as ten 0'1' eleven
persons slept in the same room.
1 Among the Europeans there were 377 bedrooms, and among the
non-Europeans 954.
Accurate knowledge of th'e cubic capacity and ventilation
of a rOoOm,which is necessary to' judge whether there is over-
crQwdi~g, eQuId noOtbel oObtained in a rapid survey of this
type:'l'he general impressions Qf the visitoOrs as tQ-whethe~
'. there 'were rooms with four and mQre persons which were
mor~ or less suited for the number which they actually
accommoOdated, were that there was throughout extreme con-
gestion. 'l'he rQoms oOccupied by either racial group and
holding 'four or more persons were judged as a rule to' be
more suitable for the accommodation oOf twO' and at the
utmost three persons.
NoOtonly was the impression gained that 'there was con-
gestion, but among both E,uropeans and non-Europeans it
was repQrted that there were persons sleeping on the floor.
In 84 % of the European and 70'% of the non~E,uropean
cases this did not happen, ibut a1nQug the remainder there
were ane or more perSQns per case who had 'nO'bed acconuno-
dation.
This means that 10'6 European and 702 non-EuropeuJ1.
members of the families of the relatively small number of
dependent cases dealt with by the special survey are
extremely badly accammodated. Judged by this sample the
numbers must Ibe mQre than twice as large for all the cases
TABLE NO. XXIII. TIlE ACTUAL AND PERCENTAGE
FREQUENCY OJe CASES ACCORDING TO TIlE NUMBER OF
PERSONS SLEEPING ON TIlE FLOOR.!
No. of Persons Percentage of Cases
per case sleeping
onfloor _ Europeans non-Europeans
1 23 (7) 65 (7)
2 19 (6) 77 (9)
3' 4 (1 ) 51 (6)
4 3 (1 ) 36 (4)
5 3 (1 ) 20 (2)
6 1 ( '32) 8 (1 )
7 - 3 ( '34)
8 - 1 ( .11)
9 - 1 ( '11)
53 (16) 262 (30)
1 The percentage frequencies are given in brackets.
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of this one agency. 'r'he figures show extreme distress for
about 3 % .of the Europeans but more than 10 % of the non-
Europeans; , .
, Even wh~re there was bad accommodation the questlon
still remains whether this was satisfactory. An e.ffort was
made to obtain some information in this respect, visitors
being asked to record instances of inadequate sleeping
accommodation. ''I.'he criterion used was that arrangements
were unsatisfactory if more than one person slept on a single
bed, OTmOTe than two on a double bed. All that can be
stated with accuracy is that in 50 % of the European and
'70 % of the non-European cases there weTe one or more
instances of undue sharing of beds. Among the Europeans
there were some instances of five persons sharing a double
bed and three sharing a single bed. For the non-~uropeans
., Ib .'the position was somewhat worse, many lllstances ,e~ng
reported of any number from three to eight perso~ssle~plllg
in the same double bed, and from three to five III a'slllgie
bed. Very often these were children.
'; 'An important question arising out of the number of
persons sleeping in the same rooms is whether there .w:as
undue mixinO' of the sexes, with the danger of opportu:qltles
for immoral'=' and perhaps incestuous sexual relationships.
~l'he criterion applied was whether apart fro:m, married
'couples there were single persons of opposite sexes 3obovethe
aO'e of fourteen years who slept in the same r.oom. In 84 %
of the European and 76 % of the non-European, cases the
occupants of a room were married, or only males oJ' females,
(Jr of opposite sexes but under fourteen years of age. I~ the
remainder the single persons sleeping in one room eIther
were of opposite sexes and over fourteell years of age (in 3 %
and 2 % 'of the non-European and European cases respec-
tively), or belonged to {)pposite sexes with some below and
some above fourteen years (i.e., in. 13 % and 22 % of the
European and .non-European cases respectively).
The Presence of Other Conveniences in the Home. Only
family cases, and not unattached lone dependents, are taken
into consideration here, since separate kitchen, pantry, bath-
room and lavatory facilities are, not necessary\ or usually
expected by the latter. For the most part the lone persons
living by themselves did their own cooking, etc." in 'their
bedrooms .. A few few i~olated cases of this ~ype had separate
ki tchenettes.
Bathrooms. 54 % of the European and 93 % of the non-
European cases stated that there were either no bathrooms
or no accommodation which could properly be used for this
purpose. E,ven in houses occupied Iby only one or two families
there was frequently no bathroom. Very often in the larger
type of building there was a room of sorts which might have
served as a bathroom, but either had no hath or shower or
was used for every other purpose except that of bathing. In
about 19 % of the ,European and about 1 % of the non-Euro-
pean cases were there bathrooms for the exclusive use of the
recipients and their families, but in the remainder such con-
veniences, although available, were usually shared by any
number up to 16 households.
Lavatories. Approximately 18 % of the European and 6 %
of the non-European dependents had lavatories for the exclu-
sive use of their particular families and households. Among
the remainder (82 % Europeans and 94 %- non-Europeans)
the lavatories were shared by other house~olds.'.rhere were
six instances among the Europeans of sharing Iby more than
ten households, and fourteen instances among the non-Euro-
peails, Some visitors took the trouble to see the lavatories;
and complained that throughout these were in a shocking
condition. In one building the lavatory had bee'n clogged for
about three weeks without,receiving attention. In about 4 %
of the European and approximately 1 % of the non-Euro~
pean cases were there. more than one and never more tha:q
three lavatories available, and these were all in the larger
buildings housing from 10 families upwards.
Kitchens. 50 % of the Etuopean and 36 % of the non-
European cases had separate kitchens attached to their
dwellings, but for. the remainder. the cooking had -to take
place either in the bedroom, as in the case of one-roo III dwel-
l lings occupied by families, orin some other equally unsuit-
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able part of the dwelling. Very seldom among the non-
Europeans (about s: %) were the kitchens exclusively used
by the dependents, though not so seldom among the Euro-
peans (about 24 %).
Pantries. In less than 1% of the non-European and a'bout
12 % European cases were there pantries, foodstuffs being
stored in the kitchen (if alLY) or in some cupboard in the
dining-room (if any), or in the bedroom in the absence of
other storage room.
CONCLUSIONS.
Observation showed that dependents are mostly housed in
overcrowded ordinary houses or larger buildings, which_are
in a bad state of repair in the. case of about one-quarter of. -
those housing the Europeans and.in nearly one-half of those
housing the non-Europeans. This overcrowding is not only
true with regard to buildings, but also to dwellings. The
proportion ,of families living in single rooms or in two-room
dwellings is very high, viz., at least 60 % European and 75 %
non-European cases. Their bedrooms serve as dining-room,
sitting-room, and mostly kitchen. Too many persons sleep
together in one room in about 40 % of the rooms occupied by
European dependents; and in about 60' % of the rooms occu-
pied by non-Europeans, In a. limited number of cases the
,overcrowding in this sense is extremely' excessive, espeeially.
among the. non-Europeans. The bed ,accommodation among
the dependents was certainly found tq be very deficient.
Undue mixing of the sexes owing to ~vercl'{)wding of bed-
rooms is pre~eIit in roughly one-sixth of the European' and
one-quarter of the non-European cases. Bathrooms are
entirely lacking for more than Qne-half of the. European
dependents, and nearly all of the non-E:uropeans, and whe'n
present are. mostly of indeterminate value. Sani1lary condi-
tions are very unsatisfactory. Separate kitchens are lacking
as often as not, and even then have. to be share~d \ in most
cases.
Only in it minority of the cases, i.e. one-sixth of the Euro-
peans dependents, but more than one-quarter of the non-
J1juropeans, were. the homes and furnitul'f' found dirty and
(
neglected. 'eotal lack of ordinary furniture was found V&y
rarely. Backyards are mostly present and mostly clean in'
t~e 'ca~e of the Europeans, but as often as not indescribably
(l1rty In the c~se of, non-Europeans, since everybody uses
them but nobody feels responsible. The water supply of
about one-fifth of the non-European ,dependents is clearly
deficient, and easily leads to uncleanliness.
If all tnese factors are taken into consideration, then the
lwusing conditions of the dependents must be, described as on, .
an aver'age, most unsatisfactory--especial!y among the non-
Europeans.
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CHAPT~R X.
THE HEALTH OF DEPENDENTS.-. . ,~'
One af the factars often .assaciated with depende'ncy is ill~
health. The latter maybe 'present either 'as a dire'ct or as an
aggravating cause af thepaverty and dependency situatian.
T'h'e incame and expenditure oOfthe paor family is, at the very
tbest, sa clasely balanced that the slightest disturbance awin'g
to' illness af any member af the family may lead to' the need
far assistance. Ill-health may, however, alsO' be the result of
paverty. Sametimes a family is dependent far So' lang a
perioOd that inadequate housing and under-noOurishment,
which accampany dependency, lead to illness 0'1' weak can-
stitutians. It is useful for an arganisatian ta knaw in what
proOpartion of its cases ill-health is present. Such infarma-
tioOnmay be necessary far develoOping a suitable" system of
relief foOl'this special type of dependent.
Knawledge af the nature and the extent af the incidence of
ill-health amangst dElpendents is of value when attempting
to' determine the/extent af temparary or permanent depen-
dency. In fact, aId age, physical and mental defects, and
seriaus ill-health are same of the major causes oOfpermanent
dependency. An analysis af the variaus types of diseases
. froOmwhich dependents of a given organisation suffershauld
provide the infarmatian necessary to' determine the prabable
extent af permanent dependency due to' ill-health.
It is not anlv the health of the breadwinner that js af
impartance. S~metimes theillnessaf a wife 0'1' child may
affect the budget almast as adversely as illness af t,he bread.
winner. In ';he farmer case the expenditure may rise far
abave the income, whereas in the latter case it may be that
anly the incame is diminished, althaugh sametimes the
1llness af the breadwinner means bath a decrease of incame
and an increase of expenditure. In arder to give a true
accaunt of the influence of illness on dependency ane shauld
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. be in, possession of trustworthy informatian aJbout the illness,
"not only of the chief recipients but alsO' of the members af
their families. Unfortunately the relief-giving organisation
concerned, while demanding a medical certificate ,,;hen the
breadwinner pleads ill-health, does not systematically dO' this
in connection with other menibers of the family, even though
their condition is accepted as an argument for the provision
of relief. The ane exceptian is when the persan cancerned .
suffers from tuberculosis, in which case any member af the
family can produce a medical certificate. Mostly the informa-.
tion of the visitor that the wife or child is in bed or seems ill
is' accepted. This is not satisfactory for use in estimating the
real influence of ill.health in connection with dependency.
Althaugh casual reference 'will Ibe made to' the health condi-
tians of the other members of the family on the basis. of
mare or less reliable infarmatIOn gathei'ed in this way in can~
nectian with a restricted number af cases, no uSe will be
made af it in estimating the' extent .of natural dependency
due ta illness. The' extent to' which illness accampanies
dependency is calculated only with regard to' chief depen-
dents an the ibasis .af 'certificates pl'qduced, and is therefare
an under-estimate in as far as the illness af family members,
which als~ 'a~ects the ecanamic canditians of the family, is:
left aut af cansideratian.
"THE EXTENT OF NATURAL DEPENDENCY DUE TO ILLNESS.
T'he first questian which arises is h.aw oOften ill-health was
the cause of the dependency. It is usually very difficult to'
determine this ,,-ith great. accp.racy. One can easily calculate
ta what extent ill-health is present amangst the dependents,
but will, in ,the absence of tharaugh family case studies, not
knaw whether the illness was a primary' cause 0'1' a later
develapment when paverty and dependency were alreadj;
present .. On the.o~her ):Land,,it isqu,ite certain that even if
ill~health ,is a l;tter develapment, and even if it is a result of
the poverty, it helps to aggravate it. E:ven if no distinction
can be made between illness as a primary and as an aggra~
vating cause af poverty and depen,dency, the extent to which
illness is a causal Jadar af same kind c311be estimated.
, ,
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I . It was found that illness w.as present among 2:2-57 % of
'the Europeans and 21.20 % of the non-Europeans. In other,
cases either there was natural de.pendency due to old age or,
the dependents were able-bodied (see p. 119). This percentage
of cases in wl~ich the illness of the ch1"ef recipient is present
may not seem la'I'ge, but in reality the presence of one such
fact01" in at least one-fifth of the cases of dependency is very
important. T'here are very few other separate causative
factors so often present.
In this connection it is interesting to note the remarks of"
Warner, Queen, and Harper, and to compare them with the
results obtained here. ' According to these writers "the most
constant cause of poverty everywhere, at all times, and
according to all investigators is 'sickness.' In both Ameri-
can and English experience the 'p~rcentage attributable to
this cause sinks but once slightly below 15, and never quite
reaches 30. The average percentage is Ibetween 20. and 25.
This is one of the most significant facts brought out ... It
was not one which the author anticipated when the collec-
tion of statistics began; and yet it has been confirmed and
re-confirmed in SQ many ways, that the conclusion seems
inevitable that the figures set forth real and important
facts." 1
FORMS OF ILL-HEA,LTH AND DISEASE ,AMONG DEPENDENTS
AND THEIR FAMILIES. -
The classification used here (see T'able No. XXIV.) in
connection with the types of ill-health and other related con-
ditions prevailing among the European and non-European
dependents is based on that which is employed by the Health
Department of the City Corporation of Capetown.2 In the
absence of any technical knowledge it was considered desir-
able to adhere as closely as possib!le to a type of classifica-
tion which is presumably an accepted method in dealing
with socia-health conditions., The description .of ill-health
conditions of dependents is based only on certificates actually
1 Warner, Queen, and Harper: "American' Charities and Social
Work," p. 49.
2 Vide Mayor's Minute, C.C. of Capetown, 1932. Report of the.
Medical Officer of Health.
issued byF'ree Dispensaries, Clinics, or private practitioners
in' Capetown. .
)1I.health and Disease of Chief Bre,adwinners. An attempt
was made to discover the extent to which the male chief
recipients under 60 years of age and the female chief
recipients under 56 years were suibject to various diseases or
conditions of ill-he'alth(see Table. No. XXIV.). -There were
altogether 127 :Erl1ropeanmale chief recipients and 32 Euro-
pean female chief recipients (representing 18.06 % :t 1.4
and 4.51 % :t .8 of the total ll1tmber of European cases-
respectively), and 385 niale and 142 female non-European
chief recipients (representing 15.56 % :t .7 and 5,64 % :to .4
respectively of the total number of 'non-E:uropean cases) who
suffered from various lliseases ahd ill-health conditions.
It was found that there were' certain conditions of ill-
,health which, because of their higher incidence as compared
'With other prevalent diseases, were important amongst the
group '0£ dependents studied. Thest~ diseases are in all proba-
bility significant of the living conditions of dependents who,
,suffering from the economic stress and strain of poverty, are
frequently inadequately housed, clotheel, and fed, resulting
in a loss of vitality and a lowered resistan:ce to disease .. For
,example, tllberculosis is one of the more prevalent conditions,
For the E.uropeans 11.92 % and for the non-Europeans
34'6} % of the chief dependents whO' were certified ill suf-
fered from this disease. These percentages include male and
female chief recipients. The males suffering from tubercu-
losis represented 2.70 % :t .6 and 7.36 % :t .5 of the total
number of European and non-E:uropean cases respectively,
and the, female recipients .28 % :t .3 of tne former and
1.86 % :t ',2 of the latter racial group. This means that in
2.98 % :t .6'of the total number of European cases and in
9.22 % :to .6 of the non-European cases the breadwinners
were tubercular. 2Yot only does tuberculosis occur relatively
more often a,mong the non-Eu1'opea,n than the European depen-
dents, lnd it is also by a long margin the single type of disease
occwI'rin.fJ most often a11?,ongst the non-Enropean males and. \
females. In the case of the Europeans it occurs relatively
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TABLE NO. XXIV. THE PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF
CHIEF RECIPIENTS ACCORDING TO CONDITION OF
ILL-HEALTH OR DISEASE.
Type of Condition or European chief non-European chief
Di,sease recipients recipients .
Male Female Male Female
1. Infectious, Epidemic
or Endemic conditions
7.24:l:1.2Tuberculosisl 10'67:l:3'5 1.25:l: .9 27.43:l:2'1
Other conditions - 1'26:l: .9 .95:l: .5 .38:l: .4
2. Nervous Conditions and
conditions affecting sense
3.77:l: 1.7 10.27:l:1'3 3'04:l: .8organs 18'23:l:3'8
3. Conditions or defects of
4'56:l:1'1the Circulatory System 8.16:l:2.4 5'01:l: 1.8 5.71:l:1'0
4. Respiratory Complaints 4 '40:l:1' 7 1',26:l: .9 6.10:l:1.1 2.85 :l: .8
5. Complaints of the
Digestive System 6. 90:l:2'2 - 3.43 :l: .8 '19:l: .2
6. Non-venereal Diseases
of the Genito - Urinary
.8 .76 :l: .5System 3. 78:l: 1.7 - 2.85:l:
7. Diseases of the skin - .63 :l: .6 . 76:l: .5 -
8. Diseases and Conditions
of the Bones and Organs
.9 2. 09:l: .7 . 38:l: .4of Locomotion 3.14:l:1.5 1.25:l:
9. Malformations 1.26:l: . 9 - - -
10. Conditions due to -
external causes . 4.41:l:1.7 . 63:l: .6 2. 09:l: .7 : 57:l: .4.,
>. 3Other conditions not 311.
1l'60:l:1'3 6.67:l:1.1.included in above" 18.85:l:3.8 5.02:l:1.8
Total 78. 80:l:3'4 20. 08:l:3' 4 73'28:l:2'1 26 .64 :l:2 . 1
99.88 99'92
, All forms.. . d I'fi'
.• This includes mostly cases too vaguely dIagnose for c assl. catIon,
though the certificates stated" unable to .w.o~k." Note the hIgh .per~
centage of such certificates. One c(tnnot CrItICIsetoo strongly the Issue
of such casual and untrustworthy certificates. .
• Includes the puerperal condition. European pregnant females were
.63 'Yo, non-Europea,ri pregnant' females 2.29.%. The ~()w:nessofth<;se
percentages is not peculiar, as such c.ases ~Ill prlmar~ly be d~alt Wlth
by other organisations, e.g. the ChJ!~ LIfe Protectl!?~. SocIety, the
Municipal Health Service, and the varIOus free Matermty Hom~s. ~n
these cases the condition of the mothe.r .was not the sole,.factor m t e
dependency situation, but just an addItIOnal element whICh wa~ taken
irito 'C'Onsideration. Otherwise the caSe would not have been b.efore the
Boarel at all.
less, often than amongst HIe non-European dependents, but it
is also the outstanding type of disease amongst these. It is true
that amongst the Europeans the second group of imlisPQsi-
tions,Jlamely that of nervous conditions, occurs more oft~ri,
hut on the whole this type of indisposition is not sa fatal to
the economic welfare of the case as tUiberculosis of the bread-
winner. Therefore, in spite of not bein,g the type of disease
occurring must often amongst the European chief 1'Ccipients,
tuberculosis lIW,st nevertheless tllel'e (llsp be looked upon as tlu!'
most serious sing~e d1:sease fl'om tlw standpoint of tIle, .effect
.on tIle, dependency situation.
Writers' on tuberculosis usually distinguish between
€xciting and 1)redisposing causes. The former. means infec-
tion by the tuberCle bacillus. It is generally asserted by
medical authorities that most people are slightly affected at
some time, though most people do not succumb to the
disease. The factors which are accepted as determining "the
incidence of the disea~e are poor social and economic con-
ditions-the predisposing causes' of tuberculosis. PersoDS
who live in poverty and dependency frequently have to live
in undesirable surroundings and under appalling housing
conditions. They are often underfed, and so broken down
physically that their powers of resistance. are considerably
reduced .
Among both Eur,opeans and non-Europeans, nervous COll-
ditions and conditions affecting the sense organs were Impor-
tant conditions of ill-health among the re'cipients of charity,
butr'elatively speaking more so among the Europeans.
Blindness amI deafness occurred only rarely in the group
studied, 1 so that most {)f the cases included here really fell
under the category of nervous conditions. '["he. Europeans
were 22 % and the non-Europeans 13.31 % of the total
numbe# -of sick cases in each racial group. Owing to lack
()f;mo(~ detailed information on the medical certificates it
~as impossi!ble to say whether the nervous conditions were
of anorganic or functional nature, but it is not un'l:lkely that
the importance of the nervous conditions may be 'largely
" 'This is partly due to the fact that there are separate organisations
ilealing specially with such cases.
. ",
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accounted for by the stress and strain usually associated with
poverty. Queen and :Mann state that "Among' the causal
factors which seem to be involved in the functio.nal disorders
ar~ worry, grief, shock, persistent failure, over-stimulation
from unusual success, economic depression, sex confli9t,
family troubles ... and a host of other mental and social
factors." 1 It may be noted that relatively to the size of the
respective groups the proportions do not differ so much
among the male and female. recipients as one might expect.
Group 3 included almost without exception the various
diseases of the heart. 13.17 % of the Europeans and 10.27 %
of the non-European chief dependents who were ill belonged
to this group. Such forms ,of ill-health are therefore next in
order of impo.rtance for the recipients of charity as far as"
prevalence is concerned. The fact must not be overlooked'
that in the European and non-European groups these forms
of disease occur proportionately far more often among the
female chief recipients than amongst the males. In fact,
amongst the European female, chief recipients this group of
disease occurs more often, and usually far more often, than
any of the other groups. About one-quarter of the European
female chief recipients affected by disease suffered from some
form of heart disease. Here again it is not an unlikely con-
clusion that the worry, econo.mic depression and domestic
friction frequently associated with poverty and dependency
were important factors in producing. certain ty'])es of heart
disease among dependents. Defective social and economic
conditions are recognised as important causes of heart
disease.2
'l''he other forms of ill-health appear to be relatively unim-
portant as compared with tuberculosis, nervous conditions,
and heart disease. Even these forms of disease which occur
less often may, however, be the result of such factors as
inadequate housing, malnutrition, unsatisfactory hygienic
conditions, and neglect and disregard of primary stages of
illness. Such deficiencies affect the poorer cla'sses, and render
1 "Social Pathology," pp. 568-571.
2 See Queen a.ndMann: "Social Pathology," Chapter XXII., p.498.
them more liable to. dis'ease in general than those placed in
more fortunate economic and social co.nditions. These unfav~
ourablec~nditions may affect complaints of the digestive
system, dIseases and co.nditions of the bones and even
respiratory complaints. '
III-health and Diseases of the Children. Information was'
available in connection with 81 European and 214 non-Euro-
pean children who were certified for various illnesses. It
appeared thattke di.~ases wlLich W6re found to be most preva-
lent among the parents were also those WlLilJiLocc1lrl'ed most fre-
quently amongst the ch.ildren ill the sample. For example,
~ore than one-tenth or the European children suffering from
d]~ease wer: tubercular, the figure for the non-European
chIldren bemg one-quarter. These proportions' approximate
closely to the percentages o.btained for the parents. In all
, probability there. has been no increase in the proportion of
tuberculosis amongst the. children. 'l'he existence of Clinics
and Welfare Organisations would, of course, help to keep the
figures for the children from ~oaring above. those of the
parents. At the same time. the, fact that there has been no
de!inite'decrease in t~eprop~rtionof tuberculosis amOIlO'st
~he c~ildren indicateA that preventive measures do. not h:lp
If envuonmental conditions are not also improved. It is
common knowledge Qcmong social wo.rkers in Capetown that
the parents and children who are sent to Nelspoort or the
Sun.shine Home for Children for treatment are deprived of
the. health gained by their -stay at these institutions Iby
havmg to return to their old surroundings. '
. About two-fifths of the E:uropean and more than one-
quarter of the p.on-Europeanchiildren in a condition of ill-
health were subject to. nervous conditions. These figures are
mu~h hi~her than they were for the parents, probably
because m the poor families, especially those livinO' in one
• 0
or two rooms III the slums, the conditions within ano outside
t~e home are very unfavourable for normal healthy family
hfe. The overcrowding, with the continual close contact
hetween all members of the family, the exhaustion ano dis-
satisfaction of the parents, continual family strife and, per-
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accounted for by the stress and strain usually associated with
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among the male and female. recipients as one might expect.
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to this group. Such forms ,of ill-health are therefore next in
order of impo.rtance for the recipients of charity as far as"
prevalence is concerned. The fact must not be overlooked'
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female chief recipients than amongst the males. In fact,
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clusion that the worry, econo.mic depression and domestic
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disease among dependents. Defective social and economic
conditions are recognised as important causes of heart
disease.2
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less often may, however, be the result of such factors as
inadequate housing, malnutrition, unsatisfactory hygienic
conditions, and neglect and disregard of primary stages of
illness. Such deficiencies affect the poorer cla'sses, and render
1 "Social Pathology," pp. 568-571.
2 See Queen a.ndMann: "Social Pathology," Chapter XXII., p.498.
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haps, rough treatment ,of the chi!ldre'n by the parent~, sexual
complications, the building up af grievances, unsatlsfactory
contacts with other .children perhaps of various racial graups
, in the vicinity difficulties of 'adaptability atschoal, shame
clue to depende~cy an charity-all this and much mare must
,tep.d to praduce fairly easily nervaus canditians amang the
,already under-naurished child with law pawers of resistance.
Jt il' not surprising that so high a percentage of hervous
conditions is faund, but rather that the percentage is nat
.much higher.
'HEALTH CONDITIONS IN RELATION TO THE FUTURE OF THE
DEPENDENT. ,
T'he questian arises to what extent the ultimate recovery
of ill dependents may be expected, which would make for
self-maintenance. Where !large sums ,of money, are Ibeing
spent annually by charitable {)rganisatia~s on the relief of
'sick poor, it is useful to ascertain the propa:r:~ion of ,depen-
'dents whO' are permanently (as compared :with those who are
temporarily) incapacitated. , ,
In the absence of any technical and detailed knowledge
about the nature of the canditions and their appearance in
individnal cases, the conclusions reached here should be
:accepted with a certain amount of reserve. These conclusions
were based an the seriousness and nature af the type of
disease from which the patients suffered.
, ; Only a small percentage of the European (5.8 %) and
han-European (8.8 %) cases were judged to be so seriously
incapacitated through illness that they could be, regarded as
'likelv tOobe more'or less permanent or, at any rate, long-term
'depe~dents (excluding_ the tubercular patients). ~hese chief
'recipients included mostly those who were paralytlc" apoplec-
'tic, 0,1' epileptic patients as well, as sufferers from tuberc~-
'losis. For the group of such dependents there were prach-
, 'cally, nO' praspects of ultima te independence (viz., 2 ',68 %
',Eu.rape~ns and, 1'33 % nan,-'EufQpeans). In the cas~ ,of t~e
tubercular ,dependents, they sometimes have wark, or agam
'obtain work after a period of treatment, so ,that they donot
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seein to be permanent dependents; but soaner 001' later they
usually fall back on charitable assistance, which most often
must ultimately become practically continuaus.
, The lot of t.he per~anent ,dependent, i.e. the aged 'and~he
p~rmanently lllcapaCltated through illness or otherwise is
rc.allyvery tragic. .A. relief-giving organisation usually d~al~
":'Ith them on more 'Or Jess routine lines, i.e., they must con-
tlllually re-apply and undergo the more or less unpleasant
procedure. which, from the staildpoint of' the dependent,
accam pames the receipt of charity. Certain concessions are
made.! e.g. lengthening the period for which "'rants are O'iven
.I '" '"Wlt lOut re-appli-catian, but in principle-there is no definite
system for dealin~ with the permanent dependents quite
separately, a.c~ordmg to their special needs. There is per-
man~nt prOVISIOnfor the ~ged who are eligible for old age
penSIOns, or who can obtaIll admittance tOoinstitutions but
for the re~nainder~epending on. charity nend for the' per-
manently III there IS only a system which is really meant to
be adapted to the needs of short term or temporary depen-
-dents.
About 12 % of the Europeans and about 8 % of the non-
~uropeans were temporarily incapacitate-d as the result of
Illne~s. ~earl~ all af the European and non-European c~ses
classIfie-d III thIS group were families. These fiO'ures included
a negligible nu~ber of Eurapean cases who "'were, by the
na tur~ of the dIse'ase (e. go. malaria ) temporary dependents
ibut l.lkely to be recurrent. This group was not lik'ely to
r-emaIll dependent for a longer time than the period of iNness
unless. there.,:ere other complicating factors (e.g. unemploy-
ment III addItIOn to the illness of the breadwinner). .
In a few. instances, namely about 5 % of the Europeans
and ap~roxImately 4 % of the non-Europeans, the prospects
of partIal or camplete self-reliance would depend upon the
extent to which the recipients concerned' (mostly semi.fits)
,;:ould be able to obtain a particular type of employment (e.g.
'"Ig'ht or sedentary work for those suffering from severe forms
of hear.t dise.a~~ or loss of' one 01' other limb). Special
economIC faClhtIes and protection should be given, e.g. in
the case of the Iblind.
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A comparison of the above group shows that if the p!3r-
manently incapacitated and the semi-fit are looked upon as
likely permanent dependents, owing to. conditions of ill-heal~h,
then just over one-half of all the ehwf dep~n~ents s~ffer2ng
from ill-health possess the possibility of rega~mng the21'health
and the potentiality of self-maintenance. I
THE FAMILIAL S,TATUS' OF THE DEPENDENT SICK.
Naturally, both fro~l the standpoint of the, amount of relief
to be provided and of the unfavourable effect on the depen-
dency situation, the position is more serious when the head
ol a family becomes wholly or partially dependent through
illness than when a single .person is affected. It was found
that ' about one-tenth of the cases affected Iby il'lness (both
European amI non"European) were lone persons. In ~ll tlle
rest of the cases affected by; illness, i.e. about 90 %, It was
the breadwinner with a family who ,vas the patient.
1 If one were to add to these the percentage, of abl~-bodied depEm-
dents, who are necessarily t~mpor:try d,epende:nts, then It aprears that
the organisation under consIderatIOn deals WIth roug~ly 90 Yo o~ tem-
porary dependents with possibilities of futu,:"e self-mamtenanc: m the
case of each racial group, as contr,tsted "':Ith 5:8 % and 8.80 % perdmanent depe11dents, and 5 % and 4 '10 semI-fits m the European an
non-~uropean groups respectively. No. stroJilger plea. can b~ made
than these facts present for the necessltypf constru.ctlve fan.lIly wel-
fare work instead of the traditional proviSIOnof ordmary relIef.
CHAPTER XI.
THE EDUCATION AND VOCATIONAL TRAIN~
ING OF DEPENDENTS, AND THE SCHOOLING
OF THE DEPEND~NTS' CHILDREN.
Lack of schooling and vocational qualifications may con-
tributeto poverty and dependency. A low standard of
schooling not only excludes a worker from the better types
of' occupation but seriously affects and handicaps him in
other ways, e.g. there is absent that generaf background
which makes for breadth of outlook and, assurance in tack~
ling the problems of life. The uneducated breadwinner is
often doomed to an income which is hardly sufficient for a
single person, and wholly inadequate' for the support of a
family. ,It was, therefore, considered necessary to ascertain
• the extent to which the male ,dependents, most ol whom were
the breadwinners of families, had been properly equipped for
the task of earning a living by virtue or their schoo'ling
and their vocational training.
While poverty and dependency may be the result ol poor
training and education, it is also true that poverty mostly
disadvantageously affects the education and the training of
the, children, and so causes increased poverty in the next
generation. Even though free education is provided UD to
certain Emits, attendance at school places an additi~nal
burden on the already slender budgets. In addition to this,
conditions within the home, neighbourhood environments,
the parental indifference, and the ignorance and lack of fore~
sight commonly found associated with dependent par-ents,
are factors which would affect the education of the children,
Data in connection with the education' of the children are
therefore important if a charitable organisation is to develop
a constructive social policy lor the prevention of poverty and
dependency.
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SCHOOLING AND VOCATIONAL TRAINING OF CHIEF MALE
DEPENDENTS.
Infarmation on the schaol standard attained and the voca"
tional training acquired was obtained from all the European
andnon,-Eur,ope:tn chief male- de.pendents receiving relief at
the time of the investigatian. The n~mbers were therefore as
large as' could be obtained In' a study of dependents ,0£ this
organisation. '['he group available for study here camprised
roughly 75 % of the cases covered by the yellow cards.
On the basis of this information a camparison can be made
for each Oofthe racial groups between the education and voca-
tional training (see Twble NO'. XXV.). ~
About 14 % of the Europeans and abaut 47 % of the non-
Europeans had had no schooling at. all. Approximately 41 %
of the Europeans passed various standards below Six, the
TABLE NO. xxV. THEPEHCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF
UNSKILLED AND SKILLED MALE WORKERS ACCORDING TO
SCHOOL STANDARD ATTAINED.
School Europeans; non-Europeans
, Standard
attained Unskilled Skilled! Unskilled Skilletfl
None 9.76 :::I::1.3 4.00 :::I:: .9 36.19 :::I::1.2 10.52 :::I:: .8
Below 1 1.83 :::I:: .6 .73 :::I:: .3 3.12 :::I:: .5 -73 :::I:: .2
1 .91 :::I:: .3 .18 :::I:: .3 3.12 :::I:: .5 1.59 :::I:: .3
2 1.83 :::I:: .6 1.99 :::I:: .6 5'03 :::I:: .6 3.08 :::I:: .5
3 2.01 :::I:: .6 2.71 :::I:: .8 5,36 :::I:: .6 3.60 :::I:: .5
4 7.87 :::I::1.2 8.13 :::I::1.2 5.31 :::I:: .6 4.87 :::I:: .6
5 3.66 :::I:: .9 8.93 :::I::1.3 3.83 :::I:: .5 3.71 :::I:: .5
6 6.41 :::I::1.2 19.49 :::I::1.8 2.46 ...l.. -5 4.50 :::I:: .6-L
7 .73 :::I:: .3 18.91 :::I::1.6 .87 :::I:: .2 1.09 :::I:: .3
8 .18 :::I:: .3 1.99 :::I:: .6 .05 :::I:: .2 .26 :::I:: .2
9 - .18 :::I:: .3 - -
10 .55 :::I:: .3 2.00 :::I:: .6 .05 :::I:: .2 -
Total 35-74 :::I::2.2 64.24 :::I::2.2 65.39 :::I::1.3 33-95 :::I::1.3
. 1 As will be seen in Table XXVI. (p. 109) by far the majority of the
workers in the higher occupations had been 'engaged in skilled or semi-
skilled trades. A Rmall percentage had been occupied in certain types
of domestic clerical and semi-professional work, which did require
training or' apprenticeship of some kind. Strictly speaking, however,
they do not fall under the type usually indicated by the term skilled
workers, but this t,erm was taken here in a slightly broader sense,
especially since the numbers not customarily classified under this term
were small. The term skilled here also includes semi-skilled, since a .
further distinction between these two groups would have been well-
nigh impossible with the material. available, and is at the best always
difficult.
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percentage fCir the non-Europeans being about 43 %. Of the
Eurapeans a further 2:6% attained Standard Six, and of the
\n?,n-Europeans only about 7 %. Of thase, whO' passed beyond .
S::x: there were 20 %_ Europeans and 2 % non-Europeans.
.Thls means about 55 % of the Europeans and about 90 % af
.the- non-Europeans had nat even attained Standard Six.
Thase :vhahad nat pragressed beyond primary education of
same kmd were 80 % and 98 % respectively.
:From th~se figure.s it is quite clear that the non-European
dependen.t 1S educatwnally ata strong disadvantage as com-
pared: wzth the European depenaent.! It is also quite clear
that, Judged by standards of modern educational authorities set
'as desirable, the v~st majority, even of the .Europeali '.
dependents, have ~ecc1Vedonly a poor, and VC1'yoften a very
poor schoolcducat~on. Perhaps the types. of school visited by
these people, owmg to' the paverty of their parents, may
mean that the school educatian was even worse than the
school standard attained indicates.
Unf~rtunately it was not possible to' gather similar facts
on theIr school education fram a sufficiently large, group of
Hclult non-dependents of about the same social status and
a?,e: One should be a:ble to compare the above data with
s:ml1ar ,data abtained from a group with similar opportuni-
tIes, whO' have made gaad in life. Then one would be more
certam whether the educational disabilities found amonO'st
these ~ependents may really be regarded as, on the whole~ a
causatIve factor for the deve'lopment af dependency. Without
co~parable data one can dO' nothing more than point olit the
eXIstence af the law &tandard of educatian amangst the depen-
dent group as a whole, and refer to' subjective apinians that
~ poor' schoOoleducation is a handicap in life. By the latter
IS .meant nat a~ly that the training for the participation in
&lnlled occupatlOns must have been rendered more difficult,
even years ago when these people started life, but alsO' that
the absence of saulld schooling makes far a loss in persanal
resaurcefulness, brea,dth af interest, :'1. practical attitude
• 1 Th{s is most probably c~iefly due to the lac~ of provision made for
compu sory a.nd free educatIOn, so that. the non-Eluropeans who are as
a hrulel'financially very badly off, are unable to procure a .good"generaJ
sc 00 mg. .' , .
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6 6.41 :::I::1.2 19.49 :::I::1.8 2.46 ...l.. -5 4.50 :::I:: .6-L
7 .73 :::I:: .3 18.91 :::I::1.6 .87 :::I:: .2 1.09 :::I:: .3
8 .18 :::I:: .3 1.99 :::I:: .6 .05 :::I:: .2 .26 :::I:: .2
9 - .18 :::I:: .3 - -
10 .55 :::I:: .3 2.00 :::I:: .6 .05 :::I:: .2 -
Total 35-74 :::I::2.2 64.24 :::I::2.2 65.39 :::I::1.3 33-95 :::I::1.3
. 1 As will be seen in Table XXVI. (p. 109) by far the majority of the
workers in the higher occupations had been 'engaged in skilled or semi-
skilled trades. A Rmall percentage had been occupied in certain types
of domestic clerical and semi-professional work, which did require
training or' apprenticeship of some kind. Strictly speaking, however,
they do not fall under the type usually indicated by the term skilled
workers, but this t,erm was taken here in a slightly broader sense,
especially since the numbers not customarily classified under this term
were small. The term skilled here also includes semi-skilled, since a .
further distinction between these two groups would have been well-
nigh impossible with the material. available, and is at the best always
difficult.
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percentage fCir the non-Europeans being about 43 %. Of the
Eurapeans a further 2:6% attained Standard Six, and of the
\n?,n-Europeans only about 7 %. Of thase, whO' passed beyond .
S::x: there were 20 %_ Europeans and 2 % non-Europeans.
.Thls means about 55 % of the Europeans and about 90 % af
.the- non-Europeans had nat even attained Standard Six.
Thase :vhahad nat pragressed beyond primary education of
same kmd were 80 % and 98 % respectively.
:From th~se figure.s it is quite clear that the non-European
dependen.t 1S educatwnally ata strong disadvantage as com-
pared: wzth the European depenaent.! It is also quite clear
that, Judged by standards of modern educational authorities set
'as desirable, the v~st majority, even of the .Europeali '.
dependents, have ~ecc1Vedonly a poor, and VC1'yoften a very
poor schoolcducat~on. Perhaps the types. of school visited by
these people, owmg to' the paverty of their parents, may
mean that the school educatian was even worse than the
school standard attained indicates.
Unf~rtunately it was not possible to' gather similar facts
on theIr school education fram a sufficiently large, group of
Hclult non-dependents of about the same social status and
a?,e: One should be a:ble to compare the above data with
s:ml1ar ,data abtained from a group with similar opportuni-
tIes, whO' have made gaad in life. Then one would be more
certam whether the educational disabilities found amonO'st
these ~ependents may really be regarded as, on the whole~ a
causatIve factor for the deve'lopment af dependency. Without
co~parable data one can dO' nothing more than point olit the
eXIstence af the law &tandard of educatian amangst the depen-
dent group as a whole, and refer to' subjective apinians that
~ poor' schoOoleducation is a handicap in life. By the latter
IS .meant nat a~ly that the training for the participation in
&lnlled occupatlOns must have been rendered more difficult,
even years ago when these people started life, but alsO' that
the absence of saulld schooling makes far a loss in persanal
resaurcefulness, brea,dth af interest, :'1. practical attitude
• 1 Th{s is most probably c~iefly due to the lac~ of provision made for
compu sory a.nd free educatIOn, so that. the non-Eluropeans who are as
a hrulel'financially very badly off, are unable to procure a .good"generaJ
sc 00 mg. .' , .
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towards the prablems of hfe, including "eliminatian of pre-
judice, deovelopmentof op,en-milldedness, frank recognition
Df difficulties, willingness to face them square and to make
use of professional service."
A comparison may, however, also be made of skilled and
unskilled workers in respect 'Of their standard of schooling.
The unskilled were definitely at a disadvantage. Abaut one-
quarter af the unskilled European group and well over ane-
half of the nan-European unskilled had had nO' schooling, as
opposed to one-sixteenth oOfthe. skilled Europeans and just
under one-third of the skilled non-Europeans. An additional
graup of about two-fifths of the unskilled Europeans, as CoOm-
pared with an additional ane-fifth of the skilled, attaine.d
standards below Five. (In the case .of the non-Europeans the
proportions were about oOne-third and two-fifths respectively.)
Standar.ds Five and Six were attained by approximately a
further two-sevenths oOfthe unskilled Europeans, as opposed
to' about three-sevenths of the skilled. (In the case of the
non-Europeans the, proportions were about one-tenth and one-
quarter respectively.) ProgTess beyond Standard Six occurred
amongst less than one-twentieth 'Of the unskilled European
group, but among a little les~ than one-third oOfthe skilled.
(In the case of the non-Europeans the proportions were about
one sixty-fifth and one- thirtieth respectively.) Both in the
case of the Eurapeans and non-Europeans, therefore, ane
finds exactly the opposite tendency amongst skilled and
unskilled. 'rhe. greater proportion' .of the unskilled group as
such are f<lund amongst the first' two, sections mentioned
'above, i.e., those with little or nO' schooling, and the frac-
tions diminish rapidly for the last twa seCtiails, i.e'., those
Iwith more schaoling. Both the El1.ropean and tlw:. non-E1/.'/'O-
;pean skilled dependent is, on the whole, beUe1' cd1/.cated than
f the 1tnskilled dependent of the same 1'acial g'/'01/.P, ,It seems
'that the standard af schooOling reached by the skilled non-
EuroOpean graup as a whole is similar to' that attained by the
unskilled Eurapean group, while the standard attained by
,the unskilled nan-European faUs far below that of the
unskilled European graup as a whale.
The conclusion reached indicates, that the skilled depen-
dent has at leas.t the educatioOnal factor somewhat iIi his-
favour, and this can be taken into consideration when a
cammencement is' made with constructive treatment. Other
circumstances Ibeing equal, his employability can be rated
higher, oOnthe whale, than that of the unskilled, awing to'
/
~newhat better educatian, even though hi~ vocational
trai,ning may mean very little through insufficiency or Ilack
of real skill (see p. 125).
/ l'he question may well be raised why it is that in the
Eurapean group the skmed worker, who is on the whale alsO'
the better educated person, should form the majority of the
European dependent group.T'his will be discussed at a later
stage (see p. 124).
THE OCCUPATIONS OF THE MALE CHIEF DEPENDENTS.
~ependency is found amongst persans whoOfollow quite a
vanety .af accupat~ons. hut certain of these occupations seem
to' prOVIde a relatIvely greater number of dependents than
others (see Table NO'. XXV!.).
"~ABLE NO. XXVI. TIlE }'ERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OJ"
)',UROPEAN AND NON-EUHOPEAN MALE CIIIEF DEPENDENTS
ACCORDING TO USUAl. OCCUPATION.
Occupation European non-European
i. Unskilled Workers 35.74 :l: 2.2 65.39ii. Skilled Workers :l: 1.3
in Building . 17.07 :l: 1.7 11.84
Rngmeering :l:
.8
6.39 :l: 1.1 1.15 :l: .3Printing. . .36 :l: .3 .47 :l: .2Food Industries
Clothing and Textil~
4.00 :l: .9 1.85 :l: .3
Woodwork and Furnitu;e
.91 :l: .3 1.27 :l: .33.45 :l: .9 4,'90 :l: .6Domestic (chefs, barmen,
stewards, etc.) . . 4.55 :l: 1'0 3.23 :l: .5Farming and Gardening
(skilled) . . . .' .72 :l: .3 -
Clerical and Semi-professional 7.92 :l: 1.3 .45 :l: .2Leather Trade
Mining •
2.18 :l: .7 1.42 :l: .3
Overseeing
.54 :l: .3 .15 :l: .21.44 :l: .4 .05 :l: .1Miscellaneous 14.61 :l: 1.7 7.17 :l: .7
Total 99'88 99.34 .
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The largest number of dependents followin'g a single occu-
, pation was that of the unskilled workers. T:his was especially
true of the non-Europeans, where the unskilled were far in
excess of the skilled workers. It was, however, also true of
the Europeans in spite of the fact that altogether there were
nearly twice as many skilled workers as unskille,d.
A study 'of the occupations in which the skilled workers
who became dependents were engaged shows that an]ong
both the Europeans and the non-Europeans the outstanding
case is that of the building trade. Quite substantial percen-
tages' (see 'rable No. XXVI.) of the ,dependents belonged to
this group, including mostly. ibricklayers, masons, and
painters. The following occupations oontributed small per-
centages of dependents (which are, however, not so small as
to be negligible) in roughly the following order for the Euro-
pean group: clerical and semi-professional work; engineering
traaes (i.e. mostly motor mechanics, plumbers, etc.); domes-
tic pursuits; food industries; woodwork and furniture
_making; and the leather trade (mostly boot and sho.emaking).
The percentages from occupations such as printing, clothing
.md textile industries, farming and skilled gardening, mining,
etc., were very small, i.e. less than 1% in each case.
In the case of the non-Europeans the degree of depen-
Jency need only be noted further Jll oonnection with wood-
work and furniture making, and domestic pursuits. There
were very few dependents who had been in occupations such
as mining, printing, clerical and semi-professional work.
Engineering, the food industries, the clothing and textile
industries, and the If-'ather trade contributed somewhat
higher percentages, although they do not mean very much"
The fact must be stressed, however, that the numbers {if
dependents from occupational groups found amongst the
clients of this organisation do not really give a reliable indi-
cation of the extent to which causative influences are at work
within those occupations, inaking for unemployment and
dependency. Deductions as to the causal relation between. • _ ,
occupation and dependency can only be made when one
knbwsiheproportion of the city's population occupied in the
various trades or professions. For instance; among both
E1lropeans and non-Europeans there are very few unemployed
who had Ibeen engaged in mining, and this is simply he cause
the~e are very few miners in Capetown. In Johannesburg;
,with a large mining population one can presume that the
. number of unemployed and dependents who had been engaged
in mining would be very 'large. Consequently, perhaps with
the exception of unskilled work and the building trade, one
cannot suggest, on the basis of the information grv,en, that'
any occupational group is partieularly liable to dependency
owing to, the. nature of the occupations. .The investi~ation
of such causal relationships, which should have been\ the
object here, was not pursued any further owing to the lack
of information on the distribution of the working-class popu-
lation in the City over the various occupational groups
mentioned.' Exception is made with regard to unskilled
work and the building trade, since it. is well known that
in both these cases work is often uncertain and irregular,
and very often subject to climati~> and seasonal fluctuations.
This fact, taken together with the higher percentages among
Iboth racial groups, might be taken as indicating to a certain
extent at least a possible cau!'lal relationship between the
conditions under which employment takes place in these
occupa tionsand dependency.
THE SCHOOLING OF THE CHILDREN OF DEPENDENTS.
The percentage distribution according to age and standard
of schooling were, calculated for three groups of children,
viz., for the European and non-European children of depen-
dents, and for a ~ontrol group of European children of non-
. dependent parents (see TaMes No. XXVII. to No. XXIX.).
The latter group "vas attending selected' schools in Cape-
town and suburbs during November, 1933. The selected
schools were chosen in consultation with an official of the
1 The census information on occupations was available, but an
attempt Ito arriv~ at a frequency distribution of the population of
Capetown according to th~ particular occupations found amongst the
dependents led to so many difficulties, which need 'not be mentioned,
that the attempt -was abandoned.,
,.'
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Below Standards
;"'Ages stan- ----------_._----- Totals
dard2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8, 10
.--- --- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Under 7 3.31 3.31
7 10.04 1.20 .05 11.29
8 9.22 2.59 1.68 13.49
9 6.05 4.52 2.74 1.05 .19 14.55
10 3.03 3.75 3.99 1.78 .43 12.98
11 1.88 2.02 2.64 2.64 1.39 .24 10.81
12 1.54 1.78 1.83 3.03 2.50 1.10 .24 12.02
13 .38 1.10 1.39 2.06 2.74 1'06 .47 9.20
14 .10 .48 .71 1.54 1.74 .87 .77 .20 6.41
15 .20 .48 .82 .96 .72 .81 .10 .05 4.14
16 .05 .20 .35 .24 .29 .05 .10 1.28
17 .05 .15 .05 .05 .30
--- --- -- -- --
10'4514'23
-- -- --
Totals 33.55 17.69 15.51 13.17 2.63 .35 .15 .05 99.78
TABLE NO. XXIX. THE PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION
ACCOUDING TO AGE AND SCHOOL STANDAUD HI<'
CHIJ.DUEN OF NON-EUUOPEAN DEPENDENTS.'
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Provincial Department of Education, and were chosen only
on the ground that the children of such schools belonged to
families who were not dependent on charity. An additional
d{eck on the selection was that none of the schools selected
were mentioned on the index cards of the ,Board of Aid.
, The Standard DeVIatIOns for the percentages WIll be neglIgIble smce thiS
group of children consisted of 6:112 individuals and it was inadvisable to .
complicate the Table unnecessarIly.
2 Sub-standards A and B.
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TABLE NO. XXVII. THE PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION
'ACCORDING TO AGE AND SCHOOL STANDARD OF CHILDREN
OF EUROPEAN NON-DEPENDENTS.'
Below Standards
Ages Stan- -------------------- Totals
dard2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
-- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- ----- ---
Under 7 2.49 .07 2.56
7 3.32 1.03 .22 4.57
8 1.17 2.34 "1.93 .14 5.58
9 .06. (1'04)3.02 1.53 .33 5.98
10 .07 (1.52) 3.66 2.15 .26 7.66
11 .39 (2.23) 3.89 2.19 .27 8.97
12 .02 .05 .65 (2.32)4.51 2.06 .38 9.99
13 .02 ~ .83 (2'45) 3.56 2.57 .18 9.69
14 .02 .02 --=29 1.16 (2.93)4.93 2.35 .21 .02 11.93
15 .03 .05 ----=4T 1.24 (4.28) 4.37 1.93 .18 12.49
16 .02 .14 ~ 2.26 ~3.14) 3.30 1.48 10.85
17 .03 .12 --:-;rg 1.08 (2.06)2.50 6.28
18 .04 .03 ---=17 .70 (1.46) 2.40
19 and
over .02 .04 .66 '72
--- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -----
Totals 7.04 4.59 7.15 8.34 9.88 11.15 10.73 14.94 11.31 8.24 6.30 99.67..
TABLE NO. XXVIII. THE PEHCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION
ACCORnING TO AGE AND SCHOOL STANnARD OF CHILDREN
OF EUROPEAN nEPENDENTS.'
Below Standards
Ages stan- -------------------- Totals
dard2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
--- --- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Under 7 3.9 3.91
7 (7.24) 1.74 8.98
8 7.53 3.77 1.30 .29 12.89
9 2.75 (4.93) 3.33 1.45 .43 12.89
10 .72 2.32 (5.94)2.60 .72 .29 12.59
11 .87 ----:on 2.75 (3.91) 2.46 .58 11.29
12 .57 1,74 3.33 (3'47)2.17 .87 12.15
13 .43 1.16 1.44 3.47 (2.47) 1.16 .43 10.56
14. .28 .87 1.16 3.04 (1.60) .57 .14 7.66
15 .14 .14 .43 .43 1.16 1.44 (.43) .43 .14 4.74
16 .14 .29 --=29 .29 (.43) .14 .14 1.72
17 ---=-43 (.14) .57
--- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -------
Totals 23.02 14.62 16.78 14.32 12.14 10.00 '5,36 2.15 1.00' .42 .14 99.95
, This Table is based on 703 mdlVlduals ; but as It was conSidered madVisable
to complicate the table unnecessarily the Standard Deviations are not shown.,
2 Sub-standards A and B.
The Schooling of non-Europe,an Children. rrhe presenta-
tion of the material in connection with the schooling of non-
European children of dependents. ('1"able No. XXIX.) can
unfortunately lead to no further comparison or discussion.
It is not possible to decide whether these children are back-
ward in school as the result of ,dependency" since' one would
need, some norm with which to compare the data on their
standar,d of schooling at the various age levels. The correct
norm would lrave bee~ to have obtained a distribution of the
children of non-European non-dependent parents over the
various standards at the Idifferent ages, At the office of the
Provincial Education, Department could not Ibe given, as was
the case with the European children. A possible alternative
.procedure was tn approach the principals of non-European
scho~ls and obtain a distribution from them. In this case
"This Table' was based on 2,082 children.
2 Substandards A and B.
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were mentioned on the index cards of the ,Board of Aid.
, The Standard DeVIatIOns for the percentages WIll be neglIgIble smce thiS
group of children consisted of 6:112 individuals and it was inadvisable to .
complicate the Table unnecessarIly.
2 Sub-standards A and B.
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TABLE NO. XXVII. THE PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION
'ACCORDING TO AGE AND SCHOOL STANDARD OF CHILDREN
OF EUROPEAN NON-DEPENDENTS.'
Below Standards
Ages Stan- -------------------- Totals
dard2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
-- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- ----- ---
Under 7 2.49 .07 2.56
7 3.32 1.03 .22 4.57
8 1.17 2.34 "1.93 .14 5.58
9 .06. (1'04)3.02 1.53 .33 5.98
10 .07 (1.52) 3.66 2.15 .26 7.66
11 .39 (2.23) 3.89 2.19 .27 8.97
12 .02 .05 .65 (2.32)4.51 2.06 .38 9.99
13 .02 ~ .83 (2'45) 3.56 2.57 .18 9.69
14 .02 .02 --=29 1.16 (2.93)4.93 2.35 .21 .02 11.93
15 .03 .05 ----=4T 1.24 (4.28) 4.37 1.93 .18 12.49
16 .02 .14 ~ 2.26 ~3.14) 3.30 1.48 10.85
17 .03 .12 --:-;rg 1.08 (2.06)2.50 6.28
18 .04 .03 ---=17 .70 (1.46) 2.40
19 and
over .02 .04 .66 '72
--- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -----
Totals 7.04 4.59 7.15 8.34 9.88 11.15 10.73 14.94 11.31 8.24 6.30 99.67..
TABLE NO. XXVIII. THE PEHCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION
ACCORnING TO AGE AND SCHOOL STANnARD OF CHILDREN
OF EUROPEAN nEPENDENTS.'
Below Standards
Ages stan- -------------------- Totals
dard2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
--- --- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Under 7 3.9 3.91
7 (7.24) 1.74 8.98
8 7.53 3.77 1.30 .29 12.89
9 2.75 (4.93) 3.33 1.45 .43 12.89
10 .72 2.32 (5.94)2.60 .72 .29 12.59
11 .87 ----:on 2.75 (3.91) 2.46 .58 11.29
12 .57 1,74 3.33 (3'47)2.17 .87 12.15
13 .43 1.16 1.44 3.47 (2.47) 1.16 .43 10.56
14. .28 .87 1.16 3.04 (1.60) .57 .14 7.66
15 .14 .14 .43 .43 1.16 1.44 (.43) .43 .14 4.74
16 .14 .29 --=29 .29 (.43) .14 .14 1.72
17 ---=-43 (.14) .57
--- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -------
Totals 23.02 14.62 16.78 14.32 12.14 10.00 '5,36 2.15 1.00' .42 .14 99.95
, This Table is based on 703 mdlVlduals ; but as It was conSidered madVisable
to complicate the table unnecessarily the Standard Deviations are not shown.,
2 Sub-standards A and B.
The Schooling of non-Europe,an Children. rrhe presenta-
tion of the material in connection with the schooling of non-
European children of dependents. ('1"able No. XXIX.) can
unfortunately lead to no further comparison or discussion.
It is not possible to decide whether these children are back-
ward in school as the result of ,dependency" since' one would
need, some norm with which to compare the data on their
standar,d of schooling at the various age levels. The correct
norm would lrave bee~ to have obtained a distribution of the
children of non-European non-dependent parents over the
various standards at the Idifferent ages, At the office of the
Provincial Education, Department could not Ibe given, as was
the case with the European children. A possible alternative
.procedure was tn approach the principals of non-European
scho~ls and obtain a distribution from them. In this case
"This Table' was based on 2,082 children.
2 Substandards A and B.
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there was the difficulty that they might have such distribu-
tions available for all theif children, without any distinc-
tion being made between those of dependent and non-depEm-
dent parents, ~nd practically no such school could be found
where one could be perfectly sure that they were not attended
by any children of dependents. Consequently it would have.
been necessary to go to such schools, obtain the :necessary .
data (as to age, standard, and the dependency or n~t of their
parents) separately from each child in a sufficiently large
group. Owing to the extent of the investigation in hand a
subsIdiary task of this extent could not be undertaken.
'1'here remained the possibility of comparing the data on the
schooling of the children of non-European dependents with
the data on the schooling. of European chil~ren, either of
dependent or non-dependent parents. This was, however~
also impossible since the schooling of the' European and. non-
E,uropean groups does not take place under the same condi-
tions, fo.r there is a factor which woul,d make for a lower
standard of schooling among non-Europeans. Consequently,
on the basis of a comparison with European groups one would
not be able to maIDe any deductions on the effects of depen-
dencyon the schooling of non-European chi'ldren. The factor
referred to is that the children of non-European dependents
do not obtain free schooling, and there is .also .no legal com-'
pulsion as is the case with all Eurapeans.'
Appraximately 50 % of the total numlber of school-going
children of dependent non-Eurapean parents were 7-16 years
of age and in Standard One and below, the r.emainder being-
distributed aver standards Two to. Eight, but with a very
de£nite falling off of the numbers after Standard Four. In
,view of the absence of free campulsory' schooling for non-
.European children, any comparison with the European chil-
dren would be worthless.
The Schooling o,f EUlropean ChiMren. The follawing com-
parisons and deductions may be made in cannection with the-
schooling of European children. Of the total number of chilo
dren of these pare-nts at school, taking each of the European
gFOUpS separately, 86.5 % :to 1.3 of the children of depen-
. \,dent parents were between 7 and 15 years of age ~ and in
..Standard Five or belo~, while only 45'4% :t .6 of the chilo
;dren of non-dependent paTents of the same age levels were in
these lower standards. For the same age group there were,
howev~!, about twice as many of the children of non~depen-
.dent as of dependent parents in Standard Six. 21.4 % :t .5
.qf the former group, as compared with 2.14 % :t .5 of the
latter group of children (all 7-15 years old) were in standar,ds
abov~ Six. For this age group there were, therefore, ten
times as many children in the secondary standards fr<Olnthe
{lontro~ graup as from the dependency group.
A negligible percentage of the children of European depen-
dents at school were 16 years of age and over,' viz. 2'29 %
:t .5 as compared with 2().25 % :t .5 in the case of children
ibelonging to the control group. '1'his is largely due to the
fact that more prosperous parents are able to prolong the
school careers of their children beyond the limits of free
education, while in the case of dependents this usually can
(lllly happen when a child obtains special assistance. Even
then the child may be taken from school to. work in order to.
assist the poverty-stricken family. A further compari~on
<canbe made between the two groups in connection with the
, sehool 'standard of the children "above 16, leaving out' those
18 years and older since these do not appear in both groups.
Of the very small group of 16 and 17 year o:ld children of
dependent parents about one-third. (namely .72 %) were still
in primary standards, and two-thirds (1'57 %) in secondary
standards. In the case of the much -larger gmup of 16 'and
Ii year old ehildren of nan-dependent pare!1ts, nearly the
whole group is to be found in secondary standilrds (namely,
.82 % in primary as opposed to 16.31 % in secondary
standards) .
. Each comparison of this series leads to and supports the
statement that the schooling of the school-going children of
non-dependent European parents is superior to that of the
{.'hildren of dependent parents both in respect of the average
standard of schooling dti1nately 1'eached and in respect 01 the
1 This. age group was chosen since it' includes the children. for whom
education was free and compulsory.. .
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average standm'd of schooling attained by tke children of
va1,ious age classes studied. Tliis conclusion holds true even for
the ages where condit1:ons such as compulsory and free education
are present 'I1wkin.CJfor equal school 0pp01'tunities. 'The expJan-
ation of this will be dealt with later.
It is possible to compare the schooling of these two groups
of children from another standpoint, viz., the number of
retarded children found in all the standards. This com-
parison was effected with the assistance of the retardation
criterion used Iby Dr. Malherbe.1 r.rhe black line in each
column in 'l"ables No. XXVII. and XXVIII. shows the limit
helQw which children are so seriously retarded tha t th ey'
"menace the homogeneity .of the class group." 2 The per~
centage of retarded children of European dependents in
Standard One 3 and above is app'rQximately 12,% ::t 1.1, as
compared with a little less than 3 % ::t .2 of retarded chil-
dren Qf European non-dependents.
The' question must now be faced why educational
deficiencies, such as generally inferior average standard of
schooling and greater degree of retardation, exi"t amongst
the school-going children of dependent parents as compared
with those whose parents are more prosperous. The reason
may be found in social conditions such ~s differences in the
circumstances of the schools attended and adverse home or
environmental conditions, or perhaps in the greater preva-
lence of intellectual defects amongst the depenclency group.
Adverse home conditions might include lack of oppor'tunity
or in~entive in conne?ti~n. with hm~e-work throuph ove~-
erowdmg- or parenbl l1lchfIerence. The t',dverse home condl-
tions might als,o lnclu.de unhygienic conditions or lack of
nourishment, which make for physical deficiencies, ham:"
pering psychological development amI school progress.
Absenteeism fr.om school, through truancy or lack of parental
control, or the utilisation of the service of the child to
increase the. family income even though he is not yet 16 and
1 Dr. E. G. Malherbe: "Education and the Poor 'Vhite," p. 146
et seq. .
• Dr. E. G. Malherbe: op. cit., p. 147 .
• The retardation limits are not shown for standards below 1.
has not passed Standard Six, 1 must also be, reckoned with
as a cause of educational deficiencies amongst the children
of dependents. /
No intelligehce tests were applied, and hence it is not
possible to discuss whether low intelligence or- intellectu~l
defects are found to. a gr~ater extent among the children of
dependents than in the population as a whole. Consequently
a comparison cannot be made as to' the relative. importance
of social as opposed to intellectual defects as causes of edu-
cational backwardness amongst the dependency group.
On the basis of case studies made in connection with such
families, one feels compel'1ed to emphasize very strongly the
unfavourable influence on scho.oling of adverse home and
environme.ntal conditions.
1 At least 16 % of the children (of European dependents) between
the ages 7-10 years, and at least 9 % of those. between the age~ 10-16
were not at school although legally they should have been. It IS 'yell-
known among the' education authnrities in Capetown that there IS a
certain amount of "dodging" of the Iegal require~en~s !1mong t~e
poor classes. When the child goes to school the famIly IS 111volved.111
a certa.in amount of additional expenditure, even though the schoohng
may be free .. For ,example" ,the child-must perhap.s be clothed. much
better or there may be tram and bus fares, expendIture on statlOnery,
etc. When a family is already so poor tha~ i~ is dependent it is_to b~
expected, unless the parents are very serlOUSabout the educatlOn of
the child, that the immediate disadvantages rather than the more
remote advantages of school attendance should appeal to them.
---------_ _-------------------------------------------------------------_ .
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---------_ _-------------------------- .
CHApTER XII.
EMPLOYMENT AND UNEMPLOYMENT
AMONG ABLE-BODIED' DEPENDENTS.
Every dependent is to a greater or lesser extent also. unem-
ployed. l'here are, of course" various degrees of unemploy-
ment. There a,re dependents who are completely unemployed;
others are engaged in regular part-time work; others are in
full-time employment which, however, is ina,dequately paid;
and others have irregular work. 'The completely unemployed
may consist of people, who are too old .to work, or of those
who are temporarily or permanently disabled or ill, but
sometimes even include ruble-bodied persons. These very
often depend entirely on charity for subsistence. Those who
~re employed, but under the limitations mentioned above,
are only partially dependent, for the sort of inco.me which
they have must be supplemented by relief owing to the insuf-
ficiency of the income. Such partial dependents' sometimes
include aged, ill, and partially disabled persons (semi-fits),
but also, and perhape more often, able-bodied dependents.
One question which arises is to what extent the able-
bodied dependents are in the relatively fortunate position ol-'
being partially employed. Among the able-bodied depen-
dents, just as among the other groups, one finds those who
are completely unemployed and entirely dependent, and the
partial dependents who are in Ibadly-paid or part-time regular
work, or otherwise jrregular work. Although one caimot be
very dogmatic about differences between the completeJly and
the partially dependent cases there is this difference, that
those who are, partially dependent may more easily retain
their self-respect than the others. It is true that a person
who has become completely dependent for a time n~ed not
have lost his desire for independence, but there, is certainly
a greater chance of evading the unfavourable consequences
of relief if the recipient can show his capacity and willing-
ness for work, and can feel that he is at least partially
118
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making good. It is because of this fact that in- the further
discussions '01 unemployment speciaf attention will be given
to the existence of partial employment ana partial indepen-
.denee amongst the able-bodied recipients of charity.
Vocational training is usually regarded by social workers
as a factor which reduces the chances of unemployment. The
fact that skilled wo.rkers are to be found amongst tho.se who
are dependent shows, however, that the possession of such
,qualification does not entirely prevent dependency. If
vocational training does not entirely prevent dependency, is
it not possiible that vocational qualifications may, at
:any rate, lessen the extent of the dependency? In order
to ascertain this, and thus to confirm or refute the above-
mentioned unproven general opinion, a comparison was made
-of skilled and unskilled workers of both racial groups, not
-only in respect of the extent to which these respective occu-
pational groups were able to supplement, their charitable
'assistance by employment; but aIso in respect of the periods
-of unemployment.
THE VARIOUS CLASSES OF UNEMPLOYED WITH SPECIAL
REFERENCE TO EMPLOYABILITY.
It was found that the dependents suffering from complete
unemployment, or who were inadequately paid, or who were
only engaged in part-time or irregular work, could be clas-
sified as in Table No. XXX ..
vrABLE NO. xx.,'X THE PEHCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF
PARTIALLY OR' COMPLETELY UNEMPLOYED OR INAnE-
QUATELY PAIl) ))EPENDENTS.
Europeans non-Europeans
--- --- ------
Male Female Male Female
--- --- --- ---
Aged' 11.87 7.85 10.42 9.70
Permanently disabled or ill 4.96 .84 6.94 1.91
Semi-fit 3.97 .99 2.50 1.00
Temporarily disabled or ill 9.24 2.57 6.10 2.75
Able-bodied 46.65 11.05 48.77- 9.50
--- ---
" Totals 76.69 23.30 74.73 24.86
1 Men 60 years of age and above. Women 56 y,ears of age and above.
These age limits were chosen to distinguish this class, since these are
-the ages at which the respective sexes are usually pensioned off.
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From this table it can be seen that one really has to d~
with different classes of unemployed. There are those who
are not only unemployed but also mainly unemployabl,~--:-
at least from the standpoint of complete employment. 'I~I8
would include the aged and the permanently disabled or Ill,
i:e., together 25.5 % Eurapeans and 218.97 % non-Europea~s.
Even the tempararily disabled or ill are at least tempo:ranly
unemployable. One may say that the unemployment m all
such cases is more or less natural.
'1'he group of semi-fit chief dependents is quite snulll
(4.96 % Europeans and 3.50 % non-Europeans), a~d
althouO'h they are employable to a certain extent specIal
forms °of wark must be found for them. This small group
will nat be discussed further, but although it does ~ot lo~m
large from the standpoa.nt of n1l.l?bers it do~s mer~t speCl!11
attention from the point 'Of view of constructIve sOClal effor,t.
Definitelv unnatural, an the other hand, is the unemploy-
ment of th~ employable able-bodied dependents. Tl~is group
tAerrefore deserves attention, especially since it contains a very
large proportion of the chief dependents, namely 57.7 %
Europeans and 58.27 % in the case of the non-Europeans.
The size 'Of these groups of able-bodied dependents ~us~ be~
clearly emphasised. There are time~ w.hen o~'galllsahons
which are mainly relief-giving like to JustIfy theIr procedure
by insisting that their clients a~e mainly of ~he type for
which constructive social work IS hardly servlCea:ble. H.ere
one finds the case of a large relief-giving organisatIOn havmg
out of a total of 700 European and 2,469 non-European cases
on its books at a certain stated period, roughly 60 % fully
able-bodied dependents wha are unemployed or insufficiently
employed, but not unemployable. It ~ust be note.d, how-
ever, that this investigation was carrIed aut durmg the
depression, when there would be a tenden.cy for ~ore such
able-bodied dependents to be receiving chanty than IS usually
the' case. N.evertheless these figlges shaw 'Yithout,an,Y. dou~t
the need for the' relief-giving organisations to correlate; theIr
a.ssistanc~ very closely ~ith recons~ru.c~tive faI~ily welfare
ser~'ice and with the provision of employment by well organ-
ised e:u.ployment exchanges. These fignres slww only too
,
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r:learlY the large' number of clients who possess the funda-
mental quality of ~mployability .which makes reconstructive
effort not only poss2ble but essentwl. Fa<;ts such as' ,those
I bove indicate, that in connection with employment and
h~pendency tJ:-e f1l.:Ildamental group ta be taken iJ?-to £Qusid-
I~ration is the aibIe-bodied. 'Phis will be done here.
/ UNEMPLOYMENT AMONG ABLE-BODIED DEPENDENTS.
/ Information an the family condition, emplaymental state,
I vacational status and regularity of work of able-bodied
dependents was not available 'in full detail far all cases df
this type. Consequently only a smaller group of able-badied
chief recipients could be used for the purpose 'Of this portion
of the study. This smaller graup consisted 'Of 200 E,uropeans
and 630 non-Elul'opean cases, the sampling ratios being about.
29 % and approximately 26 % respectively. An analysis was
maae 'Of this group to discover to what extent unemplo-yment
or employment, both regular and irregular, of able-bodied
dependents existed amongst men and women of the various
types of family cases, and to what extent it existed amongst
skilled an.d unskilled male .dependents (see Table No.
XXX!.).
Of the total nuinber 'Of chief recipients in each of the
racial groups in the sample, approximately 87 % of the Euro-
peans and 78 % of the non-Europeans were altogether with,,;
out work at the time of the enquiry. The remainder in each
group, viz., about 13.5 % of the Eurapeans and approxi-
mately 22 % non-Europeans, were alble to supplement their
charitable ::.ssistance by regular 0-1' irregular work. It was
not known whether this employment was of :l permanent
I1ature or not, but about 7 % of the Europeans and approxi-
mately 17 % of the non-Europeans, i.e. a very substantial
portion of those partially employed; were -engaged in irregu-
lar work-probably of the odd-job type.
The conclusion reached here is, therefore, that by far the
j
maj01'£ty of the abloe-bodied chief recipients are com.pletely
unemployed and, in so far as part£al independence might be
a. redeemin,fJ factor in their poverty' situation (as was sll;g.r;ested
above), tl~1:sis not found to exist in the majority of cases. .
t'
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/ Poverty and Dependency in Capetown ,12..1
Pf the 87 % of the completely unemployed able-bodied
Erropean dependents about 15 % were women, mainly lone
mothers with children. A similar position existed among the
..don-European. -completely unemplo,yed. In both cases, there~
fore, roughly four-fifths of .the able-bodied unemployed were
ken, and in fact mostly men with wives and children. It i.~
\
quite clear, therefore, that in the cases of the dependency of
able-bodied persons complete unemployment usually means the
1tnemployment of the fathers of families.
As far as the albIe-bodied male dependents are concerned
it. was possible to distinguish between the skilled and the
unskilled (see T'able No. XXX!.). It is interesting to note
that of the 72.5 % of Eur.opean males completely out of work
the greater proportion (48 %) were skilled, and the smaller
proportion (24'5 %) were unskilled. The opposite tendency
must be noted amongst non-Europeans, namely, the predom-
inance of unskilled unemployed over skilled.
The possibility must be faced that these figures may not
be very trustworthy. The sample of able-bodied depentlents
was relativelY small, e.g., in the case of the Europeans the
sample contained 111 skilled and 52 unskilled male depen-
dents, and in the case of the non-Europeans 171 skilled and
334 unskilled male dependents. In addition to this a number
of cases had to be left out because the vocational training
was not entered. Some visitors left this space blank with the
intention to indicate thereby that the person had had no
training. The investigator felt, however, that use could only
Ibe,made of cases in which there was a positive and not only
a negative indication that the person concerned had had no
training. By lliscarding such cases he may have introduced
a tendency towards selection of a sample which would count
against the proportion of unskilled. Opposed to this argu-
ment, however, there is the fact that in the whole group of
dependents the ratios of skilled to unskilled Europeans was
2: 1, i.e., very nearly the ratio of skill~d to unskilled Euro-
pean male dependents in this sample. In the case of all the
non-Europeans studied, skilled were to unskilled in the whole
group as 1: 2-again the same ratio as in the snialler sample ..
Under these circumstances it seems reasonable to conClude
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Poverty and Dependency in Capetown ,12..1
the 87 % of the completely unemployed able-bodied
Erropean dependents about 15 % were women, mainly lone
mothers with children. A similar position existed among the
..don-European. -completely unemplo,yed. In both cases, there~
fore, roughly four-fifths of .the able-bodied unemployed were
ken, and in fact mostly men with wives and children. It i.~
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quite clear, therefore, that in the cases of the dependency of
able-bodied persons complete unemployment usually means the
1tnemployment of the fathers of families.
As far as the albIe-bodied male dependents are concerned
it. was possible to distinguish between the skilled and the
unskilled (see T'able No. XXX!.). It is interesting to note
that of the 72.5 % of Eur.opean males completely out of work
the greater proportion (48 %) were skilled, and the smaller
proportion (24'5 %) were unskilled. The opposite tendency
must be noted amongst non-Europeans, namely, the predom-
inance of unskilled unemployed over skilled.
The possibility must be faced that these figures may not
be very trustworthy. The sample of able-bodied depentlents
was relativelY small, e.g., in the case of the Europeans the
sample contained 111 skilled and 52 unskilled male depen-
dents, and in the case of the non-Europeans 171 skilled and
334 unskilled male dependents. In addition to this a number
of cases had to be left out because the vocational training
was not entered. Some visitors left this space blank with the
intention to indicate thereby that the person had had no
training. The investigator felt, however, that use could only
Ibe,made of cases in which there was a positive and not only
a negative indication that the person concerned had had no
training. By lliscarding such cases he may have introduced
a tendency towards selection of a sample which would count
against the proportion of unskilled. Opposed to this argu-
ment, however, there is the fact that in the whole group of
dependents the ratios of skilled to unskilled Europeans was
2: 1, i.e., very nearly the ratio of skill~d to unskilled Euro-
pean male dependents in this sample. In the case of all the
non-Europeans studied, skilled were to unskilled in the whole
group as 1: 2-again the same ratio as in the snialler sample ..
Under these circumstances it seems reasonable to conClude
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that -the sample proves that in the case of the European able-
bodied male dependents of this organisation who are com-
pletely unegtployed there is a big preponderance of skilled
over u;skilled, while the opposite is -true of the non-Euro-
peans. _ _-
. The'explanation which can, be given is that in the ordinary
population a preponderance of skilled and semi-skilled over
unskilled workers e~ists in th.e case of the Europeans.1 C.on-
sequently it may be argued that one could expect more actual
unemployment amongst the skilled workers, who form the
gre.ater pprtion of the male ,:orking p.opul~tion, than among
the unskilled, who form a faIrly small portIOn. On the other
hand, one is so persistently informed by educational autho-
rities that more schooling and more training,E)specially voca-
tional training, is an antidote to poverty and dependency,
that it ~eeIns rather surprising to find that the proportion of
skilled European unemployed amongst the able-bodied male
dependents does not fall very far below the propor~ion of
skilled workers in the European population.2 The conclusion
seems 1.tnavoidable that a greater proportion of skilled able-
bodied men are found completely unemployed and depend~nt
on charity than onel would have expected from the standpmnt
of the valuation usually placed on vocational training,
although the proportion might have been expected from a
purely statistical point of view.. .
It is, however, necessary at this stage to emphasIse ~nce
again that this enquiry took place during the depre~sIOn,
when causes for abnormality in connection with the pomt at
issue might have been present to an exceptional -extent, i.e.
for more skil1ed workers to be dismissed than is normal.
Besides' this, the provision' of wor~ Iby Labour Bureaus
mainly meant placinO' in relief work of the. pick~and-shovel
type. U This would pr~vide for the unskilled more often than
for the skililed, who would be much more likely to attempt to
, ~ See M~lher\Je: "Education and the Poor White," p. 124.
2 It was not possible t.o discuss on .similar lin~s the position of the
COloured able-bodied unemployed, smce suffiClently recent Census
material. on the vocationltl status of Coloured persons to. be. of value
for' comparison was not available. ,
remain in town, where a possibility might arise for employ-
ment in their trade .. This would also mean a tendeI;lCY for
the unskilled unemployed to diminish in numbers, but for
the skilLed unemployed to remain on charity.
It is also necessary to add that although termed" skilled"
or "semi-skilled," owing to the fact that they have passed
through the necessary period of training for their occupa-
tion, these workers might nevertheless be bad workers. In
fact, when placea by special effort, they were often sent back
by employers as incapable. This means, of course, that the
simple fact of having been trained does not necessarily make
a person worthy .of employment, but only if his training has
given him real skill, and he has in addition certain traits of
character indispensable to success. It was not possible toO
determine for the object of this study which of the so-called
skilled albIe-bodied dependents were unemployed, owing to
incapacity for some or other of these reasons, and which were
able-bodied skilled who were at the same time capab~le and
deserving. If the so-called skilled dependents were not really
skilled in spite ()f training, or if they were skilled persons
who had degenerated, and there is every likelihood that
many of the clients of a relief-giving organisation might be
of such types, then it is quite clear that one must accept any
deductions as to employment and employability made here
concerning differences or similarities between skilled and
unskilled workers with great reserve. Kg., if one were to
find that there is a tendency for long-term unemployment to
occur amongst the skilled just as often as amongst unskilled,.
then one may not conclude that training is of no significance
for the relief of unemployment, because the so-called skilled
dependents'may not give any indication of the vaIue of
training, since they are not really skille,d and capabIe in the
sense usually meant when ,one speaks of skilled workers (see,
however, p. 109).
PART-TIME AND INSUFFICIENTLY PAID EMPLOYMENT OF
ABLE BODIED DEPENDENTS .
. Reference h3s already Ibeen made (see p. 122) to a sma'll
group (13.5 % Europeans and 22 % non-Europeans) who
earned a small income which had, however, to be supple-
mented hy charitable assistance. About one-fifth of this
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group af Eurapeans and ane-third af the nan-Eurapeans were
women, practi.cally all lane mathers with children. Nearly
all these E!urapean women, but just Ibelow ane-haH af these
non-Eurapean women, were engaged in same farmaf regular
emplayment. Althaugh regular it must have been inade-
quately paid 001' anly part-time (e.g., washing, ironing, 001'
charring one day in <t week), since the assistance fram
charity cauld nat he dispensed with.
In the case af these E:Urapean men, practically all af whom
had wives and children, mast of thase possessing some kind
of employment were skiUed, although two-thirds of these
skilled warkers anly had irregular work. There seems to
have been same advantage in this respect in being skilled,
but after all one does not feel inclined to stress the value of
training by demanstrating that it helps to enhance the
chances of the unemployed abtaining part-time 001' underpaid
and mostly irregular employment which still Ileaves the
'family partially dependent! In the case of the nan-Euro-
pElans more unskilled than skilled men obtain. this kind of
employment, which is presumably due to the preponderance
of unskilled among the non-Eurapean workers. In their
case practically aH partial employment is of the ineguIar
type. On the whole, details such as these are of slight impor-
tance., but the main fact is that which has been pointed out
Ibefore,namely, that partial independence mvin,fJ to part'iedemployment only exists in the mi1Writy of cases.
DURATION OF UNEMPLOYMENT AMONG SKILLED AND
UNSKILLED WORKERS.
It was nat possible within the limited time available far
the survey to abtai~ data about thel precise periods of unem-
ployment far each 'Of the recipients visited, but an effort was
made t~ ascertain the approximate periad in months imme-
diately preceding the date of the enquiry during which the
recipient was more or less cantinuausly withaut emplayment.
The farms contained adequate data about the periads af
unemployment of 173 Eurapean and 481 non-Eiurapean male
dependents, the sampling ratios being about 25 % and
approximately 19 % respectively. Although the European
I'
sahlple was small it is perhaps worth while toO compare the
duratian of the unemplayment of skilled and unskilled
workers.
TABLE NO. XXXII. THE PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION' OF
SKILLED AND UNSKILLED 'WORKERS ACCORDING TO
DURATION OF PRESENT UNEMPLOYMENT.
Period of Europeans non-Europeans
Unemployment
SkilledUnskilled Skilled Unskilled
6 months and less 19' 24 ::I: 4.3 36 ::I: 3.0 33 ::I: 4.1
7 to 12 months 38' 41 ::I: 4.9 30 ::I: 2.9 29 ::I: 3.9
13 to 24 months . 24' 26 ::I: 4.4 22 ::I: 2.8 29 ::I: 3.9More than 24 months 19' 9 ::I: 3.0 12 ::I: 2.1 9 ::I: 2.6
Total Percentage . 100 100 100 100
In the case af the Eiuropeans .ane might be tempted to.
suggest that there was a greater tendency am angst the
unskilled dependents to remain unemplayed far a langeI'
periad than amangst the skilled. Such a deductian wauld,
haw ever, be based mainly an the fact that 19 % af the
unskilled as oppased to 9 % .of the skilled were unemplayed
for mare than two years. Far the ather periads in the table.
there are no significant differences, especially as the standard
deviatians are very high, awing to the smallness af the sample.
In the, case af the non-European,s the differences between the
skilled and unskilled as far as the duratian af unemplay~ent
is cancerned are insignificant throughout. Such comparisans
seem toOindicate, in the case af bath iacial graups, that the7'e
~s no difference in tendency with regard to the duration of'
~nemplmJment a71Wngst skilled and 1tnskilled delJendents.
A brief comparisan may alsa Ibemade af the frequency with
which the variaus periads af unemployment accurred. Among
the Eurapeans 7 to 12 manths" unemplayment accurred mast
(namely, amang 36 % :t 3.4 of the family cases); next came
the periad 13 to 24 manths (30'% :t 3.2 af family cases); then
6 manths and less (23 % :t 3.0' af the family cases); and last
of all peri ads langeI' than 2 years (11 % :t 2.1 af famiIy
1 Total number involved too small to derive the standard deviations.
from the table. (See Hogg: "Incidence of 'Vork Shortage," pp. 115-
116.)
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cases) . In the case of the non-European family cases the fre-
quencies differed comparatively little, and the order of
"sequence was from the shortest to the longest period. There
was, tlLerel'Jre, a tendency 101' 1lnemployment amongst Euro-
peans to last a medium period, il this is taken 'to be between-
7 and 24 months,. and a tendency for it to last a shorter period
(below 12 months) among non-Europeans. Naturally, when
such tendencies are, indicated it must be understood that
quite a number of individuals form exceptions.
CHAPT'ER XIII.
THE BEARING OF THE ACTUAL FACTS OF
DEPENDENCY .ON THE FORM SOCIAL SER-
VICE AND 'SOCIAL POLICY SHOULD .TAKE.
THE PLACE OF RELIEF IN SOCIAL SERVICE.
The group which was studied above consisted O'f families
and persons who were very poor, so poor, in fact, that they
were dependent on charity. Their poverty was plainly evi-
lent from the fact that most of them, Europeans as well as
non-Europeans, were without any inoome whatsoever(p. 12).
It is this, the financial aspect of poverty, to which the Board
-of Aid pays most attention, because it is naturally a person's
financial position which determines whether that organisa-
tion will assist or not. When O'nce thel organisation has
decided that the applicant for relief is poor enough to be
assisted, and when relief has accordingly been granted to a
.case, the attitude, usually taken up is that the organisation
has fully discharged its duties until such time as the case
.applies again for assistance, when the whole procedure of
investigation of the financial circumsta'1ces and the conse-
quent granting or withholding of relief is repeated. This
tremendol'ls emphasis on investigating only the financial
position of the applicants for relief has an important defect.
The above research has shown that there are certain causal
fact-ors responsibilefor (e.g. pp. 12, 96, 121), and conditions
,or characteristics associated with, the dependency of the
group studied (e.g., pp. 36, 49, 57, 58,69, 71, 93, 107). To
treat dependency merely by giving a relief grant means that
the causes which brought about the ,dependency are not
investigated, and consequently not treated at all. Charity in
the narrow relief-giving sense can, in the light of the above
research, no longer be regarded as a sufficiently adequate
conception, and must be replaced by a wider conception in
which ordinary relief is given its proper place.
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Amongst the recipients of relief were fnund certain broad
types which can be discussed from the pnint of view of
wh~ther the provision of r'elief grants nnly adequately deals
,with their cases.
(i) Ther~ were the more or less permanent dependents w'ho
c,ould not hope tn recover from their dependency. This would
Include the aged, and the' permanently disabled or ill"
, forming about 26 % of the Eurnpeans and 29 % non-Euro-
peans (p. 119): Rehabilitative measures would not be of
, much use tn this type. These were mostly cnuples without
children, and Inne persons. It must be recognised that depen7
dents faEing under this grnup must be given a more or less
permanent form of assistance. Rehabilitative measures do-
not form the principal object of treatment; thnugh undoubt-
edly other forms of social service than financial grants can
be rendered, e.g., hnusing under favouraJble circumstances;
(ii) Also present were the semi-fits, dependents who are
able to undertake light 0'1' special work (p. 119). Social work
ought tn aim at partial 0'1' complete rehabilitation, according
to the special circumstances nf the case. Supplementary
material relief could be given permanently or temporarily,
accnrding to whether the real object of rehabilitating. the
case can be partially or completely achieved. Special atteh-
tion will have tn be paid to the tubercular cases, nwing to the
importance of this disease among both Europeans and non-
Europeans.
(iii) Besides these there were the temporarily ill depen-
dt;'cnts, who have every chance in their fa~nurof be~oming
independent when theJT have recovered from their illness
(p.n9). OrdinaJ;Y relief ought tn be given as a means to
I
a.ssist recovery, b.ut at the same time the moral~ and fam~ly.
hfe of the cases must be kept healthy Iby skIlled, famIly
welfare service accnmpanying the grants. '
(iv) .Finally, one finds the able-bodied unemployed, who
formed the bulk of the Board's dependents (p. 119)'. The
principal nbject of social work in connection with the able-
bodied unemployea ought to be their ultimate rehabilitation.
Careful ca~s.tudyought to be undertaken tndiscover the
causal factnrs and processes that have 'led' to the dependency.
I,
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At the same time the case cannot be ,allowed tn starve, and
it is necessary therefore to combine ordinary reEe£ with social
service. The relief can be given tn meet theimmedia.te
.demands, but the main emphasis should Ibe on guiding tlle
family towards economic independence and social adaptation.
THE OBJECTS OF SOCIAL WORK ACCORDING TO THE
RESULTS REACHED.
.Constructive social work seeks to' cnmb,at the causes and
.conditions of poverty and dependency. The meaning of con-
structive social work is determined for an organisation by
what is revealed by investigation and research about the
.caus~s and difficulties of. dependent persons and families.
(The vast majority of cases receiving assistance were fami-
lies: see p.67).
'1'he above study nf dependency can now be used to indi-
,cate the various factors which have tn be taken into consid-
eration in the formulation of a constructive policy by charit-
.able organisations in dealing with poverty and dependency. •
(i)E90nomic Rehabilitation. The various classes of ~lllem-
plnyed were discussed with special reference to their employ-
ability. It was found that by far the larger proportion nf
, dependents were, ab:le-bodied although unemployed (p. 119),
and since they were emplnyable they had the essential
quality making constructive social wnrk pnssible. In spite of
their having employability in their favour, however, no effort
is usually made Iby the Board to guide them towards indepen-
dence. To give a fnod ticket or a money grant to .an unem-
ployed person may keep him from starving, but it does not
.cure his unemployment. Constructive wnil\:' if 1 connection with
unemployment will have to go in the direction of (a) the
collection of data on the causal and other factors associated
with unemployment in the city, in order to help to attack
this at the ronts by propaganda or other means. ,(This means
undertaking in future periodic general investigations, as well
as continuous sound case studies.) (b) The exploration of
,methods of relieving unemployment and of obtaining con-
tinual and close co-operation withI~abour Exhanges; and
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. (c) . the ,determination of how dependency arising from insuf-
nciently paid employment can best be dealt with locally.
(ii) Social Reconstruction. The problem of poverty and
dependency is largely a result of unemployment, and the pro-
vision of adequately paid' work would contribute towards
diminishing able-ibodied pauperism. Provision of work, how-
ever, is only one aspect of canstructive social work. It is
necessary to take, into consideration other factors as well.
(a) Environmental and Housing Conditions. ~-'acts were
produced to' show that the environmental and housinO' can-o
ditians of most 'Of the dependents were very unsatisfactory.
For the most part the dependents lived in densely po'pulated
and overcrowded areas, where intermixture 'Of European and. '---Caloured are frequent, and 'living and sanitary conditions
very bad (pp. 36, 92, 93). Experienced social' workers
recognise that it must be taken into consideration that
l'nvironmental and housing' conditions are n'Ot 'Only the result
'Ofpoverty but are also important causes of further aggrava-
ting the downward trend in the s~c'ial scale. When a family
lives in a bad environment the latter influences unfav,ourably
the home-life of the whole fami1ly, and frequently' results
in moral and social degeneration. In fact, there were signs
of such deterioration to be seen in the dirty condition ~f some
of the homes visited,: in the Ilack of parental control, and in
parental indifference. In the end the familv becomes so
degraded that the mere provision of emplo;ment without.
improvement of the enviranmental and home c'Onditions
means that the family will soon again find itself in difficul-
ties. In fact, -it was found that not only does the dependency
of the Ibreadwinner frequently ,commence at an early age, but
that once he has become dependent his and his family's
dependency very often tends to p~rsist (see p. 49).
(b) Management of Income.']. All of the families in the
group examined were in receipt 'of assistance, and there was
a small but not negligible -percentage of <lases that had non-
charitable incomes, which were sometimes so high that
donibts could be entertained whether these ought to be depen-
dents at all (see p. 15). Perhaps their dependency is due to
bad management. Not much is known about the household
economy of dependents, but there are good reasons for
believing that among the dependent group as a whole there
is much injudicious purchasing and incorrect buying.1' It
would be useless to improve the income position by providing
adequateIy paid employment if, as the result of bad manage-
ment, the dependents were to find that they could not manage
without continued assistance. With the improvement of
income there 'Ought to be a better standard- and more intelli- -
gent manner of living. At present the h'Ousehold budgets of
dependents contain mainly three items-rent, food, and
household requirements. "Phis can be understood because
with a 'small income there cannot be provision for anything
else. Bu~ even among the relatively small group 'Of ,depen-
dents who had quite Ibig incomes these three items consti-
tuted the whole of the budget. It is very probable that if the
financial position of the dependent group, as a whole, were
~o impro~l) an increase of income would simply mean an
Illcrease III the amounts spent an these items, and not any
improvement in the manner or standard of living.2 It is clear
that charitable organisations ought to consider what steps
could be taken for improvement in regard to the household
economy of dependents, not only while they are dependent
but especially for some t1:me after the grants could be with-
drawn.
(c) Health Conditions. The dependent sick, 'of whom the
majority stood every chance of recovery and ultimate employ-
ability (see p.' 104), form a group in regard to which special
consideration should be given UB to what type of rehabilita-
tive service is needed. At present the Board of Aid really
does not seem to worry about the sick dependents beyond
including' in their food {)Tder a few additional but ne~essary
food items. Social circumstaIWes may, howe,ver, have
brought about the conditions of ill-health,_ or may result III
1 See PerOold.:OoPcit., Chapter V., especially Ta.bles 27 and 28.
,2 B. YOors.ter: "~ie HuishOoudeIike Begrotings van Ontvangers van
L1eg?ad1gheld by dl~ Onde!standsraad in Kaapstad." This study is a
theSIS at prl?sent bemg wntten fOol'the degree of M.A. in the Depart-
ment OofSOoClOlogy,University of SteIIenbOosch..
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ment OofSOoClOlogy,University of SteIIenbOosch..
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prolonging this condition. rfhe paint is that, apart from the
medical service rendered !by the Health n~p,artment to' the
.dependent sick, frequently social service is required as well
-far-sighted service aiming beyond present assistance and
.cure to future prevention. It is the duty of an organisation
presumably engaged in family we'l£are work to' consider how
the sick dependents can be assisted not anly to' health and a
,precariaus hving, but alsO' to real sel£-sufficiencyand' sacia1
-adaptation, and to consider what general measures must be
-taken to' reduce the extent of dependency due to illness. '
(d) Lirnitation of Size of Dependent Families. Both the
size of the family and the presence of young children .pro-
'bably contributed to' the dependency of the graup studied
(see p. 71). The average ages of, the, European: and non-
European male chief dependents were 43.2 years and 41.7
,years respectively (see p. 51). Most of these were heads af
families (see p. 67), and by far the majority were af equal
.age or older than their wives (see pp. 60-62). It is possible,
therefore, that the average size of the dependent family may
increase still furthGr, and thus aggravate the dependency
situation. It is desirable that the Board of Aid should con-
sider ways and means of preventing the increase of the
~families of the very paor. Efforts' could, for instance, be
made bv the visitars to' persuade parents to' avail thems,elves
of the ;dvice and facilities provided'by the Mathers.' Clinic.
,The. advisability af -cdntrolling the--ancrease of the -f31'nily~of
'persons in poor ecanomic circumstan'ces must alsO' be care-
fully oonsidered with regard to newly-married couples who
are forced to apply for assistance. It was faund th~t the
percentages of early marriages amongst the European depen-
,dents w,ere more ar less the same as amongst the ordinary
pop'ulition, showing that the necessary pastponement owing
to economic disadvantages did nat take, p'lace (see p. 57).
The non-Eurapean dependents marded even earlier' than is
usual amongst non"European~, (see p. 58). 'fhe Board can-
'not, of cou;se, prevent people from marrying, nor can it
with justification refuse l,lssistance to yaung: couples in diffi-
'culties, but it can, perhaps, seek theca-operlj-tionof suitably
equipped organisations for preventing the toO' rapid grawtlJ.
of such dependent families .
," (e) Education and Vocational Training. Lack .cif school
educatian is regarded by educational authorIties and social
workers' as' a causal factor of poverty and dependency.
Absence of a good school education nat anly usually makes
~raining more difficult,' but makes for loss ,of personal
resour.ce£ulness and the failure to' recagnise life's diffipulties
frankly. The vast majarity af dependents receive' only ff
:-ineagl'e school education (see p. 106), It may be that m:ost
of the chief recipients themselves came out of' poar, homes,
an,d th,erefare had their school careers unduly curtailed. The
poverty af the dependent families studied appeared to have
had the effectof 'curtailing the school educatian alsO' of their
children (see p. n7, faatnate). Thus poverty begets pav-
eFty. Unless the pracess is stapped it'may be faund that in
the future organl'satians like the Board of Aid will have to
support increasing number~ af children, and the children's
,children af present-day dependents. NO' effort is usually
'made by mere relief-giving' organisations such as the Board
-,of.Aid. to interest themsel v,es in preventing the remaval of tne
children from s'choal b~fare they' ha,d had a sound se~andary
education, although ..the Board's visitars are in a favourahlB
position to' exert their influence. It is true that the'financial
pasition of thedependent family does not ~ake it pas sible for
the school career af the, children to be prolanged~ A. bady
such as the Board of Aid shauld, ho,wever, consider what it
<fan do, perhaps directly (by making cash grants for school
fees, hooks, etc.), Ibut certainly indirectly (by exerting' its
influence for procuring bursaries and influencing unwilling
parents), to assist dependent families to' prolang the school
careers of their children until they have at least had ,an ade-
quate degree of schaoling.
The presence amongst the ErUrapean dependents of a large
majority (see p. 106), and amongst the non-Eurapeans of a
fair nurnberaf skililed workers (see; p. 106) , indicates a
further direction for the development of canstructive social
(Work.' While' there are good reasons far believirtg that the
L
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p.ossession of vocational' qualifi~ations to some' extent~ ~r~
vents poverty and dependency, .there must be somethIng
wrono' when the skilled workers. form so impm:tant.a part of
\ the depend~nGY gro~p. This indicates the nt:led~for f~rth~r
I research work on the basis of which a constructIve-polIcy m
this connection could be formulated. .
THE VALUE OF RESULTS, SUCH AS THOSE REACHED IN THIS
INVESTIGATION, FOR ASSISTING AN ORGANISATION IN
CONTRIBUTING TOWARDS THE DEVELOPMENT OF SOCIA.L
POLICY.
Very often authorities such as the Government, or 'e:en ~he
municipality, must accept the responsibility for legIslatIon
which affects the well-being of distinct groups of people. In
smue instances groups of the poor and dependent are affecte4.
Very often su~h gover~mental bodies have little, direct knoW:-
ledge of, or data on, the local conditions of, sl1ch people .. Such
lack of knowledge makes it necessary for them to obtam the
advice of or<J'anisations which are in closer touch wit4 the
people conce~ned. Nationally or provinciall:y orga~is~d. wel~
. fare associations, such as Child Life ProtectIon SOCIetIes and
the Afrikaans Women's Organisations, have consequently
developed a double fl111ction. O'n the one hand, thio~gh their
local lbranches they perform various phases, of sOCIal work
and social service directly to the people who need, them. , On
the other hand throu<J'h their central councils they not only
attempt to obt~in an insight into' the larger pro~le~ls which
face their country, their organisation, ahd the. SOCIalgroup
they ,seek' to serve, but formulate plans for comb~t~ng bad
conditions, and by representations to the authontIes and
propaganda amongest the general public strive after the ful-
filmtmt of tlieir proposals. ,
Participation in the development of the various phases of
social policy bY organisations who have first:'-hand contacts
with those in whose interests such policy should exist c3!n
only be welcomed. , . .
Two matters need consideratioii.' , The fir~t"is that; whIle
there is' so'me justification for making proposals on the basis
of, general, but unsystematic and 'und'etailed knowledge," par-
ticipation iii the 'development .of social polloy:; rwill' be""filiI'
I
!
(
I
i
.1
I
more va'luable if the organisation bases its suggestions on
carefully collected facts which have' been dealt with in a
scientific manner. It seems a pity that while each organisa-
tion, and especially nationally organised ones, are in posses-
sion of masses of extremely valuaJble dat~, these often lie
barren while the organisations suggest costly reforms backed
/only by g";neral impressions. 'This study is an indication, -in
(spite of its limitations, .of what can be done with the material
(at the disposal of welfare organisations. r
The second matter which merits attention here is that
, ' .
while more extensively organised bodies, and a very limite-d
number of local welfare societies, recognise their duty to
assist in the development 'Of social policy, there are many
other local organisation" which do not sufficiently aSSUme the
same responsibility. This is presumably correct in the case
of minor organisations, but should Ibeinconceivable in the case
of [arge local organisa tiol1S like the Capekrwn General Board
of Aid, which deals with numbers of cases, and has an annual
hudget equal to: or even larger than some of the nationally oi'
provincially organised "bodies. Surely the task of a welfare
Ibody of thi's type, which could be continually in possession
of full knowledge of the social conditions, needs, and possi-
bili ties of the poorest portions of the City's population, may
not be restricted to the handling of charitable grants, :01' even
i-he performance of more thorough social' service: There
should, in fact, be no better advisers to the government, or
informers of the public opinion, or propagandists for what is
Ileeded tha'll such 'an 'organisation if it undertakes its t.ask
conscientiously, and bases its contributions to social 'policy
on careful investigations and the thorough manipulation of
the available data. '~lie fact is, h'owever, that this and other
similar organisations are not performing their du:ty, or cer~
bini's. J?ot in "an adequate ~a~J?er.' Cons~q.uently 'a few
1 This .statement is made with. full recognition ,of the, fact that
members or officials of the Board do from time to time appear before
govermnent commissions to. give evidence, and that the 'Board does
;;ometimes draw up, memoranda, e.g. in connection with. Labour Colo-,
riles, which 'are attempt's to. influence certain aspects of socia] policy.
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examples 'wiUlbe given of haw; wIth results such a"s those. pro-
vided by'this investigation, an organisation could contribute
-1ts share in guiding'. social policy. ,
(i) The Im,provement of 'Econom,ic" Conditions. The
vast majarity of dependents were 3ble-bodied persons who, •
could work, and therefore passessed the -quality of employ-
a~bility which is essimtial t"a constructive social service (see
p.' 120) . But does the possession of this quality help them?
This does not seem to' be, the' case, because an analysis of the
income' position indicated that most 0'1 the European as well
hsnan-Eiur'opean chief dependents whO' were in employment
were engaged in a type of work which did not sufficiently
pravide far their needs (see'p. 12). The work was of'a type
which either' did not command' :rnadeq'fate wage' (e.g'j
unskiUed work) arW3S irregular. 'It dges not seem right
iha t a' part of the popula ti on shouldha ve nO' alternative but
to became dependent even if it, does work. It is, of course,
well known that there are certain types of unskilled work
~rom ",hioh ,it is impossible to earn a decent living. Other
types, again, such as the building trade, are subject to
seasanal variations, and make a steady income impossible
(see p. Ill). It is therefore, necessary that steps shauld be
taken (a) for the development af a reasonable wage policy,
so that persons engagecl inunskiUe~ work, who can .and do
wo'rk dO' not alsO' at the same time have to be dependent;,. .
(b) for the stabilisation of employment to obviate depen--
aency from seasanaJble irregu~arity, irregulari ty ~f the,
unskiUed work of the odd-job type, and disturbances o£
employment due to' business depressions. It is certainly not
beyond the functians of a body wh-ose dispensatian ofe-harity
is seriauslyinfluenced by such facts to face them ,and to help
to devise ways and means which wi'll ultimately obviate
dependency.
, .The 'debt positi-on of d~pendents was not very ~erious, .since
the average amounts of debt per case were small, although
l;aturally the smallness of the incomes -of dependents makes
e~en a small ,debt relatively i,mportant (see p. 28). While this
IS so, 'attention ou'ght to .be drawn to' certain facts revea1led by
•
/;
tIle study of individual cases. E.g., one, outstanding case ca~
becite11, where a widow with au income of less than £2;'per
week had purchased a grand piano costing £120, on which
she was paying off a few shillings per week. It is surprising
with 'what ease persons even in a poor econonlic position can
ohtain facilities und~r the hire purchase system.'l'he possi-
ibility of abuse af the facilities abtained under the hire pur-
chase system ought to be investigated with a view. to pre-
venting the incurring of debt under a system which makes
it easy for people to' live beyond their means. There is reason
to believe that the system is fairly widely and often unwisely
used by the poor sections of the community. This would, of
course, greatly increase the difficulties in the, way of reha-
bilitative work. Hence, again, the executive committee of a
welfare organisation; ,discovering such a hindrance.' to its
endeavours, should feel it incumbent to agitate for legi~lation
limiting the possibilities of abuse of the principles ,of hire
purchase.
(ii) Procuring Facilities for Housing the "Very Poor."
'The housing conditions of dependents were found to be -on
the average most unsatisfactory, especially among the non~
Europeans (s'ee pp. 92, 93). In addition to this rents
formed, on the average, about 50 % of the, total average
weekly expenditure (see p. 20),. as well as being the inajor'
item of debt incurred by dependents (see p. 26). It is gener-
ally recognised that poor housing and environmental condi-
tions not only are the effects of dependency,' Ibut also tenu "to
aggravate this condition. 'l'hefinancial position of the
dependent (see p. 12) does not make better housing under
ordinary circumstances possible,' nor are the charities in a
financial position to afford th.e removal of their clients to
improved surrounding's, and yet removal to a better home and
environment is -one of the essential preliminaries to' construc-
tive social' work. There is, indeed;'provision in the city fot
the 'hOusing of poor families who have a certain income, but
for those who fall Ibelo,; this ieci'uired minimum,! which is
1 In the case of the Housing--Utility Co,.'iilcomes must be £8;~£16;'
and in rare cases £6-£7. -",:-:.'_
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not exceptionally low, there is no' provision of homes at sub-
ee-onomic rents. If progressive charities were to start reha-
bilitative work, they would immediately be handicapped by
the lack of proper housing facilities for the "very.' poor" ,
while the process of rehabilitation was being proceeded with.
'l'he pr~}Visionof such facilities is naturally quite beyond the
funds of any one organisation, but there appears to tbe p.o
reason why by concerted action the various .organisations
should not induce the proper authorities, such as the City
Corporation, to use more exten~ively the facilities provided
by the Government. 'They sh~ould even press for further con-
cession, which will make the housing of the very poor easier. 11.
The whole question of housing would also require greater
activity in regard to slum clearance. It is Qertainly unsatisc
factory that slum clearance in the city is bei,ng proceeded
.with so slowly. After all, the. blame for this must partially
be borne by those social organisations whose work suffers as
a result, as they have the facts to convince the public a!lc.d
yet remain silent, since they do not feel it their duty to ~give
the necessary continuous and outspoken support to the small
~,ommittee of the niunicipality, which must bear the whole
burden alone. A sound housing' policy is the sine qua non of
all rehabilitive and constructive family welfare' work and
every large organisation, for' the latter should exert itself
energetically in promoting the former.
(iii) The Promotion of Public Health. Closely associated
with the poor financial position and tbad housing conditions
of dependents is ill-health. T11eworry and under-nourishment
resulting from poverty and dependency inevitably affects the
health conditiolls of the' suffeI:ers. Ill-health occurred in
about one-fifth of the European and non-European chief
dependents (see p. 96). Just over one-half 'Of these were con-
sidered able to regain their heaHh (see p. 104) . This should
lead to the consideration of whether sanitary inspection,
education in hygienic measures, municipal, medical, clInical,
and nursing services are a,dequate, or whether it is necessary
__ . _"_ ..• •. _ ...• ~_4_'. _ ...• _ .. _. .. ~_
1 The Minister of Public Health t,ecently a'nnounood that su'ch
further assistance is being contemplated. '
, '
to demand improvements in such directions from the autho-
'1'ities concerned, either ,of. the .city or the central Govern-
ment. \
!J.'uberculosis was' found to be the most important single
type ofq.isl'lase among bOoth European and non-EurOopean
dependents (s'ee p. 99). At present it is pOossible for poOor
persons~ufferil~g from this disease to be treated free of
charge by the City Health Department and, in advanced
-cases, to be sent to Nelspoort for free medical treatment.
The luere medical treatment of the disease, howev~r, is not
)~~fficient, since it is known that dependent persons wh~ are
treated at the Sanatorium return tOotheir old surroundlllgs,
. which are unhealthy and uncon'genial, with the result that
after a while the benefit derived from medical treatment is
l~st. '1'he m'edical treatment must be accompanied by after-
,care and social service, e.g., tOoolbtain Oobservance of the' pre •.:';"/'
scribed diet, hygienic measures, etc., and t4ere must be pro-
visioQnfOI~proper housing. Especially this latter provision is
.of vital importance. As long as a relief-giving organisation
finds such tubercular patients, or others still only suffering
in a minor degree,' dependent upon them and living under
unfavourable cOonditions without the social workers finding
the opportunity to' remove them to better surroundings, the
orO'anisation must realise that here is something fundament-
b
ally wrong which is not to be met by xelief grants. The fact
that it possesses such factual knowledge makes it the ines-
capable duty of the organisation to keep the situation con-
tinually beJOorethe public until a 'system has been created
for remedying this danger'ous social condition.
(iv) The Improvement of the Economlic and Social Condi-
tions of Non-Europeans. It was }ound, when the relative
sizes of the European and non-Eiuropeaii population of the
city were tl;1ken into consi,deration, that dependency amongst
the nO)l-Europeans was much greater than amongst the Euro-
peans (see, p .. 54). The housing conditions of the non-Euro- •
pean group were worse (see pp. 92, 93); t~e .health condi-
tiOonswere less satisfactory (see p. 97); educatIon and voca-
tional training were especially lacking (see p, 106); their
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income on the whole much lower (see p. 13), while the rent
was only slightly lower (see p. 21). Further si~ilar deficien..,
cies in the social and economic conditions of the dependent
ilon~Europeans as compared with the dependent Europeans
were found, and this is indicative of the comparative posi~
tion of. the whole. non-European group. The discovery of the-
influence of the unfavourable socio-economic conditions of
the Coloured people on the degree of dependency developed
by them should lead an organisation dealing with this phase'
of social welfare to co-operate in seeking a metholl 13'-~e>ms
of which the social and economic standards of this racial.
group can Ibe raised, ~o tha.t the percentage of dependency
amongst them may be diminished. It may seem a far cry .
from the duty of granting relief t,o interesting .oneself in
finding a solution for the social side of the Coloured problem.
The organisation should, however, limit itself only to that
. phase of the problem of wh~ch it has knowledge and factual
information, namely, the over-balanc~d degree of depe~-
dency. Its experience and knowledge of this one aspect
should, however, be valuable in co-operative effort to find a
suitable social policy for dealing with this racial group. In
these. larger social problems there are usually too many
aspects for anyone body or person to have adequate insight
and information on .all phases, and therefore only co-opera-'
tive ,effort can make a solution possible. . .
(v) The Support of the Movement for the Co-ordination o.f
Charities. There appears to be some justiication for the
statement that the Board of Aid and other ehiuities fre-
quently have to support families who move into the city and
become dependent rela tively soon after arrivail (see p. 41).
This must be reckoned with Iby the various charIties in the
development of a systematic method of dealing with depen-
dency. By promoting some plan of greater co-ordination with
such inland towns and villages as PaarJ, Stellenbosch, vVeI-
• ling-ton, Caledon, and Oudtshoorn, it should be possible to
iJlfluenceJ:he migration from these parts. At p-res~nt families
leave for the city regardless'of the prospects of work, and in
spite of the existence of organisations and chl~r~hes whO.
t\
I might have attempted to prevent ,unwise ,migrati~n. The
initiative in. seeking such inter-urba~ co-operation. could
.. easily' come from a large organisation' .in ~he .provincial
capital. .
There is, how'ever, another form of co..,ordlnation which is
far more vital to' the- interests of the large welfare bodies ,and
r the people they attempt to. serve. Early in this work it was
stated that this in'vestigation would be subject to the limita-
'\ tion th~t it coulddhly deal with dependents receiving aid
from thIS one body (see p. 7). Therefore tl:J.eresults could not
be acce.pted as giving a review of the dependency situation
in Capetown, although the importance of the Board of Ai~
as a statutory body made it very likely that a very large pet.:
centage Df the dependents were dealt with by it. To what
extent this 'was true could not be determined, since many of
the, organisations in the city are averse to making their
information available for such a general inves'tigation Iby an
outside investigator, and .do not have their material dealt
with separately. There is also no mechanism which binds
the various organisations together, and makes a universal
survey 'of their work possible. No real idea as to the extent
o£'po~erty 'and dependency in Capetown, the various methods
of combating them, the degree and type of overlapping,
and .other similar matters, will ever be obtained until the
150 to 200 1 organisations are induced or compelled to
co-ordinate. Any development in this connection would fall
in line with a similar tendency in social work overseas.2
The limitations of this work referred to above, namely,
thaj, it is restricted to data on one' organisation only, and
does not give an insight into the wholll,.situation existing in
the city, should immediately be felt by the body concerned,
if this review of its own activities ~could lead it to aspire to
a real insight into jts functions and role in the social work
of the city. This, as well as its experience of the need for
co-operation in its everyday charitable duties, should make
it a strong protagonist of the l{)cal co-or-dination movement.
I From a list of charitable organisations compiled by the author.
2 Norton: "The Co-operative Movement in Social 'Work" pp 19
89-110. ' . ,
I
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Here, ,again, out of its actual experience should grow the
need and desire for participating in a matter of sociaipolicy.
It is, however; remarkable that during the various attempts
made to promote co-operation land co-ordination amongst the
.charities of the city, the initiative has ~ostly been taken by
individuals, while ,such organisations stand more or less'
.aloof. There was a time in 1932 when the Cape Provincial
,Charity Commission found itself in agreement with proposals
made !by Pro£. H. F'. Verwoerd, and accordingly made recom-,
menda tions to the A,dministra tor..' Since then protraded
,efforts have been made with the support of the Mayor of Cape-
town to institute a voluntary ,co-ordination council of chari-
ties. The failure in this direction has been followed up 'by
representations' made by va'rious bodies-such as a speci~r
Mayor's Committee, and the Contin~ation Oommittee of the
National Conference on the Poor White- Problem-to have an
,ordinance passed for a system of compulsory co-ordination.
Nego,tia tions in connection with a draft ordinance are still
in progress, yet such matters of general import do not seem
to attract very serious attention even from large welfare
,organisations. '
The few examples presented above are intended to serve a
,dual purpose. 'I'hey should demonstrate the wider implica-
tions which seemingly minor results of scientific investiga-
tion can have, and they should reveal how much broader the
functions of socia,l weHare organisation are than is often
't'ealised. Not only must their social work transcend the
limits of mere relief, and through case work provide many
forms of social service, but they must even equip themselves
to be able to participate in the development of social policy.
If this is realised and' such duties are accepted, then a higher
,conception of social work will gain ground, and interdepen~
denc'e Of social investigation, social work, and social policy
be appreciated insteao' of being decried, as IS, abs, so often
the case at' present.
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National Conference on the Poor White- Problem-to have an
,ordinance passed for a system of compulsory co-ordination.
Nego,tia tions in connection with a draft ordinance are still
in progress, yet such matters of general import do not seem
to attract very serious attention even from large welfare
,organisations. '
The few examples presented above are intended to serve a
,dual purpose. 'I'hey should demonstrate the wider implica-
tions which seemingly minor results of scientific investiga-
tion can have, and they should reveal how much broader the
functions of socia,l weHare organisation are than is often
't'ealised. Not only must their social work transcend the
limits of mere relief, and through case work provide many
forms of social service, but they must even equip themselves
to be able to participate in the development of social policy.
If this is realised and' such duties are accepted, then a higher
,conception of social work will gain ground, and interdepen~
denc'e Of social investigation, social work, and social policy
be appreciated insteao' of being decried, as IS, abs, so often
the case at' present.
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APPENDIX NO.3.
:LIST OF AREAS AND CASES NOT INCLUDED IN THE
,DISTRIBUTION CHART OF DEPENDENCY IN CAPE-
TOWN.
29
3
24
39
6
70
40
6
24
26
1
110
79
1
4
1
17
7
1
1
28
6
61
5
2
1
17
4
376
1
5
4
9
2
1
1
6
2 J
4
2
2
17
6
..1
6
4
Europe.ans. Non-Europeans.
La;p.sdown
Muizenberg
Belgravia Estate
Jamestown
Southfield
Kensington
Ryland's Estate.
Rentzkie's Farm
Pluml:ltead /
Hea thfield ' . .
Dumiuy's Cottages
Athlone and Swartdam ...
Retreat
Wakefield Estate
Garden Village
Kalk Bay
N'dabeni
Thornhill Estate
Lakeside
Rugby
Crawford
'Sunnyside
Diep River
Black River
Wetton
Zonne!bloem Estate
Brooklyn
Bokmakierie Estate
Without address
147
146
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